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1
Introduction

”The mind of man has perplexed itself with many hard questions. Is space
inﬁnite, and in what sense? Is the material world inﬁnite in extent, and are
all places within that extent equally full of matter? Do atoms exist or is
matter inﬁnitely divisible?”

James Clerk Maxwell1

Our present day lives ﬁnds itself in sync along the lines of this famous quote by
James Clerk Maxwell. Maxwell points out to the perplexity of the human brain, its
desire to question the myriad things surrounding us in our day to day lives. Being
born in the twentieth century, it’s quite challenging to not come across perplexing
answers mankind has found for several questions such as: the mobile phone, television, computers, the Internet, antibiotics and many more. Consumer electronics
for example has made incredible progress. Taking one particular example, the ﬁrst
fully transistorized computer TRADIC in 1954 to IBM’s POWER9 series scheduled
to be available in 2017, a noticeable change between them is the reduced size of
the various building blocks of electronic circuits [1, 2]. The ‘transistor’ is one of
the smallest building blocks of a computer. The POWER9 series processor will be
manufactured using a 14 nanometer FinFET process and will consist of up-to eight
billion transistors [2].
1
“The Theory of Molecules’, lecture to the British Association at Bradford. In The Popular Science
Monthly (1874) vol. 4, 277.
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A ponderous question would be, why shrink the transistor and other building
blocks? In the consumer electronics industry, one of the mantra for innovation is
higher device performance and less power consumption. Present day microprocessors have been successful in delivering this and follow the trend of doubling
of the number of transistors in a microprocessor every two years, called Moore’s
law. Advances in both material science and manufacturing technologies have been
pivotal in making this a reality. Since, present day transistors start to reach the
dimension of a few nanometer, many challenges of such miniaturization needs to
be addressed. Such as reducing the power consumption, minimizing the leakage
current, improving reliability and cost effectiveness. It is relevant to think about the
next steps, isn’t it?
Welcome the era of two-dimensional, one-dimensional and even zero-dimensional
materials. Some of the famous 2D, 1D & 0D materials are: Graphene, MoS2 , hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN), Phosphorene, Stanene, Silicene, Germanene, carbon
nanotubes, nanowires, buckyballs and many more. Graphene is touted as the
material of the 21st century for its interesting combination of both electronic, optical
and mechanical properties and several promising application possibilities. It was
successfully isolated during a Friday night experiment by Andre Geim and Kostya
Novoselov at University of Manchester in 2004. Graphene’s discovery opened
doors for a family of several other two dimensional materials. A staggering amount
of up-to 700 2D materials also referred to as ’zoo of 2D materials’ has been
predicted to be stable and can be synthesized.
Although single layer graphene might not be useful to develop a transistor due
to the absence of a band gap, several other applications are foreseen. Some
of them are: quantum resistance metrology, transparent conducting electrodes,
optoelectronics, Hall effect sensors, conductive ink, spintronics, UV lens, infrared
light detector, sensors (pressure, NEMS, molecular adsorption). It was soon realized that large scale graphene production techniques are necessary for industrial
scale graphene based applications. Three prominent techniques for large scale
graphene production have been developed: 1) epitaxial growth 2) chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) and 3) liquid phase exfoliation (LPE). With a growing industrial
interest, various aspects such as material synthesis, quality and characterization
need to be addressed to facilitate its commercialization.
In this PhD project, we address the different aspects in the development of
CVD graphene based quantum Hall resistance standards (QHR) for metrological
applications. An interesting application of graphene is its use in developing quantum

3

Hall resistance standards (QHR). Resistors are one of the most widely used passive
components in electrical circuits, a precise and reliable resistance standard is thus
vital for the appropriate calibration and reproducibility of various electronic systems
during manufacturing. Standard wire-wound resistors suffer from degradation
and at best offer an uncertainty of few parts per million (ppm). The quantized
Hall resistance plateaus were recognized to serve as the ultimate reference for
resistance standards. The quantized Hall resistances is deﬁned in terms of Planck
constant h and electron charge e and are independent of sample dimensions.
These advantages along with the universality and robustness of the quantum Hall
effect offers an unparalleled advantage over passive resistor standards.
Graphene offers a unique advantage in realization of a convenient resistance
standard, operating at easier measurement conditions. Low dissipation QHE in
CVD graphene has been elusive due to several reasons. The various aspects
considered within this project involve the synthesis of large area CVD graphene
ﬁlms on copper foil and its thorough characterization using electrical transport,
Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and low-energy-electron
microscopy. The outline of this work is as follows.
In chapter 2, a brief background into graphene’s properties is described. This
is followed with the basic introduction on classical Hall effect and integer quantum
Hall effect in graphene. The need for quantum Hall resistance standards (QHR)
is presented with a particular focus on the advantage of CVD graphene based
QHR. A few details about the cost of graphene production and its application in
Hall sensing is presented.
In chapter 3, CVD of graphene on copper foils is discussed and various growth
recipes demonstrating the control over the size of graphene grains and growth
dynamics are presented. Crystallinity of a material deﬁnes the purity and ultimately
inﬂuences its performance. In CVD graphene, the grain boundaries in the ﬁlm
introduce charge scattering and limit the material’s performance. However, the
occurrence of the grain boundaries can be controlled by altering the growth conditions. It is desirable to have CVD graphene ﬁlms with large grain size or a uniform
mono-crystalline ﬁlm. These details along with the graphene transfer techniques
onto SiO2 /Si substrate are presented. The limitation of PMMA-assisted transfer
and the prime cause behind the presence of polymer residues is highlighted.
A thorough characterization of graphene is necessary to understand its limitations and easier integration of new 2D materials with existing CMOS technology.
In chapter 4, we describe three distinct tools used to characterize graphene ﬁlms
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and correlate the observations. First, we performed large area Raman mapping of
graphene to study residual doping and intrinsic strain in as-transferred graphene
ﬁlm. This study highlights the detrimental inﬂuence of polymer transfer and describes techniques to correlate graphene’s Raman G peak positions with net charge
density. This is helpful in the understanding of residual doping in the graphene
ﬁlm. PMMA-residues are also characterized using Raman spectroscopy to help
distinguish between graphene and residues.
Further, low-energy-electron microscopy (LEEM) was used to study defects/grain
boundaries in ultra-clean CVD graphene ﬁlms. Details about the ﬁlm crystallinity
can be accessed using LEEM. To obtain an elemental understanding of the PMMAresidues, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed. A clear difference between freshly spin-coated PMMA and PMMA-residues after transfer was
observed, linking the observation from Raman analysis of residues. During the
XPS study we found traces of copper in as-transferred graphene ﬁlm, suggesting
that the nano-particulates observed along the grains/wrinkles in the LEEM study
could be residual copper.
In chapter 5, a study of electrical response of graphene ﬁlms and the role of
graphene-metal contact interface is discussed. Two techniques utilized to fabricate
Hall bar structures are described. A new protocol using stencil lithography used
to minimize residues and fasten the fabrication process is presented. The prime
cause behind the doping of graphene ﬁlms was studied and two techniques to overcome doping in as-transferred graphene ﬁlms were developed namely: 1) thermal
annealing and 2) solvent treatment. The effects of the two distinct procedures were
also identiﬁed through systematic experimental procedure. Electrical transport of
clean and p-doped CVD graphene ﬁeld-effect transistors (FET) are also presented.
Two techniques to characterize contact resistance Rc : 1) transfer length method
(TLM) and 2) direct measurement technique based on QHE of CVD graphene FETs
are also discussed.
In chapter 6, we compare single domain graphene and polycrystalline graphene
ﬁlm using Raman spectroscopy and electrical characterization to study the difference between the two ﬁlms. Interestingly, although the crystallinity of the ﬁlms are
different, the inﬂuence of polymer transfer is similar in both the graphene ﬁlms as
observed in the Raman analysis. However, a large difference in the charge mobility
was observed. Single domain graphene sample had a higher ﬁeld effect mobility in
comparison to multi domain graphene sample. This can arise due to the increased
charge scattering at the grain boundaries in the polycrystalline graphene ﬁlms.

5

Further, the two-dimensionality of graphene makes it highly sensitive to adsorbates. These adsorbates can be polymer residues from transfer, ambient
contaminants, charged molecules and so-on. Some of the adsorbates introduce
residual doping in graphene. In chapter 7, a study identifying the mechanism
leading to the reduction of doping is discussed in detail. By exposing the graphene
ﬁlms to solvent molecules with a strong binding afﬁnity, ambient adsorbates can be
replaced with solvent molecules. Molecular binding calculations were performed
to support the experimental ﬁndings and identify the main mechanism leading to
reduction in doping.
In chapter 8, we show the ﬁrst demonstration of low longitudinal resistance
in our CVD graphene ﬁlms and high precision resistance quantization of CVD
graphene on SiO2 substrate. A comparison of graphene ﬁlms with small grain
and large grain is performed to study the inﬂuence of grain size on the electrical
transport. It was observed that the graphene ﬁlms with larger grains is desirable to
develop high-quality CVD graphene based QHR. The observation of high precision
resistance quantization of within ±30 parts in 109 for a range of charge densities
highlights the need for high quality of graphene ﬁlms for developing QHR standards.
Some of the limitations encountered in CVD graphene based QHRs are also
discussed and possible solutions are also presented.
The conclusion and outlook of this work is discussed in chapter 9 and the
detailed supplementary measurements supporting the observations detailed in the
main chapters in presented in appendices A - E.
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2
Background: Graphene’s properties and
quantum resistance standard applications

2.1. Band structure of graphene
Graphene is one of the most widely studied material of the present times due to its
impressive electronic and mechanical properties [3–5]. Graphene was isolated in
2004 by Andre Geim and Kostya Novoselov, for which they were awarded the Nobel
prize in physics in 2010. It is the ﬁrst 2-dimensional material to be successfully
isolated. Graphene consists of sp2 hybridized carbon-carbon bonds (one s-orbital
and two p-orbitals), which form a network of σ -bonds and determine graphene’s
unique mechanical properties. The distance between the adjacent carbon atoms is
a=1.42 Å. The remaining pz orbital points perpendicular to graphene plane. The
electrons from the π -bond are responsible for the electronic properties of graphene.
Each of the carbon atom from the lattice contributes one electron to the π -band,
which is half ﬁlled for pristine graphene [6]. A pictorial representation of a graphene
ribbon is shown in ﬁg. 2.1 -a.
The honeycomb-like arrangement of the carbon atoms (2.1) leads to a a triangular Bravais lattice with a two atom basis as shown in ﬁg. 2.1 -b. The primitive
unit cell is shaded in grey with carbon atoms A and B [7, 8]. The lattice vectors are
given by:

a1 =

√
√
a
a
(3e x , 3e y ) , a2 =
(3e x , − 3e y ).
2
2
7

(2.1)
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where a = 1.42 Å, i.e., the C − C bond length. The Brillouin zone is hexagonal in
the reciprocal lattice, as shown in ﬁg. 2.1 -c and is given by:

b1 =

√
√
2π
2π
(k x , 3k y ) , b2 =
(k x , − 3k y ).
3a
3a

(2.2)

The six corners of the Brillouin zone can be represented as two distinct but energetically degenerate points given by:

K =

 2π
2π 
2π 
√
, √
,
, K =
3a 3 3a
3a −3 3a

 2π

(2.3)

Figure 2.1: a) Graphene lattice representation with carbon atoms arranged in hexagonal
lattice. b) Graphene lattice representation in real-space with the unit cell (shaded grey
region) and its basis vector a1 and a2. The two colours depict the carbon atoms from distinct
sublattices. c) The ﬁrst Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice with the base vectors b1 and
b2.

The three nearest neighbour vectors (δ 1−3 ) are given by:

δ1 =

√
√
a
a
(1, 3), δ2 =
(1, − 3), δ3 = a (1, 0).
2
2

(2.4)

Using the tight-binding Hamiltonian for electrons and considering both nearest
and next-nearest neighbor hopping, the Hamiltonian has the form [7, 8]:

H = −t

∑

i, j, σ

†
( aσ,i
bσ, j + H.c.) − t

∑

i, j, σ

†
†
( aσ,i
aσ, j + bσ,i
bσ, j + H.c.), (2.5)

†

where ai,σ annihilates an electron and ai, j creates an electron with spin σ on
sublattice A, t is the nearest neighbor hopping energy (t = ≈ 2.7eV ) and t’ is the
next nearest neighbor hopping energy. The energy bands are derived from 2.5 and
is given by:
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E± (k ) = ±t
where



3 + f (k ) − t f (k )

(2.6)

√

√

f (k) = 2cos( 3k y a) + 4cos(

3
3
k y a)cos( k x a).
2
2

(2.7)

The plus sign in equation 2.6 signiﬁes the upper band (π ∗ ), while the negative
sign signiﬁes the lower band (π ). From ﬁg. 2.2, we can observe that the energy
spectrum is symmetric around zero energy for t’=0. For ﬁnite values of t’, the
electron-hole asymmetry is broken and the π and π ∗ bands become asymmetric.
This second term in Eq. 2.6 is called the ’trigonal warping’ term. The complete band
structure of graphene is shown in ﬁg. 2.2 -a and a zoom-in of the band structure
around the K and K’ points is shown in ﬁg. 2.2 b with both t and t’ terms [7, 8]. The
energy dispersion in the vicinity of the Dirac points can be obtained by combining
Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.3 as k=K+q (|K||a|) and is given by:

E± (q) ≈ ±h̄ν f |q|

(2.8)

where q is the momentum measured relative to the Dirac points and ν f is the
fermi velocity (ν f = 3ta/2), with a value of ν f

1x106 m/s, which was ﬁrst obtained

by Wallace in 1947 [9]. One of the most interesting aspects of graphene’s energy
dispersion is it’s energy-momentum relationship with the valence and conductions
band at q = 0. At this point, the dispersion relationship is linear and the conduction
and valence band touch at the so-called the ”Dirac’ points”. The region close to
the Dirac point is referred to as the ”Dirac cone”. This makes graphene a zero
band-gap semiconductor with a linear energy dispersion for both type of charge
carriers. The Dirac points touching at K and K’ points in momentum space can be
seen in ﬁg. 2.2b, gives rise to a valley degeneracy with gν = 2 [7, 8].
The energy dispersion of graphene resembles that of massless relativistic
particles which are described by the Dirac equation. A direct consequence of the
latter is that the cyclotron mass depends on the square root of electronic density,
given by [7, 8]:

m∗ =

1  δA( E) 
2π
δE E=E f

where A(E) is the k-space area, given by:

(2.9)
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Figure 2.2: a) Electronic dispersion of single layer graphene lattice and b) Band structure in
the close vicinity of the K and K’ points.

A( E) = π q ( E)2 = π

E2
.
v2f

(2.10)

The electronic density is related to the Fermi momentum k f via k2f /π = n, and
leads to:
√

m∗ =

πn
.
νf

(2.11)

Furthermore, the density of states of graphene can be derived using Eq. 2.5;
and close to the Dirac points the dispersion is approximated equation using Eq.
2.8:

D ( E) =

4E
.
2π (h̄ν f )2

(2.12)

where the factor four accounts for the spin and valley degeneracy. Although at the
Dirac point the charge density is expected to be zero, a residual charge density
is typically observed experimentally due to doping, thermal broadening, disorder
and defects in the graphene ﬁlm. Nevertheless, a region with low electron and hole
density can be observed, which is termed as the ’charge neutrality point’ (CNP).
The transition from electron to hole transport takes place smoothly, and can for
instance be achieved using an external ’gate’, allowing for tuning of the charge
carrier density, given by [10]:

n=

Cg (Vg − Vo f f )
.
e

(2.13)

where Cg is the gate capacitance per unit area (F/cm2 ), Vg the gate voltage (V),
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Vo f f an offset of the CNP due to chemical doping and e the elementary charge.
In case of pristine graphene, Vo f f can be ignored due to the absence of residual
doping. The ﬁeld effect mobility can be estimated by [10]:

μ=

1 δσ
.
Cg δVg

(2.14)

σ=

IL
.
VSD W

(2.15)

where σ is deﬁned by:

where VSD is the bias potential and L & W the dimensions of the graphene sample.

2.1.1. Phonon dispersion in graphene
In this section the phonons in graphene are discussed brieﬂy which is helpful in
understanding the different Raman modes of graphene in the upcoming chapters.
The phonon dispersion of graphene is shown in ﬁg. 2.3. The graphene unit cell has
two atoms (2.1), which leads to six phonon branches, three acoustic (A) and three
optical phonons (O). Four of the phonon branches are in-plane (two acoustic and
two optical) while the other two are out-of-plane phonon branches. Depending on
the direction of the zone-center mode, the modes are known as transverse (T) or
longitudinal (L) [11–14].

Figure 2.3: Phonon dispersion of graphene. Some of the prominent phonons (D, G and 2D)
in graphene are highlighted with the Γ , K and M symmetry points are shown. Redrawn with
permission from Venezuela et al [15].

At the Brillouin zone center Γ there are: A2u +B2g +E1u +E2g modes. The E2g
mode is the only Raman active mode. There is one degenerate in-plane optical
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Figure 2.4: Representation of phonon vibration contributing to major Raman bands in
graphene (i-v). iTO and iLO phonons leading to the G band vibrations at the Γ -point and
D-band vibrations from the iTO phonon at the K-point. The movement of the lattice is
described using the black arrows.

mode E2g and one out-of-plane optical mode B2g . The E2g phonon at the Γ point
corresponds to the origin of G-band in graphene. The D-peak originates due to
the breathing mode of the six-atom rings (2.4) and is activated by the presence
of defects in the graphene lattice [11, 12, 16]. The various phonon modes are
represented in ﬁg. 2.4 i-v. The LO and TO phonon modes at the Γ point are
degenerate and represent the E2g group. The out-of-plane movement of the
sublattice A, B is represented by the ZO phonon belonging to the B2g group. In the
case of ZA (A2u ), LA and TA (E1u ) phonons both the sublattice move synchronously
and are infrared active.
The iLO (in-plane longitudinal optical) and iTO phonons are mainly responsible
for the Ramans bands of graphene, which are energetically dispersive at the Γ
and K points (2.3). The phonon energy softening at these points is called as the
Kohn anomaly [17]. During this process, the phonon creates a virtual electronhole pair which recombines and creates another phonon, as a result of which the
phonon lifetime and energy are lowered. The Kohn anomaly lead to strong electronphonon coupling (EPC) around these two points [17]. The degree of phonon energy
renormalization is determined by the electron-phonon coupling strength [11, 12, 16,
18]. Further details about the Raman bands in graphene is discussed in chapter 4.

2.2. Classical Hall effect
The Hall effect was discovered by Edwin Hall in 1879 during his doctoral work
at John Hopkins University, Maryland, USA [19]. The principle of Hall effect is
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extensively used in magnetic ﬁeld sensors. The applications range from automotive
industry, telecommunications and consumer electronics [20].
The principle of Hall effect is as follow: when a current I (applied bias current)
ﬂows through a conductor in presence of a large magnetic ﬁeld B, a voltage VH
(Hall voltage) is developed transverse to the direction of the applied current I . The
Hall effect principle is detailed in ﬁg. 2.5, with I being the applied current and VH is
the Hall voltage [19].

Figure 2.5: Representation of the Hall effect in a conductor. The application of a magnetic
ﬁeld perpendicular do the conductor results in the Hall voltage VH transverse to the current
ﬂow I . b) Typical representation of Hall voltage response to varying magnetic ﬁelds under
ambient conditions in thin ﬁlm conductors.

This Hall voltage VH , was found to be dependent on the applied current I and
the magnetic ﬁeld B i.e.:

VH ∝ I, B

(2.16)

The observation of this effect was explained by the taking into account of the
Lorentz force FB i.e. a charged particle moving in a magnetic ﬁeld experiences a
force given by:

FB = e(ν × B)

(2.17)

where e is the charge of an electron, ν the electron velocity (or electron drift velocity

νd ) and B the magnetic ﬁeld. In ﬁg. 2.5 we observe that, as a result of the
Lorentz force FB , the electrons accumulate along one side of the conductor. This
process results in a charge imbalance, which in turn creates an electric ﬁeld E. The
electrostatic force due electric ﬁeld E is given by:

Fe =

e VH
w

(2.18)
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where e is the electron charge, VH is the voltage difference developed across the
sample i.e. the Hall voltage and w the width of the Hall bar. In the equilibrium state,
we have:

e VH
= e νd B
w

(2.19)

The current I ﬂowing through the conductor is then given by:

I = N e νd A

(2.20)

where N being the electron density, νd the electron drift velocity and A is the cross
section of the conductor ( A = w d, d is the sample thickness). Using the equations
2.19 and 2.20, the Hall voltage is given by:

VH =

IB
Ned

(2.21)

For thin samples, the electron density is deﬁned by the planar density and the 2D
electron density per unit area is given by n = N d, the Hall voltage is then given
by:

VH =

IB
ne

(2.22)

The Hall resistance R H is given by R H = VH / I i.e.:

RH =

B
ne

(2.23)

It is important to note that the Hall resistance R H is only dependent on the magnetic
ﬁeld B and the charge density n, while being independent of physical parameters
such as conductor dimensions. The longitudinal resistance R xx measured along
the direction of the current ﬂow is unaffected by the magnetic ﬁeld and is given by:

R xx =

Vxx
I

(2.24)

2.2.1. Classical Hall effect in graphene
A typical graphene device in Hall bar conﬁguration is shown in ﬁg. 2.6 a. The
Hall bar geometry allows to measure both Hall resistance (Rxy ) and longitudinal
resistance (Rxx ). The device consists of patterned graphene ﬁlm in a standard Hall
bar geometry on top of a 300 nm thermal grown silicon dioxide and bulk p-doped
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Figure 2.6: a) Representation of a graphene Hall bar device. The Hall voltage is measured
transverse to the direction of the current ﬂow either between 1-3 or 2-4. b) The Hall voltage
response VH of a typical graphene Hall bar device. The bipolar Hall voltage response shows
the transition from electron to holes as majority charge carriers.

silicon substrate. This geometry constitutes a typical graphene-ﬁeld effect transistor,
and using this conﬁguration, the charges in graphene can be modulated by applying
a potential on the bulk silicon (VG ). In this case the silicon substrate acts as a
back gate (2.6). The current I is passed between the current contacts also called
the ’source’ and the ’drain’ contacts and the Hall voltage can be measured either
between the 1 − 3 or 2 − 4 contacts. In ﬁg. 2.6b we can observe the Hall effect
response of such a graphene device at room temperature for two magnetic ﬁeld
values. One of the interesting features of the response is the bipolar Hall voltage
behavior. This change in sign of the Hall voltage is due to the transition in majority
charge carriers from electrons to holes. This change is observed as the gate
voltage is tuned from negative to positive values [21, 22].

2.2.2. Applications of Hall effect sensors
The Hall effect sensor market is actively growing and the market value is expected
to be around 2 billion USD by 2020 with a growth rate of 8.5%. The automotive
industries are among the largest consumers of sensors based on Hall effect and
consumer electronics on second place. Some of the key advancements in the
Hall sensor technology is the sensing element, i.e. the conductor material. The
advancement in the material science has been pivotal in producing highly sensitive
Hall effect sensors. Some of the commonly used materials for producing Hall effect
sensors are: Silicon (Si), GaAs and InAs. New and upcoming materials such
as single layer graphene have been shown to provide even higher magnetic ﬁeld
sensitivity when compared to existing materials. Ultrahigh charge mobilities, low
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charge densities in these materials play an important role in improving the Hall
sensitivity. Sensing the Hall voltage lies in the core of several applications based on
the principle of Hall effect. This is used in applications such as: position, rotational
speed, ﬂuid ﬂow, current and pressure sensing, smartphones and global positioning
systems [21, 22].

2.3. Quantum Hall effect
In 1980, Klaus von Klitzing was performing an experiment similar to Edwin Hall.
However, the conditions of the experiment were different i.e. low temperature and in
the 2D limit. During the experiment with silicon-based samples, Klaus von Klitzing
discovered that the Hall conductivity was exactly quantized. This discovery earned
Klaus von Klitzing the Noble prize in Physics in 1985. In the quantum Hall effect, at
well deﬁned magnetic ﬁelds the Hall resistance plateaus were observed together
with a vanishing longitudinal resistance [23, 24]. The resistance quantization was
found to be:

RH =

1 h
n e2

(2.25)

where, n is an integer value, h the Plank’s constant and e the electron charge.
This type of resistance quantization and the zero resistance value of Rxx can be
explained using a two-dimensional system with Landau levels.

Figure 2.7: Representation of density of states versus energy in a) Bz =0 b) Bz = 0 and c)
Bz = 0 in presence of disorder.

In the presence of a high magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular to the sample plane, the
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density of states (DOS) collapses onto quantized orbits, which are separated by
well deﬁned gaps. These states are called extended states [23, 24]. Such discrete
states are called the Landau levels, named after the Soviet physicist Lev Landau
himself [25]. The scenario when the magnetic ﬁeld Bz =0 is shown in ﬁg. 2.7a,
where DOS is a constant function of energy. In the presence of magnetic ﬁeld
Bz =0, the quantization of DOS into δ-functions is depicted in ﬁg. 2.7b (in case of
zero disorder). By considering the Schrödinger equation for a single electron in
a 2D system in the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld, the Landau level (LL) energy is
given by:

E N = ( N + 1/2)h̄ωc

(2.26)

where N=0,1,2,.. is the LL index and the cyclotron frequency is given by:

eB
m∗

ωc =

(2.27)

where B is the magnetic ﬁeld and m∗ the effective mass. In ﬁg. 2.7c, a broadening
of the δ-functions in the presence of disorder, as is the case in real samples is
depicted. The states due to the presence of disorder are called localised states.
The LL degeneracy or the number of LL states per unit area is given by:

nB =

eB
h

(2.28)

With the increase in the magnetic ﬁeld, the spacing between the LLs increases i.e.,
it requires more electrons to ﬁll each of the LL. The LLs are ﬁlled sequentially upto
the Fermi level. At low magnetic ﬁelds and low temperatures, a large number of
LLs is ﬁlled and upon increase of the magnetic ﬁeld, the LL degeneracy increases,
resulting in fewer LL being occupied. At sufﬁciently large magnetic ﬁelds, only the
lowest LL is occupied. Between these two scenarios, there are special cases which
contain an integer number of LLs that are exactly ﬁlled, given by:

Bν =

1 nh
ν e

(2.29)

where ν = nn is called the ﬁlling fraction. This ﬁlling fraction provides the ratio of
B
number of electrons to the number of available states per LL. Using 2.28, the ﬁlling
fraction can be written as:
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ν=

n
h
φo
=n
=n
= n2π l B2
nB
eB
B

(2.30)

where φo = h/e is the ﬂux quantum and 2π l B2 is the area of a Landau level and
lB =


h̄/eB. At the exact ﬁlling factors, all the lower LLs are completely ﬁlled while

being separated by the cyclotron energy gap of Δ = h̄ωc . Since there are no states
between the quantized states, there is no scattering, provided that k B T < Δ. This
leads to a dissipation-less transport and hence the resistance Rxx is zero. From the
classical Hall effect equation we know that R H = B/ne. By substituting Eq. 2.29,
we obtain:

RH =

1 h
ν e2

(2.31)

By considering transport in terms of conductance, from Drude model, the
conductivity is given by:

σ=

ne2 τ
m∗

(2.32)

where the conductivity deﬁnes the relation between the current density ( J ) and
the electric ﬁeld (E), e is the electron charge, n the charge density, m∗ the effective
mass and τ the charge scattering lifetime.
At zero magnetic ﬁeld, the conductivity is isotropic and given by: σ = 1/ρ. In
the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld however, the conductivity is anisotropic and is
given by a 2D tensor relation:

⎛
σ=⎝

σ xx

σH

−σ H σ xx

⎞
⎠

The resistivity tensor can be written as:

ρ=

1
2 + σ2
σ xx
H

⎛
σ
⎝ xx
σH

−σ H
σ xx

⎞
⎠

From the above mentioned resistivity relation, the conductivities of the QHE
state can be written as:

σ xx = 0, σ H = ν

e2
h

(2.33)
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The vanishing longitudinal resistance in QHE regime can also be understood from
the point of view of conductivities i.e. at exact ﬁlling the Fermi level lies in the gap
between LLs, where the DOS is zero. The condition of exact ﬁlling factors, however
is only possible at unique magnetic ﬁeld values [23, 24, 26, 27].

2.3.1. Integer quantum Hall effect in graphene
In ﬁg. 2.8 we can see the representation of graphene’s band structure in the
absence (2.8 a) and in the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld (2.8 b). By solving the Dirac
equation for a perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld, the LL energy states for graphene can
be written as:

Figure 2.8: a) Representation of single layer graphene’s band structure in the absence of
magnetic ﬁeld and b) in presence of a magnetic ﬁeld.

E N = sgn(n)



2eh̄ν F2 |n| B

(2.34)

From Eq. 2.34 one can notice that for the ﬁrst two LLs, the energy gap is large.
This is one of the main reasons behind the possibility of observing the Quantum
Hall effect in graphene, even at room temperature [28]. The integer n represents
electron-like (n>0) or a hole-like (n<0) LL indices [7, 8, 10].
The appearance of n=0 LL at the Dirac point is an indication of a special electronhole degenerate LL due to the band structure of graphene. The Hall conductivity
can be written as:

σH =

4e2
e2
( N + 1/2) = ±2, ±6, ±10, ...
h
h

(2.35)

The ﬁrst values of ±2 belong to the zero energy LLs which consist of both
electrons and holes, whose value is ≈12.957 kΩ. In ﬁg. 2.9 we can observe such
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Figure 2.9: Hall resistance versus Magnetic ﬁeld of a CVD graphene sample at 0.3K, gate
voltage = 8V. The red and blue curves are measured across two different pairs of voltage
contacts.

a resistance quantization in a CVD graphene sample. The R H plateau i=2 can be
seen to be quantized around 12.906 kΩ, with the onset of the plateau i=6 also
being present [5, 29, 30].

2.4. Quantum Hall resistance standard: Motivation
Soon after the discovery of the quantum Hall effect, the idea of a stable resistance
standard was also coined. This gathered immense interest from the metrology
community, as in the case of a quantum Hall resistance (QHR) standard, the
resistance is only given by fundamental constants such as electron charge e and
Plank’s constant h [31]:

RH =

h
e2

(2.36)

Such a QHR standard, has several advantages over a passive wire wound
resistor standard, whose resistance is deﬁned by:

R=

ρL
A

(2.37)

where ρ is the material resistivity, L is the length of the resistor and A is the cross
section area. These type of wire-wound resistance standards are bound to be
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temperature, humidity, air pressure sensitive which cause their resistance values to
drift in time [32]. Due to these prime limiting factors, there has been an astounding
interest to replace them with a more robust resistance standard that is independent
of sample dimension and that offers greater precision and repeatability i.e. the QHR
standards [32, 33]. This allowed for the deﬁnition of a new international resistance
standard for electrical resistance called the Klitzing constant (RK −90 ) and given by:

RK −90 =

h
= 25812.807557(18)Ω
e2

RK −90
h
= 2 = 12906.403778Ω
2
2e

(2.38)
(2.39)

2.4.1. QHR requirements
There are several stringent requirements to be met by a QHR in-order to be
established as an international electrical resistance standard. These requirements
stem from the rigorous measurement demands set by the metrology institutes.
Some of the prime requirements are: i) a high source current ( ISD > μ A) ii) subOhmic contacts to the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) iii) ease of operational
conditions iv) repeatability v) high accuracy of resistance quantization.
A high value of source current ( ISD ) is desired, as this improves the measurement signal quality (Vxx ) i.e. better signal-to-noise ratio. In the QHE regime, given
that R xx drops to zero i.e., for instance 0.1 mΩ, with a bias current ISD = 1μ A, the
voltage measured is Vxx = ISD R xx = 0.1 nV . Such measurements are much
easier to perform if the QHR can handle higher bias current (tens of μ A) in the QHE
regime without dissipation, thereby increasing the magnitude of Vxx . Moreover,
the contacts of the Hall bar device must be Ohmic and the contact resistance Rc
must be below 1Ω. If the Rc is high, this can affect the resistance quantization.
The quantization accuracy is of prime importance in realizing a good QHR and a
deviation accuracy of few parts per billion or higher is required [33].

2.4.2. Advantages of a graphene based QHR
The QHE in graphene is deﬁned by Landau levels at energies described by 2.34
i.e. ±ν F

√

ΔE01 ( B)

2h̄neB. Interestingly, the energy spacing between the ﬁrst two LLs is

= 36 B[ T ] meV, which is much higher than the widely used 2DEG

based on Gallium Arsenide (GaAs, 1.7B[T] meV) [34–37]. Moreover, in graphene,
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the plateau ν = 2 Hall resistance plateau of value RK /2 can even be observed at
room temperature [28].
This opens up the possibility of QHR operating under relaxed conditions i.e.
higher temperature and lower magnetic ﬁelds. The latter is not possible to achieve
in GaAs based QHR due to the smaller energy gap (1.7B[T] meV). The comparison
of the energy spacing in graphene (ν = 2) and GaAs with respect to magnetic ﬁeld
is shown in ﬁg. 2.10. For instance, at 12T, ΔE01
graphene / ΔE GaAs ≈ 6.1 i.e. at 12 T
the energy level spacing between the ﬁrst two LLs is 6.1 times larger in graphene.
This type of QHR operating under relaxed conditions brings forth the opportunity
to disseminate these standards from the national metrology institutes to industrial
calibration facilities. The latter is due to the ease in realization of a cryo-free tabletop systems operating in liquid-nitrogen temperature which can offer up-to < 6T
[38].

Figure 2.10: Plot of energy level spacing of ΔE01
graphene , ΔE GaAs versus magnetic ﬁeld (T).

2.5. CVD graphene based QHR
Several techniques can be used to produce high quality graphene. In this work,
we have used chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique to produce high quality
graphene ﬁlms. The main advantages of CVD technique over another widely used
technique i.e. the epitaxially grown graphene are i) the CVD grown graphene
can be transferred onto several substrates of choice, ii) charge carrier density
tuning via bulk back gate and iii) lower cost of production (substrate). A brief
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comparison of CVD graphene with other techniques in terms of quality versus
price can be found in 2.11. Graphene ﬁlm quality can be quantiﬁed using various
characterization techniques such as: Raman spectroscopy, electrical transport
and electron microscopy. Using these tools it is possible to measure the charge
carrier mobility, defect density, mechanical strength, ﬁlm uniformity and so-on. We
can observe that CVD graphene offers better quality for a relatively lower cost of
production [39]. Using the CVD technique it is possible to produce high-quality
graphene samples, which is advantageous for the development of a robust and
reproducible QHR.
Many studies have been performed to test the potential of graphene as a QHR
and compared the operational parameters with the well-established GaAs QHR [33].
In epitaxially grown graphene on SiC (Silicon carbide) samples an unprecedented
accuracy of 10−9 quantization of RK −90/2 has been achieved by several groups.
The measurement conditions of the SiC samples were: i) magnetic ﬁeld range of
10-19T and ii) source current of tens of μ A. In an exfoliated graphene on SiO2
sample, the R H value was measured with an experimental uncertainty of 15x10−6 .
It was found that high contact resistances limited the possibility of obtaining a better
quantization [36, 40].

Figure 2.11: Brief comparison of various graphene production techniques with their respective quality and price of production. Our approach i.e. CVD of graphene has the potential
in offering better quality material for a relatively lower cost of production. Adapted with
permission from Novoselov et al. [39].
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Another study on exfoliated graphene on GaAs substrate performed by the
PTB group in a 30x150 μm2 Hall bars revealed an uncertainty of -5.1±6.3x10−9
at 60 mK and 18T [41]. However, due to the limitation in the size of the exfolaited
graphene ﬂakes, mass production of such samples is challenging. Interestingly,
in large area CVD graphene ﬁlm based QHR studies, the best uncertainty result
achieved so far is ∼ 10−2 at 1.7K with a residual longitudinal resistance of ∼500 Ω
[42]. The differences in the uncertainties observed in different graphene samples
allows the possibility to further understand the limitations in realizing state-of-the-art
graphene based QHR.

2.5.1. This work
In our study with CVD graphene, an unprecedented quantization accuracy of
within ≈ 30 parts in 109 for a range of gate voltages has been observed in CVD
graphene Hall bars fabricated on SiO2 substrates for the ﬁrst time, as of the writing
of this thesis (0.3 K, I SD = 5 μ A, 12 T). During this study, it has been observed
that the quality of the graphene ﬁlms are highly important and play a vital role
in the development of ultra-low longitudinal resistance in the QH regime. The
CVD growth technique and further characterization and measurement studies
are detailed in the upcoming chapters. See table 2.1 for comparison of various
uncertainty measurements of graphene based QHR studies performed by different
NMIs.

NMI

Type of graphene

Uncertainty

HFM lab Nijmegen

exfoliated (2008)

15 ppm (350 mK, 3 μ A, 14 T) [43]

NPL, UK & Chalmers

epitaxial (2010)

0.5 ppb (4 K, 10 μ A, 5T)[38]

NIST USA

CVDG on SiO2 (2011)

10 ppt∗ (1.7 K, 14 T) [42]

PTB, Germany

exf. on GaAs (2012)

-5.1 ppb (60 mK, 10 μ A, 18 T) [41]

LNE, France

epitaxial (2016)

0.01 ppb (1.3K, 50μ A, 5 T)[44]

This work

CVDG on SiO2

< 30 ppb (0.3 K, 5 μ A, 12 T)

Table 2.1: Collection of various high precision measurements of graphene based QHR
performed by different NMIs on different type of graphene samples. ∗ ppt: parts per thousand.
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2.5.2. Brief insight into costs of graphene production
Graphene is at the forefront of being one of the ﬁrst 2D material to be integrated
into real life applications. One of the easiest ways to mass produce graphene
is via liquid phase exfoliation process (LPE). Using the LPE technique micro to
nano meter scale graphene platelets can be produced. Such graphene platelets
can be combined with other materials and can be used to produce composite
materials that offer superior mechanical properties. One of the widely talked
about applications of such graphene platelets is the large-area transparent, ﬂexible
and conductive layers/screens for touch screen and display applications. This
application of graphene is seen as a replacement for the presently existent ITO
(Indium Tin oxide) based applications. A brief cost comparison of graphene and
ITO production is made in 2.2 [45].
material

cost (production)

graphite

1.50 - 2.00 $ /kg

Indium (solid form)

650 $ /kg
800 $ /kg

Indium Tin oxide
graphene nano-platelets (surface area: 500-1000

m2 /g)

220 ∼ 300 $ /kg

Table 2.2: Cost comparison of graphene and Indium Tin oxide (ITO). Note: The graphene
nano-platelets are speciﬁed using the term ’surface-area’ coverage.
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3
Chemical vapor deposition of graphene
and transfer

3.1. Abstract
Graphene can be produced in several ways. Depending on the application and
graphene quality requirements, the route towards large scale graphene production
can be charted further. The various techniques available to produce graphene are:
i) mechanical exfoliation ii) chemical vapor deposition (CVD) iii) epitaxial graphene
iv) plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) and v) liquid phase exfoliation (LPE). Out of all
the fore mentioned techniques, chemical vapor deposition and epitaxial growth of
graphene are widely considered to mass produce high-quality single layer graphene
ﬁlms with excellent electrical and mechanical properties. In this chapter, CVD of
graphene on copper substrate and its transfer onto SiO2 /Si substrate is discussed.
Transfer techniques studied and developed during this thesis are detailed along
with their respective advantages and limitations.
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3.2. Chemical vapor deposition of graphene
One of the most widely used techniques in the semiconductor industry to produce
high quality materials is the ’chemical vapor deposition’ (CVD) technique. In a
typical CVD process, the target substrate is exposed to volatile precursors that
chemically react and decompose to form the desired deposit. Several materials
namely: SiO2 , SiC, Si3 N4 , graphene, carbon nanotubes, various high-k materials
and many more can be produced using the CVD process.
CVD of graphene has been on the rise since 2008 [46–48]. It is being considered
as one of the prime methods to mass produce high quality CVD graphene with
electrical and mechanical properties comparable to that of exfoliated graphene
[49, 50]. CVD graphene offers several advantages compared to other graphene
production techniques as highlighted in ﬁg. 2.11, such as: i) possibility to transfer
graphene onto other substrates ii) relatively lower cost of production iii) re-usability
of growth substrate. CVD graphene now can be produced even on roll-to-roll (30
inch & 100 m) basis, which can be useful to produce next generation ﬂexible
displays [51, 52].

3.2.1. Growth chamber and dynamics

Figure 3.1: Graphene chemical vapor deposition system design. The prime building blocks
of the system are: i) quartz tube ii) oven iii) gas ﬂow control system iv) pressure gauge v)
vacuum pump and vi) hydrogen gas alarm unit.

The detailed design of our hot-wall CVD chamber is shown in ﬁg. 3.1. The
CVD chamber primarily consists of a quartz tube, hot-wall oven and gas inlet/outlet
connections. A scroll pump and a ﬂow valve is used to modulate the pressure
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inside the growth chamber and the gas ﬂow is set using appropriate mass ﬂow
controllers. The temperature of growth condition is set and modulated using the
Carbolite HZS600 oven itself.
The gas precursors used during the graphene CVD process are: hydrogen (H2 ),
argon (Ar) and methane (CH4 ). Methane gas acts as the carbon source during
the graphene growth. Various other types of carbon sources, in gaseous and solid
phase can be used as growth precursors, such as: acetylene, ethylene and polymer
ﬁlms [47]. Methane gas is most preferred for the graphene growth due to its low
pyrolysis rate and low formation of bi and multi layer graphene ﬁlms in comparison
to other gas precursors such as acetylene (C2 H2 ) [47, 53].
Several metals can be used for CVD graphene synthesis such as: Cu, Co, Ni,
Rh, Ir, Pt, Fe, Ru [54]. Copper is used as the growth substrate during graphene
CVD process. The advantages of using copper as the growth substrate are: i)
low carbon solubility ii) low cost iii) weak-coupling of as-grown CVD graphene and
copper substrate and iv) ease of copper substrate handling (etching, transfer) [55].
The fore mentioned advantages make copper a prime choice for graphene CVD.

Figure 3.2: a) Side view of the growth chamber (a) and on copper substrate (b) demonstrating the various processes including adsorption (i), diffusion (ii) and desorption of active
species (iii) during graphene growth.

During the CVD process, the reaction temperature, pressure, growth substrate,
growth precursors and gas ﬂow conditions are pivotal in determining the reaction
byproduct. In ﬁg. 3.2 a and b, we can see the typical processes taking place on
copper substrate during the graphene CVD process. At the appropriate growth
temperature and pressure, the carbon species reach the copper substrate diffusing
through the ”boundary layer” (δ BL ). The boundary layer on the growth substrate is
described in ﬁg. 3.2 is a result of the pressure, gas ﬂow (density) conditions inside
the growth chamber. These carbonaceous species get adsorbed on the copper
surface (ﬁg. 3.2 a-2) and decompose to form active carbon species (ﬁg. 3.2 a-3).
These active carbon species diffuse on the surface of catalyst i.e. copper surface
forming the graphene lattice ﬁg. 3.2 a-4. The inactive species and the reaction
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byproducts are desorbed from the surface via the boundary layer and are swept
away with the bulk gas ﬂow (ﬁg. 3.2 a-5, 6) [56]. Another view describing all the
processes taking place on copper surface is detailed in ﬁg. 3.2 b i-iii.
The growth processes can be brieﬂy classiﬁed into two regimes, which is
dependent on either the growth dynamics occur in the boundary layer or closer to
the substrate surface. The two regimes are namely: i) mass transport region and ii)
surface reaction region [56]. Two type of ﬂuxes can co-exist in these conditions:

Fm = h g (Cg − Cs )

(3.1)

Fs = Ks Cs

(3.2)

where Fm is the ﬂux of the active species through the boundary layer and
Fs is the ﬂux of the active species consumed on the copper surface, Ks is the
surface reaction constant, Cg is the concentration of gas in the bulk ﬂow, Cs is the
concentration of active species and hg is the mass transport coefﬁcient. Considering
the CVD conditions of our system i.e high temperature (1000 ◦ C) and pressure (>1
mbar), the growth in our case is performed in the mass transport dominated regime
i.e. wherein Ks  hg . By operating under lower pressures or UHV conditions one
can transition into surface reaction dominated growth regime, where hg  Ks [56].
All the CVD graphene growth presented in the next section were performed under
mass-transport dominated regime.

3.2.2. Growth recipe
In 3.3, a typical CVD graphene growth recipe is described. The various stages
of the graphene CVD process are: i) pre-annealing of copper substrate ii) growth
phase and iii) cooling of the chamber. The copper foils used for the CVD growth are
commercially bought and require thorough cleaning prior to the growth. The copper
foils are ﬁrst cleaned in acetic acid to remove organic impurities and copper oxide
from its surface. This cleaning step is followed by the pre-anneal of the copper foils
in the oven which is maintained at the growth temperature (1000◦ C). The copper
foils used during the CVD process are polycrystalline with difference crystalline
conﬁguration. However, during the pre-annealing, the crystallinity of the copper foils
can change to certain preferred orientations (111 or 100). Further growth details
can be found in section B. Moreover, the commercial copper surface is not ﬂat over
large areas and consist of several corrugations on the surface. Such corrugation
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Figure 3.3: Description of CVD graphene growth recipe SG16a.∗ The pressure was tuned
using a gas valve.

are a result of copper pressing procedure during manufacturing. A typical AFM
scan of the copper foil prior to growth can be found in the appendix C.6.
The CVD graphene growth phase is initiated with the inﬂow of methane and
hydrogen gas. The methane gas acts as the carbon precursor during the growth.
The hydrogen gas however, plays a dual role during the CVD growth. It has been
studied that H2 helps in: i) maintaining the size and morphology of the graphene
domains and ii) activate surface bound carbon species which form the monolayer
graphene ﬁlm [57, 58]. After the appropriate growth time, which is dependent on
the methane gas concentration, the oven is cooled to room temperature in argon
and hydrogen gas ﬂow. It is important to maintain the as-grown CVD graphene ﬁlm
on copper in a non-oxidative environment until the oven temperature is <350◦ C to
prevent oxidation and eventual damage of the graphene ﬁlm.
The conditions mentioned in the growth recipe described in ﬁg. 3.3 is part of
the recipe ’SG16a’ (SG: slow growth). Since the growth time was observed to
be longer for growing graphene ﬁlms with larger individual domains/grains, the
recipes were coined with the acronym ’SG’ (slow growth). Several growth recipes
were formulated and tested during this work. A brief table consisting of selected
recipes out of more than 100 odd attempts are listed in ﬁg. 3.4. As mentioned
earlier in the chapter, various parameters inﬂuence the graphene growth such as:
temperature, pressure and gas concentration. Out of the three options, precursor
gas ﬂow conditions was one of the main parameter tweaked to grow CVD graphene
ﬁlms with large individual grains (>100 μ m).
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Figure 3.4: Various growth recipes developed during this thesis. Optical images of as-grown
CVD graphene on copper are shown below. From SG11 to SG55 it can noticed the gradual
increase in the individual CVD graphene domain, scale bar: 100 μ m. The foils were heated
at 200 ◦ C to oxidize the regions of Cu without graphene.

In our early recipe ’RG1’, the individual graphene grains were few tens of
micrometers large [59]. Given that our devices are few hundreds of micrometers
in size, having a graphene ﬁlm with micrometer-sized grains induces increased
charge carrier scattering at the grain boundaries and lowers the charge carrier
mobility of the graphene transistor. In-order to improve the charge carrier transport
and ﬁeld effect mobility of the graphene ﬁlms, growing graphene ﬁlms with large
grain size is of utmost importance.
We were able to grow uniform graphene ﬁlms with large individual grains by
primarily controlling the hydrogen to methane concentration during the growth
phase, i.e. given by:

CH2
CCH4

(3.3)

Higher the hydrogen gas concentration and lower the methane concentration,
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the higher is the possibility of growing larger graphene grains [60–62]. In ﬁg. 3.4 we
can see that in SG16 the C H2 /CCH4 is ∼500 and for RG1 the C H2 /CCH4 is ∼13.33.
This shows that the presence of higher hydrogen gas concentration during the
growth phase has a direct inﬂuence on activating the surface bound active carbon
species which form the graphene lattice. In growth trials with higher C H2 /CCH4
ratio 1500, no graphene nucleation was observed (see: SG30 3.4). However,
the nucleation density (ND ) of the graphene grains must also be controlled to
facilitate the growth of individual graphene domains. In the RG1, since the methane
concentration is high, the ND of graphene grains is much higher when compared
to SG16. To further reduce the ND , the copper foils were electropolished in
diluted hydrophosphoric acid (H3 PO4 ). In ﬁg. 3.4 SG55, the graphene growth was
performed on electropolished copper foils at 1065 ◦ C. Millimeter scale single crystal
CVD graphene grains were grown using this technique. After electropolishing of
the copper foils, the surface of the foils are smoother and consist of lower defective
sites, thus reducing the ND signiﬁcantly and aiding the growth of large graphene
grains as in SG55 [63, 64].
Furthermore, few other attempts were made towards obtaining ﬂatter copper
foils. Copper thin ﬁlm (2 μ m) were thermally deposited on three inch SiO2 /Si wafer.
SEM imaging showed that the as-deposited ﬁlms were nanocrystalline and the
domain size can be increased by thermal annealing of the thin ﬁlms. However,
even after thermal annealing the copper surface was not found to be ﬂat over large
areas (∼100 μ m) and deep trenches were noticed at the regions were individual
domains coalesce. Please refer to appendix C.8 for the images of copper thin ﬁlms
evaporated on wafer and SEM images.

3.2.3. Inﬂuence of pressure on shape of CVD graphene grain
In ﬁg. 3.5, the inﬂuence of pressure during the growth phase on the shape of
the graphene grains is shown. In 3.5 a we can see that the graphene grains are
unevenly shaped while in 3.5 b we can observe evenly shaped hexagonal graphene
grains. In the case of 3.5 b, the chamber pressure was increased using the valve
(see: ﬁg. 3.1) which consequently leads to an increase in the partial pressure of
H2 due to the pressure build-up. The boundary layer (δ BL ) thickness is inversely
proportional to the growth pressure i.e. at high pressure the δ BL thickness is
lower compared to low pressure conditions [56, 65]. When the growth pressure
is ∼100 times larger, due to lower desorption rate of the active carbon species,
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Figure 3.5: Inﬂuence of pressure on shape of CVD graphene grain, scale bar: 20 μ m. PG :
growth pressure.

the graphene grains tend to form an evenly hexagonal shape as in the case of 3.5
b. Such evenly shaped hexagonal graphene grains can easily be observed under
atmospheric-pressure CVD (APCVD) conditions [65]. Moreover, under LPCVD
(low-pressure CVD) conditions, the copper desorption rate and the successive
desorption rate of active surface bound carbon species are both higher, this can
lead to unevenly shaped graphene grains shapes (4, 6-lobed structures, see: 3.6
b-c).

3.3. Transfer of large area CVD graphene
After the CVD growth of graphene ﬁlms on copper substrate, its transfer onto
suitable substrates is required. In this section various transfer procedures developed
and tested during the thesis are discussed. Various limitations and advantages of
the transfer processes are also brieﬂy discussed.

3.3.1. PMMA assisted transfer
During the copper etching process, the graphene ﬁlm needs to be supported,
without which the graphene ﬁlm rolls-up due to surface tension of the copper
etchant solution (APS: ammonium persulphate). To circumvent this issue, the
graphene ﬁlm is supported by a thin polymer layer. One of the most commonly used
procedures is the PMMA (poly-methyl methacrylate) assisted transfer process [46].
This is also the most simple and robust technique for large area CVD graphene
transfer. Partially due to its ease of use and its common availability in standard
cleanroom, PMMA is among the most favoured polymer for the transfer.
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Figure 3.6: a) Description of PMMA assisted transfer process of CVD graphene onto SiO2 /Si
substrates. b, c) Optical microscopy images of individual CVD graphene grains on SiO2 /Si
substrate, scale bar 20 μ m.. d) Optical microscopy image of uniform CVD graphene ﬁlm
transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrate, scale bar 200 μ m.

The PMMA-assisted CVD graphene transfer process is described in ﬁg. 3.6.
During the transfer process, the top side of copper foil with CVD graphene was spin
coated with 300 nm thick 50K (molecular weight) PMMA layer. The graphene layer
on the bottom side of the copper foil is removed using oxygen plasma, to expose
the copper foil to APS solution. After the completion of copper etching the CVD
graphene/PMMA stack is rinsed in DI water and transferred onto 300 nm SiO2 /Si
substrate. This is followed by dissolution of PMMA ﬁlm in solvents. The results
of the PMMA-assisted transfer process is shown in ﬁg. 3.6 b-d, demonstrating
the possibility to successfully transfer both individual CVD graphene grains and
large area CVD graphene ﬁlm. In ﬁg. 3.7 millimeter scale single crystalline CVD
graphene grains transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrate is shown. This shows the
robust capability of transferring large area CVD graphene ﬁlms and grains using
this transfer process [66].
Some of the main limitations of the PMMA-assisted transfer process are: i)
PMMA residues on CVD graphene ii) the growth substrate is etched away during
the transfer process iii) time consuming transfer process. While the etch time can
be reduced by increasing the copper etchant concentration, options i and ii are
unavoidable. More details about the inﬂuence of APS on PMMA during the CVD
graphene transfer is detailed in the next section. For AFM characterization of CVD
graphene ﬁlm refer to appendix C.7. Wrinkles, folds and polymer residues from the
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Figure 3.7: a) Millimeter scale single crystalline CVD graphene grains on copper is directly
visible under the microscope illumination. b, c) Optical microscopy images of millimeter scale
single crystalline CVD graphene transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrate, scale bar 500 μ m.

transfer can be noticed in C.7.

3.3.2. Inﬂuence of APS on PMMA during CVD graphene transfer

Figure 3.8: Standard polymer assisted wet transfer test of PMMA on bare-copper foil without
graphene. a) bare copper foil b) spin coat of thin (500 nm) PMMA ﬁlm on bare-copper foil
c) etching of bare-Cu/PMMA stack in ammonium persulphate (APS) solution (0.1M) at t=0
d) PMMA ﬁlm exposed to APS after completion of copper etching at t=t1. Time t1 depends
on the strength of the etching solution and typically ranges from several minutes to hours,
depending on the etchant concentration. e) rinse of PMMA ﬁlm in DI water f) transfer of
the PMMA ﬁlm onto SiO2 /Si substrate g) PMMA residues on substrate after the removal of
PMMA ﬁlm. h-j) optical images of PMMA residues leftover from the transfer process after
the bulk removal of PMMA removal. Selected polymer residues are as marked using the
black circles and arrows, scale bar: 20 μ m.

To better understand the cause of PMMA residues on CVD graphene after the
transfer process, a control experiment with only bare copper foil and PMMA layer
was devised. This helps in better understanding the inﬂuence of APS solution
directly on PMMA. Such a procedure is described in ﬁg. 3.8.
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PMMA layer is spun on bare copper foil and undergoes the transfer process
detailed in section ﬁg. 3.3.1. After the transfer of PMMA ﬁlm onto SiO2 /Si substrate,
large residues of PMMA were found to be present on the substrate even after
rigorous solvent exposure over long durations. In ﬁg. 3.8 h-i the PMMA residues
from transfer is shown. Our hypothesis is that the PMMA layer undergoes slight
oxidation during the APS exposure, which gives rise to PMMA-residues that cannot
be dissolved in solvents. Further detailed characterization of these PMMA-residues
can be found under section 4.4.3 and 4.2.6.

3.4. Other transfer techniques
In this section all the other transfer techniques tried and developed during the thesis
are discussed. The techniques are namely: i) Electrochemical transfer ii) Palladium
assisted peeling of CVD graphene and iii) Metal ﬁlm assisted transfer. Some of the
prominent shortcomings of these transfer techniques that limited device fabrication
in CVD graphene ﬁlms transferred using these techniques are also discussed
below.

3.4.1. Electrochemical transfer
One of the alternate approach for a faster transfer of large area CVD graphene onto
selected substrate while preserving the growth substrate is the ’electrochemical
transfer’ or also known as the ”bubbling” transfer [60, 67].

Figure 3.9: Electrochemical transfer process of large area CVD graphene ﬁlms. a) Illustration
of the electrochemical cell with Platinum (anode) and PMMA/graphene/copper (cathode)
electrodes b) optical image of transferred graphene ﬁlm using the electrochemical transfer
process, scale bar: 20 μ m. The arrows depict the holes formed during the transfer process.
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This transfer process works on the principle of electrolysis. A basic description of
such an electrochemical transfer approach is shown in ﬁg. 3.9 a. The PMMA/CVD
graphene/copper stack acts as the cathode while the platinum ﬁlm acts as the
anode of the electrolytic cell. When a current is applied and maintained at a
constant level, hydrogen (H2 ) bubbles generated during the process at the cathode,
intercalate between the graphene/copper interface. Overtime, the intercalation
of H2 between the graphene/copper interface increases during the electrolysis
process, the PMMA/CVD graphene ﬁlm is eventually released from the copper
surface. For better stability, PMMA/CVD graphene stack can be further supported
with a PET (polyethylene teraphthalate) frame. Depending on the bias applied and
the concentration of the electrolyte, the typical transfer time can range between 30
seconds to several minutes [60, 67].
Although this transfer process is relatively faster and offers re-usability of the
growth substrate, one of the major limiting factor is the holes in the CVD graphene
ﬁlms after transfer (ﬁg. 3.9 b). These holes can possibly occur during the electrolysis
process, during which a rupture of a micro-scale H2 bubble in close proximity to
graphene is imminent and unavoidable.

3.4.2. Palladium assisted peeling of CVD graphene
Another large area transfer technique developed during this work is the ’palladium
assisted peeling’ of CVD graphene ﬁlms. This procedure is described in detail in ﬁg.
3.10.
In 3.10 a we show an optical image of thermal deposited palladium (Pd) layer
(80 nm) directly on top of CVD graphene on copper. Since the adhesion of graphene
to palladium is stronger than graphene to copper, the entire CVD graphene ﬁlm can
be peeled from the copper growth substrate. A tape or a polymer layer on top of
palladium/graphene/copper stack can be useful during the peeling process. In ﬁg.
3.10 b an optical image of CVD G on palladium ﬁlm is shown. In-order to check the
uniformity of the peeling process, the copper foil was maintained at 200 ◦ C for a
minute. During this heating step, the regions of copper foil not covered by graphene
is oxidized. In ﬁg. 3.10 c we can see that the entire copper ﬁlm is oxidized during
the heating step, this shows that the entire graphene ﬁlm has been transferred onto
palladium layer during the peeling.
This type of metal assisted peeling process can be extremely useful to form
ultra-clean metal-graphene interfaces devoid of polymer contaminants. However,
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Figure 3.10: Palladium thin ﬁlm assisted peeling of large area CVD graphene ﬁlm. Optical
image of a) palladium thin ﬁlm deposited on as-grown CVD graphene on copper b) after the
peeling of Pd/CVD graphene from the copper substrate c) oxidized copper foil after a brief
hot plate anneal at 200 ◦ C, scale bar: 200 μ m.

transferring tape/Pd/CVDG stack onto SiO2 /Si substrate was found to be challenging and limited the usage of this transfer process. This type of a clean transfer
process can be however useful for alternative device structures such as a vertical
graphene-ﬁeld effect transistor(VGFET).

3.4.3. Metal ﬁlm assisted CVD graphene transfer

Figure 3.11: Thin gold ﬁlm assisted large area CVD graphene transfer process b) optical
microscopy image of CVD graphene transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrate using the transfer
process, scale bar 10 μ m. The arrows point to the holes formed during the transfer process.
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Another approach to avoid direct polymer contact with CVD graphene was
achieved by considering a sacriﬁcial metal layer i.e. such as a thin gold (or aluminum) ﬁlm (60 nm) [68, 69]. The metal ﬁlm assisted transfer process is detailed in
3.11 a. The transfer procedure is similar to 3.3.1 with the only difference being that
the polymer ﬁlm is replaced by thermal deposited gold ﬁlm (deposited after CVD
graphene growth). In ﬁg. 3.11 b we can see an optical image of CVD graphene
transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrate using this approach. Numerous holes were
observed in the graphene ﬁlm after the transfer which limited the use this approach
for larger graphene devices.

3.5. Conclusion
In summary, by reducing the methane concentration and with appropriate hydrogen
to methane ratio, we demonstrated CVD graphene ﬁlms with individual graphene
grains ranging from micro to millimetre scale. By altering the growth pressure we
were able to tune the shape of graphene grains from four-lobed structure (<0.1
mabar) to hexagonal shape at higher pressure (>100 mbar). Several transfer
techniques were tested and developed during this work. We ﬁnd that PMMAassisted transfer technique offers the best possibility to transfer large-area graphene
ﬁlms onto SiO2 substrate with minimal damage and high yield. During the rest of
the work PMMA-assisted transfer technique was considered for device fabrication.

4
Characterization of CVD graphene

4.1. Abstract
In this chapter, different techniques utilized to characterize our as-grown and astransferred CVD graphene on copper and SiO2 /Si substrates are discussed. The
characterization techniques considered during this work are namely: i) Raman
spectroscopy ii) low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) and iii) X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). These techniques are extremely useful to both characterize
graphene’s properties and also the contaminants on graphene ﬁlms.

4.2. Raman characterization of CVD graphene
4.2.1. Introduction
Raman spectroscopy is an indisputable non-invasive tool to characterize graphene
[12, 13]. Using this technique it is possible to identify: number of layers (N L ), doping,
strain, wrinkles/folds, defect density in the graphene ﬁlm. In bi-layer graphene ﬁlms
it has also been used to identify the type of stacking. In this work, large-area Raman
mapping is used to characterize number of layers, residual doping and strain in
as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 /Si substrates [13].
Some of the prominent Raman scattering processes in single layer graphene
41
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namely the G, 2D and D band are pictorially represented in ﬁg. 4.1 [11, 12]. The G
band (1580 cm−1 ) is an in-plane sp2 C-C stretching mode and is associated with a
ﬁrst order intra-valley scattering process. An incident photon resonantly excites an
electron-hole pair (e-h) in graphene which is scattered by either an iTO or an iLO
phonon, see ﬁg. 2.1.1 for further details. This is followed by the recombination of
electron-hole pair and a subsequent emission of a photon which is red-shifted by
the phonon energy, as represented in ﬁgure 4.1 [11, 16].

Figure 4.1: Main Raman scattering processes in graphene. a) ﬁrst-order G-band process b)
second-order double resonant 2D-band c) defect-assisted second-order double resonant
D-band.

The 2D band (2675 cm −1 ) originates from an in-plane breathing-like mode of
the carbon rings. It is the strongest peak in graphene occurring due to second-order
inter-valley scattering process involving two iTO phonons. The double resonant
process is described in ﬁg. 4.1 wherein an electron-hole pair generated due to an
incident photon at the K point is inelastically scattered by an iTO phonon at the K



point [70]. In-order to conserve the energy and momentum, the electron scatters
back to K point and recombines with the hole. Since the momentum conservation
is satisﬁed by the two phonons with opposite wave vectors, no defects are required
for the activation of the 2D band [11, 13, 16].
The D-band resonance (1350 cm−1 ) is a disorder-induced inter-valley scattering
process involving an iTO phonon and a defect for its activation4.1 [11, 13, 16].
Lattice vacancy, sp3 type of defects, grain boundaries, edges in the graphene can
give rise to the D peak. In fact, the D and the 2D band are second order processes
but have a similar intensity as the one-phonon G mode, due to i) G mode is a
non-resonant process, ii) D and 2D are double resonant processes. Also note that
the G-mode intensity can be increased by tuning EF to ∼ Elaser /2 [71, 72].
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4.2.2. Raman spectra of graphene
Some of the prominent Raman peaks observed in a perfect single layer graphene
(pink), multi-layered graphene (green) and defective graphene (blue) are shown
in ﬁg. 4.2. In SLG spectra (pink) we can notice that the intensity ratio of 2D to G
i.e. I2D/G >> 1, which is a clear indication of a single layer graphene while in the
MLG (multi-layer graphene) spectra (green) the G peak intensity is much higher
than the 2D peak intensity. However, care must be taken while considering the
2D/G intensity ratio as it has been shown to be sensitive to the oxide thickness of
the underlying substrate due to optical interference effects and doping. Moreover,
the shape of the 2D peak is also a good indicator of graphene layer thickness. A
single Lorentzian peak ﬁt of the 2D peak is an indication of SLG. While a D peak

Figure 4.2: Prominent graphene Raman spectras of single layer graphene (pink), multi-layer
graphene (green) and defective graphene (blue) are shown in 4.2.

is absent in the SLG and MLG spectra, its presence is clearly noticeable in the
defective graphene spectra (blue), along with other peaks such as D’and D+D’.
The D’ peak is mainly observed in samples exposed to harsh conditions such as
ion bombardment. Defects in SLG graphene ﬁlm in our case were introduced on
purpose by exposing the graphene ﬁlm to a short (2 min.) UV-Ozone treatment.
The presence of D+D” is a combination of D and D” peaks, the D” peak is assigned
to a weak peak belonging to the longitudinal acoustic branch phonon occurring
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at ∼1100 cm−1 in defected samples.The absence of a D peak in the SLG and
MLG spectra is indicative of minimal or absence of defects in the graphene ﬁlm
and is a signature of safe growth conditions. Weak signature of 2D’ (overtone of
D’ peak) is also observable in all the samples. Similar to the case of 2D peak, the
momentum conservation is satisﬁed by two phonons and does not require defects
for the activation of 2D’ peak. The 2D’ peak is similar to the 2D peak but occurs
due to intra-valley scattering process [11, 13, 16].

4.2.3. Large area scan of CVD graphene ﬁlm

Figure 4.3: Large area Raman mapping of D, G and 2D band intensities of as-transferred
CVD graphene ﬁlm on SiO2 substrate. The polymer residues from transfer are highlighted in
white contour and arrows, scale bar: 10 μ m.

The Raman spectra shown in ﬁg. 4.2 is descriptive of local properties of the
graphene ﬁlm. Analyzing the regional variation of spectra provides more detailed
information about graphene’s properties over large areas. Such large area scans
are very helpful in studying regional variations in: doping, strain, number of layers
and defects in graphene. One such large area Raman mapping (50 μ m x 50 μ m) of
as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate is shown in ﬁg. 4.3. These maps
were made by ﬁltering the three prominent bands i.e. D (1250 - 1450 cm−1 ), G
(1500 - 1700 cm−1 ) and 2D (2575 - 2800 cm−1 ) from the spectra. The dimension
of the map i.e. size(X) by size (Y): 150 x 150 spectras and each spectra consists
of 1024 points. The respective intensities are shown in the color bar. We can see
that the I2D/G is uniformly >> 1 throughout the map which is a clear indication
of uniform single layer graphene ﬁlm. Since CVD graphene ﬁlms are prone to
PMMA-residues from wet transfer, these residues can be clearly observed in such
large area maps. A closer Raman inspection of such residues is discussed in
ﬁg. 4.6. The PMMA-residues are highlighted using white arrows. Interestingly the
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residues give rise to peaks mainly in D and G band region but minimal signature in
the 2D band region. In these large area scans no D’ peaks were observed.

4.2.4. G and 2D peak dependency on charge carrier density

Figure 4.4: a, b) G and 2D peak frequency (blue) ω G,2D , FWHM (green) τ G,2D vs. gate
voltage (V) and charge density (x1012 cm−2 ) (top x-axis). The charge neutrality point (CNP)
is marked using red dotted lines. These measurements were performed at 4K. Dotted lines
are the guide to the eyes.

One of graphene’s unique electronic property is the capability to tune the charge
carrier density from holes to electrons with transition across its charge neutrality
point. This charge carrier tunability is accessible by changing the bias voltage to the
gate terminal of a graphene ﬁeld effect transistor (GFET, 2.6). In ﬁg. 4.4 we show
the dependency of G/2D peak frequency ω G,2D and G/2D peak FWHM τ G,2D on
charge carrier density. A clear dependency of both and G and 2D peak frequency
and FWHM can be observed on charge carrier density. A stronger response of
G peak (ω G and τ G ) is observed in response to change in charge carrier density
when compared to 2D peak response, due to the strong electron-phonon coupling
at τ point [10, 18, 73, 74].The measurements shown in 4.4 were performed together
with Jonas Roch (Nanophotonics group, Univ. of Basel). The charge density to
gate voltage relation can be found in appendix ﬁg. C.1 - C.3 [59].
The 2D peak frequency ω2D is observed to change by ∼6 cm−1 , while extremely minimal changes are observed in τ2D for a gate sweep of ±100V. In the
case of G peak response, ω G changes up-to 10cm−1 and a clear dependency on
its FWHM is also observed within the gate sweep of ±100V. The physical understanding of the ω G response to doping is such that the addition of electrons to the
anti-bonding orbitals leads to phonon softening and removal of electrons leads to
phonon stiffening [18].
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This response of G peak frequency ω G to a change in charge density can be
used to characterize the residual doping in graphene ﬁlms i.e. by knowing ω G the
charge density can be estimated (assuming no strain variations). It is estimated
that a shift of 0.6 cm−1 related to a Δn charge density of 2.4x1011 cm−2 [73].

Figure 4.5: Large area Raman mapping of G, 2D bands of as-transferred CVD graphene
ﬁlm i-ii) Intensity iii-iv) peak position v-vi) FWHM and b) histogram of G, 2D peak position
and FWHM (top axis) of maps shown in iii-vi. The average of the histogram is marked in
black dotted lines, scale bar: 20 μ m.

A large area Raman map of CVD graphene ﬁlm is shown in ﬁg. 4.5. In ﬁg. 4.5
i-ii the G and 2D band intensities are shown. By performing single Lorentzian peak
ﬁt to both G and 2D peaks, the peak position (ﬁg. 4.5 iii-iv) and FWHM (ﬁg. 4.5 v-vi)
maps can be extracted. Subsequently, the histogram of peak position and FWHM
maps are depicted in ﬁg. 4.5 b and their averages are highlighted using dotted
lines. From the histograms the average of ω G , τ G is ∼1588 cm−1 , 16 cm−1 , by
comparing this value to ﬁg. 4.4 a, this value is indicative of slight p-doping in CVD
graphene. Moreover, the broadness of the histograms is an indication of charge
carrier inhomogeneity in the graphene ﬁlm. The causes of such doping, type of
doping (n or p type) and inhomogeneity will be discussed in further detail in the
upcoming chapters.
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4.2.5. Residual strain in as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2
substrate
The phonon softening or stiffening of graphene’s Raman peaks can also be achieved
by applying mechanical strain to the graphene ﬁlm [75]. Strain can be of uni-axial,
bi-axial or a combination of both types. The response of G, 2D peaks are different
depending on the type of strain. It has been observed that the G peak splits into
G+ and G− for a uni-axial strain of > 0.4% and splitting of 2D peaks has been
observed for higher uni-axial strain of > 3%. It has been observed that the wet
transfer of CVD graphene onto SiO2 substrate leads to compressive strain in the
ﬁlm [76].
Nanometer scale strain ﬂuctuations have also been observed in exfoliated
graphene samples directly transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrate [77]. A G peak shift
ranging from -57 ± 2 cm−1 /% to -62 ± 3 cm−1 /% has been found in the case of
biaxial compressive strain in graphene ﬁlms [78–81]. Assuming ωGex f . of ∼ 15821585 cm−1 for an unstrained graphene sample [59, 82], from ﬁg. 4.5 the ωGCVD
peak average is around 1588 cm−1 , which gives a difference ΔGCVD−ex f . of 6 to 3

cm−1 , using which we can roughly estimate the biaxial compressive strain in our
as-transferred CVD graphene ﬁlms on SiO2 /Si substrates to be around ≈ 0.1%
[59].

4.2.6. Raman characterization of polymer residues
Raman spectroscopy was also used to characterize PMMA residues from the wet
transfer process. The PMMA residues were isolated using the technique detailed
in ﬁg. 3.8, chapter 3. The complete Raman characterization of PMMA residues is
detailed in ﬁg. 4.6. The Raman signatures of the PMMA residues can be clearly
observed in ﬁg. 4.6 d. Clearly, the PMMA residues have a stronger response in
the regions of D and G band resonances of graphene. A clear difference between
the spectra of freshly spun PMMA and the PMMA-residues can also be observed,
oxidation of PMMA during its exposure to APS solution could explain the difference
in Raman spectra. Another peak arising around 470 cm−1 was also observed in
certain spectra of PMMA residues. The latter is, however, absent in freshly spun
PMMA Raman spectra. The occurrence of the peak at 470 cm−1 can be due to the
presence of deformed C-C skeletal structures of the PMMA molecule [83].
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Figure 4.6: Characterization of PMMA residues from wet transfer process. a) Optical image
of PMMA residues on SiO2 /Si substrate, PMMA residues were isolated using technique
detailed in 3.8. b) Large are Raman map of peaks in the range of 380 - 500 cm−1 and c)
1200 - 1765 cm−1 . d) Spectras comparing freshly spun PMMA layer (purple) and PMMA
residues (Green), scale bar: 2 μ m.

4.3. Low energy electron microscopy of CVD graphene

4.3.1. Introduction
Low energy electron microscopy or shortly known as ’LEEM’ is one among the
widely used techniques used for imaging surfaces [84]. The low-energy electrons of
a few eV to tens of eV are extremely surface sensitive and any changes in the local
structure or composition gives rise to change in contrast in LEEM images. Moreover,
this technique can also be extended to studying biological samples such as protein
imaging without radiation damage [85]. In-order to image interesting nano objects
using a coherent electron beam of low-energy electrons, a highly transparent and
robust substrate that is able to support nano-sized object deposition becomes vital
[86]. Such substrate requirements have been met by single layer graphene due to
its high transparency and mechanical stability [87].
In ﬁg. 4.7, the LEEM in holography mode is described, which was used to
characterize our free-standing CVD graphene ﬁlms [88]. An ultra-sharp tungsten
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tip acts as a coherent point source for low-energy electrons which is ﬁeld emitted
towards the graphene sample. The sample is typically 200 to 1000 nm away from
the tip. The detector unit consists of a micro-channel plate (MCP), a ﬁbre optic
plate (FOP) and a charge-coupled device camera is placed at 68 mm from the tip
[88]. All the LEEM characterization of our CVD graphene samples shown in this
section was performed in collaboration together with Dr. Jean-Nicolas Longchamp
at Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner Fink’s group, University of Zürich.

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the low energy electron microscopy in holography mode. The
suspended graphene ﬁlm is placed in-between the electron source and the detector.

4.3.2. Preparing ultra-clean CVD graphene surface for LEEM imaging
In order to perform LEEM imaging of graphene or use graphene as a substrate
for biological sample imaging, it is necessary to fabricate hollow structures in
the substrate such that the graphene ﬁlm is freely suspended over the hollow
domains. Trenches were etched in silicon nitride substrates to facilitate suspension
of graphene. In the LEEM images to be discussed below, the region in the center
denotes suspended CVD graphene i.e. the view of the CCD camera. From previous
discussions in ﬁg. 3.8, the wet transfer of CVD graphene onto SiO2 substrate leads
to PMMA residues even after extensive exposure to solvents. This is evident in
the ﬁrst LEEM images of CVD graphene samples taken using the LEEM technique
shown in ﬁg. 4.8 i. This shows that the solvent exposure does not completely
remove PMMA. The PMMA residues on graphene limit the possibility of imaging
biological samples on graphene.
In ﬁg. 4.8 i) it can be seen that the image is dark with minimal transmission
of low-energy electrons, this is primarily due to the scattering of low-energy electrons with PMMA-residues. In-order to circumvent this problem, it was discovered
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that a platinum assisted catalytic etching of PMMA leftovers produced ultra-clean
graphene surfaces [89]. This was achieved by depositing a thin ﬁlm of platinum (∼
10 nm) on these substrates prior to graphene transfer and subsequently heating
the sample in air at 200◦ C for 10 to 15 minutes. The result of this cleaning effect is
shown in ﬁg. 4.8 ii, it can be clearly observed that the transmission rate is much
higher and the suspended CVD graphene is cleaner with no residues from PMMA
transfer. This cleaning method has proven to be extremely useful in protein imaging
on graphene surfaces [87].

Figure 4.8: LEEM characterization of CVD graphene with i)PMMA removed using acetone
and ii) PMMA removed using platinum catalysis technique. The region in the center denotes
suspended CVD graphene. The energy of the coherent electron beam is mentioned within
the images, scale bar: 500 nm.

4.3.3. LEEM imaging of ultra-clean CVD graphene surfaces
Ultra-clean CVD graphene surface characterization using LEEM after the Ptassisted catalytic cleaning is shown in ﬁg. 4.9 i-vi. The suspended CVD graphene
is highlighted using the red arrow. These images contain precisely six reﬂections,
marked using white arrows, which is a result of low-energy eletron beam interaction
with suspended CVD graphene ﬁlms in the middle. The number of reﬂections is
indicative of crystallinity of the suspended graphene ﬁlm. Similar reﬂections were
also observed in several larger suspended graphene windows (iv-vi, scale: 2 μ m),
which is suggestive of uniform crystallinity over large scales in our CVD graphene
ﬁlms. The possibility of suspending ultra-clean single layer graphene over such
large areas and graphene’s mechanical stability and high transparency provides
an ideal platform to perform low-energy electron holography measurements with
biological samples [87].
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Figure 4.9: LEEM characterization of ultra-clean CVD graphene surfaces after Pt-assisted
catalytic cleaning i-vi) The energy of the coherent electron beam is as mentioned within the
image, scale bar: i-iii: 500 nm, iv-vi: 2 μ m.

4.3.4. LEEM imaging of defects in CVD graphene and hBN

Figure 4.10: LEEM characterization of defects in CVD graphene surfaces after Pt-assisted
catalytic cleaning i-vi) scale bar: i-iii: 2 μ m, iv-vi: 500 nm.

CVD graphene ﬁlms are prone to defects either during the growth process or
transfer process. Characterizing such defects is of utmost importance to understand
the limitations of the material. In ﬁg. 4.10 i-iii we show some of the defects
characterized in our CVD graphene ﬁlms using LEEM. In ﬁg. 4.10 i we can see a
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grain boundary/nano-ribbon like-structure passing through the CVD graphene ﬁlm.
Increasing the kinetic energy of low-energy electrons resulted in rupture of such
ribbons possibly due to heating effects, one such instance is shown in ﬁg. 4.10 ii
(rupture is visible in the centre). The heating of such ribbons can be assisted by
agglomeration of adsorbates at the grain boundaries. A multi-layer wrinkle/ribbon
is also depicted in ﬁg. 4.10 iii, the decrease in intensity with increase in graphene
layers can also be observed. This technique can also be used to identify the
number of graphene layers (N L ). Commercially available mono-layer hexagonal
Boron nitride (hBN) was also characterized using LEEM after catalytic cleaning.
Interestingly, the number of reﬂections in the mono-layer hBN was observed to
be more than six, marked using white arrows, which is suggestive of denser
polycrystallinity of hBN within the 500 nm window when compared to our CVD
graphene ﬁlms. During the imaging of the hBN with a constant energy, we observed
the rupture of hBN ﬁlm possibly due to charging effects of the suspended hBN ﬁlm
ﬁg. 4.10 v-vi.

4.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of PMMA
4.4.1. Introduction
One of the widely used techniques for determination of the chemical composition
of material surfaces is the ’X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy’ (XPS) also known as
’electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis’ (ESCA). XPS works on the principle
of the photo-electric effect wherein the material surface is irradiated with soft X-rays
and the ejected core electrons i.e. photoelectrons are investigated to extract the
material’s surface properties [90]. The working principle of XPS: an incoming
photon excites an electron in the material which is subsequently ejected from
the material’s surface. The ejected electron’s kinetic energy is measured using a
spectrometer as depicted in ﬁg. 4.11 [90].
By knowing the energy of the incoming photon hν , the kinetic energy of the
photoelectron Ekin and the sample’s work function φ, the binding energy E B can
be calculated by equation 4.1.

E B = hν − φ − Ekin

(4.1)

The binding energy E B of such photoelectrons is an intrinsic material property
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Figure 4.11: a) Principle of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy technique b) schematic
representation of a typical XPS setup.

and thus provides information about the chemical composition of a material’s
surface. Moreover, changes in binding energy of a particular element due to its
chemical environment can also be measured using this technique (presence of
other elements, alloys). The photoelectrons escape the material and are collected
by the detector (ﬁg. 4.11, b). Typical depth of XPS analysis is between 2 to 5 nm
[91]. In-order to minimize the loss of photoelectrons, the pressure within the XPS
chamber is maintained well below 10−11 mbar.
The XPS characterization was performed in collaboration with Lucas Moser
and Laurent Marot at the Physics department, University of Basel. The XPS
measurements were performed using a VG ESCALAB 210 system equipped with a
mono-chromatized Al Kα (hν = 1486.6ev) radiation source with the pass energy of
20 eV used for all narrow scan measurements and 100 eV pass energy for survey
scans. Normal electron escape angle and a step size of 0.05 eV were used. The
Gaussian broadening of the spectrometer (convolution of the spectral resolution
(which itself is a convolution of the analyzer resolution and the source resolution)
and thermal broadening) was calibrated as 0.55 eV for the 20 eV analyzer pass
energy. The charge-up shifts of the XPS peaks were calibrated by taking the Si2p
peak of SiO2 (Si4+ ) component to be 103.2 eV. The analysis of core level lines
discussed in the following section was performed in UNIFIT 2016 [92, 93] .

4.4.2. XPS survey spectrum of bare SiO2 substrate, fresh-PMMA
and PMMA-residues
In earlier sections we saw the presence of PMMA-residues from CVD graphene
transfer. In-order to characterize the chemical composition of residues from transfer
we performed XPS on i) bare SiO2 /Si substrate ii) freshly spin coated PMMA and
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Figure 4.12: XPS survey spectrum of bare SiO2 substrate (red), fresh PMMA (blue) and
PMMA residues (green). Both the PMMA samples were on SiO2 substrate. The Cu2p peak
at ∼ 933.5 eV in the PMMA-residues survey spectrum indicates the presence of copper
residues from transfer.

iii) PMMA residues from transfer. In the survey spectrum of the substrate (ﬁg. 4.12,
red) we primarily found the presence of Si1s, Si2p, O1s, as expected for SiO2 .
Small presence of C1s was also observed, occurring possibly due to the adsorbed
hydrocarbons from exposure to ambient atmosphere. An Au4f peak due to the
presence of gold markers on the substrate can be seen.
To compare PMMA before and after transfer, an XPS survey was taken on
freshly spin coated PMMA layer (∼300 nm) on substrate. The Si1s and Si2p peaks
are no longer visible due to the thickness of the PMMA layer. However, the increase
in the C1s and O1s peak is indicative of PMMA presence (ﬁg. 4.12, purple). After
performing the transfer detailed in ﬁg. 3.8 an XPS survey of the PMMA-residues
was performed (ﬁg. 4.12, green). Interestingly, we observed Si1s, Si2p, O1s, Au4f
and Cu2p peaks in the PMMA-residues sample. The Cu2p peak is indicative of
leftover copper residues from the wet transfer process. These copper residues
along with PMMA residues are possibly the adsorbates noticed in ﬁg. 4.10 ii during
LEEM imaging.
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4.4.3. XPS comparison of fresh-PMMA and PMMA-residues

Figure 4.13: a) Fine scan of Cu2p peak b) C1s and O1s ﬁne scan survey comparison of
fresh-PMMA and PMMA-residue samples. Inset: chemical formula of PMMA.

In this section a closer look at the copper peak from the XPS survey scan
of PMMA-residues is discussed. The ﬁne scan of Cu2p survey spectrum found
in the PMMA-residue sample occurring at ∼933.5 eV (Cu2p 32 ) and at 953.5
(Cu2p 12 ) is shown in the ﬁg. 4.13 i. The clear presence of Cu2p peak indicates
leftover copper atoms from wet transfer process, although the copper etching was
performed overnight over several hours. The absence of Cu2p peak in all the other
surveys further indicate that the copper residues found in PMMA-residue sample is
a resultant of transfer process. This study also suggests that leftover copper atoms
can certainly be present in as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 , as seen in ﬁg.
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7.4.
As discussed earlier, exposure of PMMA to APS (Cu etchant solution) leads to
irremovable PMMA residues. This can occur possibly due to the oxidation of PMMA
when in contact with APS. Comparing the XPS survey scan of fresh-PMMA with
PMMA-residues, we ﬁnd noticeable differences in the C1s and O1s peak shapes,
ﬁg. 4.13 ii. The respective peak ﬁt was performed using the software UNIFIT 2016.
The consequent individual peaks were identiﬁed in the C1s peak of fresh-PMMA
and PMMA-residues by referring to S. Rosencrance et al [94–96]. The charge-up
shifts of the fresh-PMMA XPS peaks were calibrated taking the Si2p peak of SiO2
(Si4+) component to be 103.5 eV [96].

4.5. Conclusion
In this chapter we presented a thorough characterization of CVD graphene using
three distinct techniques i.e. i) Raman spectroscopy ii) Low-energy electron imaging
of suspended CVD graphene and iii) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of freshPMMA and PMMA-residues on SiO2 /Si substrate. Using the large area Raman
mapping, we have shown that it is possible to i) correlate G-peak position (ω G ) to
charge doping density of the graphene ﬁlm, ii) characterize graphene layer thickness,
iii) study the Raman signature of PMMA-residues, folds and iv) characterize residual
strain in as-transferred CVD graphene ﬁlms.
The defects in the CVD grown graphene ﬁlms such as grain boundaries/ribbons
were characterized using low-energy electron microscopy and remnants of transfer
process were also identiﬁed. It was encouraging to note that over large areas the
CVD graphene ﬁlms were single layer and grain boundary-free, which is a sign of
large single crystal CVD graphene grains. The chemical composition of the residues
were further characterized using XPS. The XPS survey spectrum showed minimal
presence of copper residues, which could be among the adsorbates visualized
during LEEM imaging. The difference in the C1s and O1s peaks of fresh-PMMA
and PMMA-residue highlights the oxidative inﬂuence of APS on PMMA during the
wet transfer of graphene.

5
Fabrication and electrical characterization
of CVD graphene ﬁeld effect transistors

5.1. Abstract
Device fabrication has been one of the pivotal part of this thesis and is also one of
the crucial steps in experimental studies. Since graphene is only one atom thick, its
electrical transport is easily inﬂuenced by residues or ambient adsorbents on/below
the graphene ﬁlm. Special emphasis towards reducing contamination during fabrication were considered during the development of the fabrication protocol. In this
chapter, two procedures developed to fabricate large area CVD graphene Hall bar
devices i.e.: i) electron beam lithography and ii) stencil lithography are discussed.
Further, the relevant thermal annealing, solvent treatment and contact resistance
characterization techniques are presented.

5.1.1. Route 1: Electron-beam lithography
In ﬁg. 5.1 the standard electron beam (e-beam) assisted lithography process
is described. First, a layer of e-beam sensitive resist (ZEP520) is spun on astransferred CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate (5.1 i). Second, the ZEP520 is
exposed to electron beam according to the desired Hall-bar pattern (5.1 ii) and
subsequent development of the exposed ZEP520 ﬁlm is performed. Third, oxygen
plasma is used to pattern the CVD graphene into Hall bar device structure. The
57
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Figure 5.1: Electron-beam lithography description. i) as-transferred CVD graphene on
SiO2 /Si substrate ii) ZEP520 resist after e-beam exposure iii) after graphene patterning
using oxygen plasma iv) patterned graphene on substrate after removal of resist mask
v) after second step of e-beam lithography, prior to metal evaporation and vi) after lift-off
process.

patterned resist ﬁlm acts as a protection layer on CVD graphene during the reactive
ion etching process (ﬁg. 5.1 iii, iv). Fourth, similar e-beam lithography approach
is followed to fabricate metal contacts to the graphene ﬁlm (ﬁg. 5.1 v & vi). After
the metal evaporation process, the metal ﬁlm residing on top of the polymer ﬁlm is
removed during the ’lift-off’ process. Only the metal ﬁlm in contact with graphene
remain. A layer of 5 nm palladium and 60 nm gold is used as the metal contact to
graphene. Complete fabrication protocol is listed in the appendix A. In ﬁg. 5.2a, an
optical image of a typical CVD graphene Hall bar device fabricated using e-beam
lithography can be seen, graphene ﬁlm patterned in Hall bar pattern can be seen in
ﬁg. 5.2 b.

Figure 5.2: a) Optical image of e-beam fabricated sample and b) close-up of patterned
graphene, scale bar: 200 μ m (a) & 50 μ m (b).
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5.1.2. Route 2: Stencil lithography

Figure 5.3: Stencil lithography based approach for large scale graphene Hall bar fabrication.
i) as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 /Si substrate ii) alignment of patterning mask on chip
iii, iv) before and after removal of PMMA etch mask iv) patterned graphene ﬁlm v) alignment
of contact patterning mask vi) after metal evaporation process.

Figure 5.4: Optical images of stencil lithography process for graphene Hall bar fabrication.
a) Graphene patterning mask b) contact patterning mask c) a typical graphene Hall bar
device after fabrication. d) Metal sample holder for substrate-mask alignment and clamping
e) size comparison with a 10 Rappen coin, scale bar: 1 cm.

As an alternative approach, stencil lithography was utilized to fabricate large
CVD graphene Hall bar devices (L, W: 3500 μ m, 500 μ m). This approach brings
forth the following advantages: i) requires only one routine of resist spin coating on
graphene, ii) shorter fabrication time and iii) relatively cleaner fabrication procedure,
due to minimal exposure to solvents and resist. Minimal exposure to contaminants
and residues during fabrication can be very helpful in fabricating clean graphene
devices. Moreover, since there is no e-beam exposure, the fabrication time consists
of mainly stencil alignment. These stencils were produced in kapton ﬁlms using
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laser ablation technique by Rolf Brönnimann, Transport at Nanoscale interfaces,
EMPA, Dübendorf, Zurich.
First, a thin layer of PMMA (300 nm) is spun on top of as-transferred CVD
graphene on SiO2 /Si substrate (ﬁg. 5.3 i). Second, the stencil mask for patterning
graphene is placed on top of the PMMA/CVDG (ﬁg. 5.3 ii), this is followed by the
exposure to oxygen plasma in-order to etch the regions of PMMA/CVDG that is
not covered by the stencil mask (ﬁg. 5.3 iii). Third, the PMMA layer is dissolved
in solvents (ﬁg. 5.3 iv) and the next stencil mask for metal evaporation is placed
on top the structure(ﬁg. 5.3 v). Fourth, after the metal evaporation process, the
second mask is removed (ﬁg. 5.3 vi). In ﬁg. 5.4 we can see the optical images of
kapton foil based masks used to produce these samples, a typical Hall bar device
fabricated using this technique is shown in ﬁg. 5.4c. Detailed fabrication protocol
can be found in the appendix A.
Some of the other techniques considered during this work in an attempt to
obtain polymer residue-free graphene devices were: 1) hBN/graphene/hBN (full
CVD) (hBN: hexagonal Boron Nitride) heterostructures and 2) use of metal etch
mask during fabrication.
Hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) is a large bandgap semiconductor and is considered as an ideal substrate for graphene due to similar hexagonal lattice structure
and insulating properties. Thanks to a bandgap of Eg = 5 eV, it can serve as an
ideal substrate for graphene. High quality hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructures
can be fabricated using exfoliation technique [49]. We fabricated heterostructures
consisting of CVD grown hBN from Graphenea, the optical images of the sample
can be seen in C.10. However, due to limitations (holes, crystallinity) in the quality
of the multilayer hBN ﬁlms an improvement in the ﬁeld effect characteristics could
not be observed (see: C.11).
Second, metal thin ﬁlms were used to protect the graphene surface during the
transfer process, see appendix C.12. Using this technique it is possible to transfer
graphene ﬁlms on SiO2 substrates and avoid PMMA contamination of graphene
ﬁlms during the transfer. However, due to poor yield of the samples post lift-off
process, this technique was not considered further (see: C.12). Further, some of
the optical images of Hall bar sample fabrication using electron beam lithography
procedure on a single domain of CVD graphene is shown C.13.
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Figure 5.5: Total resistance as a function of gate voltage of a CVD graphene transistor,
charge density nd (top x-axis) of different contact pairs of a Hall bar device. Inset: representation of graphene’s band diagram in i) hole-dominated, ii) at the charge neutrality point and
iii) electron-dominated regime. These electrical transport measurements were performed
under low-vacuum conditions of 10−4 mbar at room temperature.

Field effect transport of a CVD graphene transistor is shown in ﬁg. 5.5. The
respective band structure in the three distinct regimes i.e.: i) hole-conduction ii)
around the charge neutrality point (CNP) and iii) electron-conduction is described in
the inset of ﬁg. 5.5 [97]. As the gate voltage is changed from large negative values
to positive values, a constant input bias (V SD ) is maintained between the source
and drain contacts. Due to the change in gate voltage, the charge density nd of
the graphene ﬁlm is modulated. By measuring the change in current (I) passing
through the graphene ﬁlm during the gate modulation and subsequent calculation of
resistance (RT =V SD /I) yields the result described in ﬁg. 5.5, where RT denotes the
total resistance of the graphene FET [97, 98]. The charge density to gate voltage
relation can be found in C.1 - C.3.
We can observe a clear transition from hole to electron dominated transport
in the graphene ﬁlm as the gate voltage is swept from -40V to +40V. This change
is clearly reﬂected in the increase and decrease of resistance as the gate voltage
is varied from negative to positive values. The peak in the resistance constitutes
the charge neutrality point of graphene. The CNP can be observed to be at zero
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gate voltage. This is a signature of low residual doping in graphene ﬁlms. High
residual doping leads to shift of the charge neutrality point (CNP) away from zero
gate voltage, either to the positive (p-type) or negative side (n-type), depending on
the the type of dopants [99, 100]. The ﬁeld effect transport (FET) measurements
were performed on a Hall bar device with eight contacts i.e. 2 current contacts
(drain, source) and three pairs of voltage contacts (titled: 1-6). The presence of
CNP at zero gate voltage is suggestive of low p-doping in the graphene ﬁlm over
the entire device. Further, the residual impurity charge carrier density (charge traps
in SiO2 ) can be accessed from the slope of the conductance versus gate trace.
Moreover, it can be noticed that the FET characteristics is symmetric on both the
hole & electron side.

Figure 5.6: Mobility chart of various samples from batch 4 (B4). The growth recipe used to
produce the samples were SG18 (SG: slow growth). These devices were thermal annealed
prior to electrical measurements (see:5.10) and characterized under low vacuum (10−4
mbar).

A mobility chart of samples from different chips of batch 4 (B4), grown using
recipe SG18 (SG: slow growth) is shown in 5.6. It can be noticed that the mobilities
vary in the range of 1000 - 3000 cm2 /Vs (50% of samples with μ FET >2000 cm2 /Vs).
The broken device (D) denotes a sample damaged during fabrication (refer to: C,
C.2, C.3 for mobility estimation technique).

5.3. Graphene FET with high residual doping
In ﬁg. 5.7 a, b the typical ﬁeld effect characteristics of CVD graphene transistors
with high residual p-doping is shown. The CNP is observed to be shifted in particular
to high positive gate voltages. Such a shift towards positive (negative) gate voltage
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Figure 5.7: Total resistance as a function of gate voltage, charge density nd (top x-axis) of
a highly p-doped CVD graphene transistor across different contact pair of the entire Hall
bar device. These electrical transport measurements were performed under low-vacuum
conditions of 10−4 mbar at room temperature.

is an indication of high residual hole-doping (electron-doping) in the CVD graphene
ﬁlm [99, 100]. The shift is relatively higher in ﬁg. 5.7b when compared to ﬁg. 5.7a,
this can occur due to a higher presence of residues in sample ﬁg. 5.7b. It can be
observed that CNP is uniformly shifted to higher gate voltages across the entire
device. This shows that the residual doping is present across the ﬁlm and is not
very localized at a speciﬁc region of the device. In our CVD graphene samples the
occurrence of such p-doping in particular is commonly noticed. The causes of such
p-doping are discussed in detail in the following sections.

5.3.1. Causes of residual doping
The prime reason behind the p-doping of graphene ﬁlms is the adsorption of
water, oxygen and other contaminants present in ambient conditions [99–102]. A
schematic representation of as-transferred graphene ﬁlm is described in ﬁg. 5.8.
While such doping can be induced during exposure to air, it can also occur due to
solvent exposure during transfer and fabrication process. Since the CVD graphene
transfer is performed in solution, the presence of a water layer on graphene cannot
be ignored ﬁg. 3.3.1. The electrochemical interaction between such ambient
contaminants and the graphene layer has been identiﬁed as the key mechanism
behind the p-doping of graphene. Such a layer of ambient contaminants act as an
electron-acceptor, leading to the hole doping of graphene ﬁlm. The mechanism can
be described using equation 5.1 [101, 102].
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Figure 5.8: Schematic representation of as-transferred CVD graphene surface and the
respective band diagram of p-doped graphene.
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Given that the work function of graphene E G

(5.1)

-4.6 eV, for a pH = 6 the

electrode potential of adsorption layer (on graphene) is Ei ∼ -5.3 eV. The latter acts
as a strong driving force to shift graphene’s fermi-level well into the valence band
[101, 102]. For the calculation of Eredox values please refer to appendix C.24. It is
well-known that the pH value of moisture (Ei ) is heavily inﬂuenced by the carbon
dioxide (CO2 ) content in air. Such redox reactions necessitate the transfer of up-to 4
electrons in sequence, involving four intermediate reactions generating: superoxide
anion (O2.− ), hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl radical (. OH) [101, 102]. For further
details about the graphene-redox system model, please refer to the appendix C.24.
Doping in graphene can be induced using different approaches such as intentional exposure of graphene to special solvents. However, in our case no such
exposure to special chemicals was performed and the mechanism behind p-doping
in our as-transferred graphene ﬁlms is due to ambient contaminants, as discussed
above. Further experiments to probe the adsorbed layer of contaminants are
discussed in greater detail in chapter 7 .
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Figure 5.9: Two of the most widely used approaches to reduce residual doping in graphene
ﬁlms.

Since the adsorption of contaminants is unavoidable either due to the sample
preparation procedure or during the eventual exposure of the sample to ambient
conditions, removal of such unwanted residues becomes important. The residual
doping in graphene ﬁlms can be reduced or completely removed using certain
techniques. Two such prime approaches are: i) thermal anneal and ii) solvent
treatment (ﬁg. 5.9). The details of these approaches are described below.

5.4.1. Thermal annealing of graphene
In the thermal annealing approach the graphene samples are heated to 150-300
◦ C in low pressure conditions (1 mbar to 10−5 mbar) for several hours [103, 104].

The result of such a heating procedure can be seen in the graphene ﬁeld effect
characteristic shown in ﬁg. 5.10. There is a clear shift of the CNP, close to zero
gate voltage after such annealing procedure (blue). Before the annealing process
the CNP is at higher gate voltages, as expected in most of the freshly fabricated
devices (red).
Thermally activated desorption of the ambient contaminants on graphene ﬁlm
during the thermal annealing process is the key reason behind the improvement of
the FET characteristics of the device. These procedures can be either performed
by heating the graphene sample under ultra-low/low-vacuum conditions without or
with an additional carrier gas ﬂow. Forming gas (5% H2 , Argon) is one of the most
commonly used carrier gas during annealing. Pressure during thermal annealing
was found to be one of the most important parameter. Consistent results were
obtained when the samples were annealed at low pressures (<1 mbar).
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Figure 5.10: Total resistance as a function of gate voltage of as-fabricated and thermal annealed CVD graphene transistor. These electrical transport measurements were performed
in air at room temperature, I SD = 1μ A. The sample was annealed overnight (t≈12h).

Figure 5.11: Two types of annealing approaches used to prepare clean CVD graphene
transistors. a) Commercially available thermal annealing oven (AO 500), sample shown
resting on the heater plate b) home-made thermal annealing solution at METAS consisting
of a T connector (with graphene sample inside), hot-plate and vacuum system.

At our lab in Basel, a commercially available thermal annealing oven (MBE
Komponenten, AO 500) was used to anneal the samples. Since the samples had to
be transported to METAS in Bern, during many occasions we noticed an up-shift of
the CNP after the transportation. In-order to overcome this, we devised a solution
shown in ﬁg. 5.11 b. A home-made ﬁx consisting of a simple T-connector (with
graphene sample inside), hot-plate and vacuum system were put together to anneal
the samples. The result of samples annealed using ﬁg. 5.11b approach is shown
in ﬁg. 5.10. A uniform shift of CNP is measured across different contact pairs,
this shows that the such a thermal annealing procedure has a uniform impact
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throughout the sample. The experimental details of sample annealing can be found
in the appendix B.

5.4.2. Solvent treatment of graphene
Another alternate approach to reduce doping is the solvent treatment of CVD
graphene ﬁlms. The mechanism leading to a reduction of doping after the treatment
is the replacement of ambient contaminants by the solvent molecules in some
cases. This is possible due to a higher binding afﬁnity Eb of such solvent molecules
to graphene i.e. in the case of NMP (N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone) and HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane) when compared to the Eb of ambient contaminants. Further
experiments detailing these mechanisms are given in chapter 7 .

Figure 5.12: Total resistance as a function of gate voltage of CVD graphene transistor before
and after solvent treatment. a) FET characteristics of NMP treated CVD graphene and b)
HMDS treated CVD graphene device. Inset: NMP (a) and HMDS (b) molecular structure.
These electrical transport measurements were performed at room temperature.

In ﬁg. 5.12 we show the FET characteristics of as-fabricated CVD graphene
before and after the solvent treatment. In ﬁg. 5.12a the CNP in as-fabricated device
is >+40V (green) and shifts close to zero gate voltage after exposure to NMP
solution (red). Similar effect is also observed in samples treated to HMDS. Such
solvent treatments can be helpful as an alternate technique to reduce doping in
graphene ﬁlms when thermal annealing is not preferred [105–107]. In ﬁg. 5.12 b
we can see that even after thermal annealing there is residual p-doping in graphene
ﬁlm (red curve), this is observed to occur in samples annealed under high annealing
pressure (>50 mbar). However, after HMDS treatment we can observe a shift in
CNP close to zero gate voltage.
A schematic understanding of the solvent treatment mechanism is shown in
ﬁg. 5.13. This type of solvent treatment of graphene ﬁlms lead to replacement of
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Figure 5.13: Schematic representation of solvent treated CVD graphene surface and the
respective band diagram of solvent-treated graphene.

ambient contaminants with solvent molecules. Further experiments to study the
effective surface coverage of such molecules on graphene surface is required to
understand the long-term stability of these treatment procedures. The experimental
details of solvent treatment can be found in the appendix B.
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Figure 5.14: Schematic representation of various resistances found in a typical graphene
FET.

In this section we detail our approach to characterize the contact resistance (Rc )
of our CVD graphene FETs. Low contact resistance (<1Ω) is one of the most
important requirements in realizing a successful quantum Hall resistance (QHR)
standard, as an imperfect contact leads to a large deviations of QHR [33]. Moreover,
a high quality graphene-metal interface is of prime importance in realizing high
performance graphene devices. It has been studied that high Rc limits the oncurrent of GFETs [108, 109]. A representation of such resistances encountered
in a graphene FET is shown in ﬁg. 5.14. The total resistance is given by the
sum of: i) resistance of the graphene ﬁlm (Rgraphene ), ii) resistance of the metal
contact (Rmetal ) and iii) contact resistance (Rcontact ). Typically Rmetal is much lower
compared to Rcontact and can be ignored [98, 108–111]. The total resistance can
be represented as (Rs is the sheet resistance):

R graphene =

Rs L
W

Rtotal = R graphene + 2RC =

(5.2)

Rs L
+ 2RC
W

(5.3)

Two methods used to characterize contact resistance in our CVD graphene
FETs are discussed in the following sections. First, a technique called ’transfer
length method’ (TLM) is used to extract Rc at room temperature. Second, a more
direct method of measuring Rc in quantum Hall effect regime is considered.
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5.5.1. Transfer length method

Figure 5.15: Transfer length method principle. a) Typical array of GFETs with increasing
length L1 , L2 ..Ln b) TLM measurement plot with linear approximation.

The transfer length method (TLM) is a classical technique used to measure
contact resistance (Rc ) and sheet resistance (Rs ) of a material. The principle of the
TLM technique is shown in ﬁg. 5.15. A TLM GFET array with a series of contacts
of similar dimension are spaced length Li away from one another (ﬁg. 5.15 a. The
total resistance (RT ) is measured for each pair of adjacent contacts and is plotted
as a function of length L, as shown in ﬁg. 5.15 b. Linear approximation of the
measured resistance values can then be extrapolated to extract Rc , Rs and LT
(transfer length), as shown below.
In the case of channel length L=0, from ﬁg. 5.3, the total resistance is given by:

Rtotal = 2Rc

(5.4)

From the slope of the line, the sheet resistance Rs can be found.

slope =

Rs
W

(5.5)

Using the TLM technique, the transfer length (LT ) parameter can also be characterized (see: ﬁg. 5.15). Current crowding effects have been found to explain the
exponential drop in current ﬂow (in or out) at the contact with a characteristic length
scale LT . The parameter LT is considered as an effective length of a contact i.e.
the average distance charge carriers travel in the material before it ﬂows into the
contact.
For the optical image of the TLM device and measurement scheme refer to
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Figure 5.16: a) Total resistance as a function of gate voltage of CVD GFET with different
channel length L. Inset: a zoom-in on characteristics of FETs with small channel length (2,
4μ m). b) TLM plot of respective total resistance (at CNP) for different channel length of the
GFETs, dotted line represents the ﬁt. Sample width = 4μ m.

Figure 5.17: a-c) Contact resistance Rc (a), sheet resistance Rs (b) and transfer length LT
(c) as a function of gate voltage of the TLM GFET array.

appendix C.9. From our measurements, we ﬁnd a best value of Rc ∼ 600 Ω μ m,
at CNP (ﬁg. 5.17a). The contact to graphene was achieved using thermal metal
evaporation process and a 5 nm palladium/ 60 nm gold was used as metal contacts.
We can also notice a clear gate dependence of Rc , Rs and LT . The dependence
of Rc follows a dip and peak at the CNP. The feature can be understood by the
transition from hole to electron dominated charge carrier transport in the graphene
ﬁlm. The Rs is found to be 4 kΩ/ at the CNP and is observed to decrease with
increasing gate voltages. This trend can be understood due to increase in charge
density away from the CNP. The LT is found to decrease at the CNP, since the
charge density is minimal at the CNP, the effective length of the contact is also
smaller when compared to LT at higher charge carrier density. This TLM study was
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performed as a part of the master project of Oliver Braun, supervised by K. Thodkar
at University of Basel.

5.5.2. Direct Rc measurement in the QHE regime

Figure 5.18: a) Representation of a direct contact resistance characterization technique in
the quantum Hall regime. b) Table of Rc values characterized at two magnetic ﬁelds 10.6 T
& 11.6 T. The measurements were performed in QHE regime at 0.3 K.

The direct Rc measurement discussed in this section is performed on a graphene
Hall bar sample in the QHE regime. A voltage drop is measured across the contact
to be characterized (Rc j ) and the adjacent contact on the same Hall potential while
a source current is applied at Rc j and one of the current contact, as described in ﬁg.
5.18 a. This technique can be used when the sample is well quantized i.e. when
Rxx ≈ 0 and thus Rc j can be obtained directly [33].
In table ﬁg. 5.18 b we show the Rc values characterized using this technique. For
contacts 6, D, 2, the Rc values are well below 1 Ω, which shows that a combination of
palladium-gold metal contact can form a low contact resistance junction to graphene.
Such low Rc values are also acceptable for QHR standards. A comparatively higher
Rc of 76 Ω is measured for one of the voltage contacts (Nr. 1), such high Rc values
are not desirable for QHR measurements. Such an abrupt increase in Rc can be
caused due to various reasons such as: i) residues at the graphene-metal interface
or ii) contact ﬁlm damage during fabrication or bonding process. Further, these
values were measured for a bias current I SD = 1 μ A, similar measurements at
higher bias currents have been performed and the results are shown in appendix
D.8 and D.9. The direct Rc characterization shows a clear increase in Rc with
bias currents, this can possibly be due to heating at the graphene/Pd/Au interface
occurring possibly from non-uniform Palladium islands (thickness ∼5 nm) due to
the presence of polymer residues.
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5.6. Conclusion
In this chapter two fabrication approaches were explored to batch fabricate CVD
graphene transistors. Graphene ﬁeld effect characteristics were presented and
the source behind the doping of CVD graphene ﬁlms were identiﬁed. Two key
approaches i.e. i) thermal annealing and ii) solvent treatment were detailed to
overcome the unwanted residual doping of the graphene ﬁlms.

Figure 5.19: Schematic representation of polymer residues at the graphene-metal contact
interface.

The graphene-metal interfaces were explored by following two distinct techniques i.e. i) transfer-length method (TLM) and ii) quantum Hall effect based direct
Rc measurement. The results of direct Rc is found to be encouraging with the Rc
values well below 1Ω, showing that it is possible to achieve good ohmic contacts in
our Hall bar devices using thermal evaporation process. However, such low contact
resistances were not systematically measured uniformly on the entire device. For
instance on contact Nr. 1, a relatively high Rc = 76.7 Ω was measured while low
Rc < 1Ω was measured on other contacts. Using the TLM technique an Rc of 600

Ω μ m was measured, at the CNP (300K), these values are comparable with the
present results in literature for palladium-gold contacts to graphene [108]. From
earlier XPS and Raman studies in chapter 4, we could see the presence of PMMAresidues on as-transferred graphene, (see: appendix C.4, C.5, C.7, C.18) which
can inﬂuence Rc [108, 112, 113]. A study of Rc characterization with varying bias
currents showed that Rc tends to increase with the increase in bias current, see: D.9
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and D.8. The latter can be possibly due to thermal heating at the graphene/Pd/Au
interface occurring possibly from non-uniform Palladium islands (thickness ∼5 nm)
due to the presence of polymer residues.
A schematic representation of a possible scenario describing the inﬂuence of
such polymer residues at the graphene-metal contact interface is shown in 5.19.
The residues are marked in green (residue on top of graphene) and purple (residue
on substrate/beneath graphene). The occurrence of such polymer residues on
graphene ﬁlms inﬂuences the reproducibility of contacts with low Rc values. Such
inﬂuence of residues on Rc and Rc variations within the sample is a well known
limitation and has also been observed in other systems such as carbon nanotube
transistors and Silicon Carbide based QHRs [112, 114]. Moreover, further contact
resistance characterization in samples fabricated using alternative techniques
with increasing bias currents is helpful in studying the effect of residues at the
graphene-metal contact interface on Rc values.
An alternative technique to contact CVD graphene can be to perform thermal
evaporation of palladium contacts directly on as-grown graphene on copper. This
step can be useful in minimizing the presence of polymer residues at the graphenemetal contact interface. In conclusion, using our approach (transfer and fabrication)
although low Rc values can be achieved on certain contact pairs, reproducible
contacts with low Rc was not possible. The latter can be due to the well known
inﬂuence of residues in the graphene-metal interface. In chapter 8 we will see that
although Rc values differ within the sample, high precision resistance quantization
in CVD graphene samples can be achieved.

6
Comparing single and multi domain CVD
graphene

Abstract
We systematically investigate the impact of granularity in CVD graphene ﬁlms
by performing Raman mapping and electrical characterization of single (SD) and
multi domain (MD) graphene. In order to elucidate the quality of the graphene
ﬁlm, we study its regional variations using largearea Raman mapping and compare
the G and 2D peak positions of as-transferred chemical vapor deposited (CVD)
graphene on SiO2 substrate. We ﬁnd a similar upshift in wavenumber in both
SD and MD graphene in comparison to freshly exfoliated graphene. In our case,
doping could play the dominant role behind the observation of such upshifts rather
than the inﬂuence due to strain. Interestingly, the impact of the polymer-assisted
wet transfer process is the same in both the CVD graphene types. The electrical
characterization shows that SD graphene exhibits a substantially higher (a factor 5)
ﬁeld-effect mobility when compared to MD graphene. We attribute the low sheet
resistance and mobility enhancement to a decrease in charge carrier scattering
thanks to a reduction of the number of grain boundaries and defects in SD graphene.
This chapter has been published in reference [59].
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6.1. Introduction

Figure 6.1: Illustration: Optical images of single and multi domain CVD graphene, scale bar:
50 μ m.

Large-scale production of CVD graphene requires characteristics such as high
mobility, low doping and low sheet resistance to be maintained uniformly over
large areas. In this study, we performed a comparative systematic quality study
of individual CVD graphene crystals (single domain) and uniformly grown CVD
graphene ﬁlms (multi domain). We rely on large-area Raman mapping and its
histogram to study the regional variations in the graphene ﬁlm instead of single
Raman spectra to elucidate the quality of the graphene ﬁlms with regard to doping,
number of layers and strain in the CVD grown graphene ﬁlm. We subjected SD
and MD CVD graphene to the same polymer assisted wet transfer/ substrate
preparation procedure and performed large-area Raman intensity mapping and
electrical transport characterization.
The average peak position of G and 2D bands of as transferred CVD graphene
is then compared with a freshly exfoliated graphene ﬂake which is free of polymeric
residues. Two different growth conditions were used for the SD and MD graphene
growth. We achieved the growth of SD graphene by considering low carbon ﬂow rate
and stopping the CVD growth prior to the formation of a uniform single graphene
layer. MD graphene samples with a uniform coverage of single layer graphene were
obtained by having a higher carbon ﬂow rate and the growth process was stopped
after the coalescence of individual graphene domains (see: ﬁg. 6.2).

6.2. Optical images of single and multi domain CVD graphene
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We found a similar upshift in wavenumbers of the G and 2D peak positions
in both CVD graphene types when compared to a freshly exfoliated single layer
graphene ﬂake. In addition, the electrical transport characteristics show ﬁve times
higher ﬁeld effect mobility and lower sheet resistance for the SD type when compared to MD type, with graphene’s Dirac peak close to zero back-gate voltage in
both types.

6.2. Optical images of single and multi domain CVD
graphene

Figure 6.2: (a) Optical image of SD graphene on SiO2 . An individual graphene grain is
indicated using black arrows. (b) Optical image of MD graphene on SiO2 substrate. A bi-layer
graphene ﬂake is marked by circle and wrinkles are marked by dotted lines. (c) Optical
images of MD graphene transferred on SiO2 substrate at growth time TG of 45 seconds and
8 minutes.

CVD graphene was grown on polycrystalline copper foil using low pressure
CVD technique in a hot wall CVD reactor at a temperature of 1000 ◦ C .The ﬁlm
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was then transferred onto a 300 nm thick SiO2 /Si substrates using a wet etching
technique (see: ﬁg. 3.3.1) [66]. Optical images of SD and MD graphene transferred
on SiO2 /Si substrate are shown in ﬁgure 1a, b. In ﬁgure 1c we can see a high
density of individual graphene grains at growth times TG ∼ 45 s, and at TG ∼ 8
min where the SD graphene grains start to coalesce thus forming a uniform sheet
of MD graphene.
Prior to the ﬁlm growth, the copper foil undergoes a high temperature annealing
at 1000 ◦ C under an argon (Ar) gas ﬂow. To initiate the CVD of graphene, methane
(CH4 ) and hydrogen (H2 ) gas are introduced into the CVD chamber for a certain
period of time of 6 hours for SD graphene and 15 minutes for MD graphene. A
low carbon supply is required to assist the growth of single graphene grains at a
reduced nucleation density [56, 60, 115–117]. In this work, the methane ﬂow rate
for SD graphene was kept at 0.04 sccm; while for the MD growth, the CH4 ﬂow was
2.5 sccm. After the growth, the chamber was cooled down to ambient temperature
in an Ar/H2 ﬂow (see: B for growth details).

6.3. Raman characterization of single and multi domain CVD graphene
We performed large area confocal Raman spectroscopy (λ L ∼ 532 nm, P L ∼ 2
mW) of SD and MD graphene transferred onto a 300 nm SiO2 /Si substrate to
characterize the quality of CVD graphene. Raman spectroscopy has turned out
to be the most effective non-invasive tool to characterize doping, strain, edges,
number of layers, stacking of layers and defects in graphene [12]. The G and 2D
peaks are the two prominent Raman peaks which can be observed around 1585
cm −1 and 2674 cm−1 for exfoliated graphene ﬂakes on Si/SiO2 substrate (see: ﬁg.
C.21) [12, 118] (see: C for Raman characterization details). The G and 2D peak
positions and their FWHM help gathering information related to doping and strain.
Defects in graphene can be characterized by studying the variations of the D peak
within the graphene ﬂake. This peak, which occurs around 1345 cm−1 , is the result
of defect assisted inter-valley scattering processes [13, 119, 120].
Disorder in graphene (bond disorder, defects) can also be characterized by the
measurement of the intensity ratios of the D and G peaks [121]. Studying regional
variations in the graphene ﬁlm is of utmost importance to elucidate the true quality
of the graphene ﬁlm. Hence we rely on large area Raman mapping instead of
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single Raman spectra from different regions for characterizing parameters such as
doping, thickness of the graphene ﬁlm and strain. In ﬁg. 6.3 a-c and g-i we show
large area Raman intensity maps for the D, G and 2D bands and their peak position
histograms (ﬁg. 6.3 d-f, j-l) for SD and MD graphene samples. We observe nearly
hexagonal graphene grains for SD graphene growth conditions as seen in ﬁg. 6.2
and ﬁg. 6.3 a. The G peak position can be used to estimate the charge carrier
concentration in the graphene sheet, which can be tuned by electrically modulating
graphene’s Fermi level using a back-gate voltage. It has been observed that the
G peak position shifts to larger wavenumbers for both electron and hole doping
[73, 122]. The average peak positions for the G and 2D bands for the SD sample
are 1589 cm−1 and 2684 cm−1 respectively. They are up-shifted by 4 cm−1 and
10 cm−1 when compared to the values observed for freshly exfoliated graphene
samples on SiO2 /Si substrate.
In ﬁg. 6.3 g-i and j-l we can see the large area scan and histogram of peak
positions for MD graphene. The average G and the 2D peaks positions are located
at 1590 cm−1 and 2684 cm−1 [73]. When compared to SD graphene, we observe
an upshift of 1 cm−1 for G band; which shows a slightly higher p-doping for the MD
sample. The type of doping can be veriﬁed by the direction of the Dirac peak shift
(see: ﬁg. 6.4, VCNP > 0 V denotes p-doping. We also observe more features in
the D and G band large area scans of MD graphene (marked in ﬁg. 6.3 g-i). The
bright lines in the D and G band scans can result from wrinkles and folds in the
copper foil, which can occur during the graphene transfer (see: ﬁg. 6.2, ﬁg. C.4).
Moreover, the upshift in wavenumbers observed in both CVD graphene types
(as compared to a freshly exfoliated graphene sample where Gex f 1585 cm−1
and 2Dex f 2674 cm−1 ) is of similar magnitude, which suggests that the impact of
the polymeric residues from the transfer process of CVD graphene is the same,
although SD and MD graphene types were grown under different conditions. The
observed upshift of the G, 2D peak position is due to the high p-doping induced
due to exposure to water and PMMA leftovers during the transfer process, which is
absent in a freshly exfoliated graphene ﬂake. High p-doping (n-doping) of graphene
can result in stiffening (softening) of the G peak phonons and cause an upshift
in wavenumbers. The polymeric residues and wrinkles from the transfer result in
a pronounced D peak as seen in the regional D band intensity scan where they
appear as bright spots and lines (see: ﬁg. 6.3 g).
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Figure 6.3: Large area Raman scans of D, G and 2D bands (a-c, g-i) and peak positionhistograms of SD (d-f) and MD (j-l) graphene. The average peak positions are marked with
black dotted lines for D, G and 2D bands. Features in the large area scans are marked using
white arrows. Scale bars: 4 μ m (SD) and 2 μ m (MD).
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6.4. Field effect comparison of single and multi domain CVD graphene
In order to compare the electrical transport characteristics, the sheet resistance
R is shown in ﬁgure 3 as a function of the charge carrier density ne for both SD
and MD graphene. The SD sample (see: ﬁg. C.27) was fabricated on a single
graphene grain, while no pre-selection of a graphene region was made in case
of MD graphene. After fabrication, the samples under-went thermal annealing in
a forming gas (Ar/H2 ) ﬂow at 300◦ C for 3 hours to reduce the polymer residues
from the graphene ﬁlm [122]. After thermal annealing, the electrical transport
measurements were performed under low vacuum condition of 10−4 mbar in order
to avoid p-doping due to exposure to ambient conditions.

Figure 6.4: Source drain (DS) measurement of the sheet resistance R as a function of
the charge carrier density ne for both SD (a) and MD (b) graphene samples, using a bias
voltage of V SD ∼ 10mV. Inset: Optical image of the SD and MD graphene on SiO2 . The
ﬁeld effect mobility was calculated using the slope of the conductance curve determined by
the green stripes. The dotted lines and arrows highlight the asymmetry in the ﬁeld-effect
characteristics.

The transport characteristics of both SD and MD graphene show almost no
p-doping, with Dirac peak close to Vg = 0V (ﬁg. 6.4 a, b). We also observe an
asymmetric R vs. ne characteristic for both the SD and MD types, which is due to
contact doping at the metal-graphene interface at the source and drain con-tacts
of the device [123]. The mobility μ FET for SD and MD graphene differ signiﬁcantly,
from μ FET = 6000 cm2 /Vs for SD to μ FET = 1200 cm2 /Vs for MD, i.e. a ﬁve times
higher mobility in SD graphene (see: ﬁg. 6.4 a, b) (see: ﬁg. C.25 for mobility
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estimation procedure).

6.5. Discussion
Large area confocal Raman characterization of SD and MD graphene (ﬁgure 1a-c)
gives an insight into the G and 2D peak position variations over CVD graphene’s
surface, from which one can ascertain the doping concentration. In comparison,
the G and 2D peak position in the as transferred CVD graphene samples without
thermal annealing show an upshift by ∼ 4 cm−1 and 10 cm−1 when compared to
exfoliated graphene on Si/SiO2 substrate, where ΔG of 0.5 cm−1 ∼ 2.4x1011 cm−2
[122].
Such a high p-doping of CVD graphene, observed prior to annealing, can occur
due to presence of water vapor, oxygen molecules and polymeric residues on
CVD graphene ﬁlms and the exposure to these constituents is unavoidable during
the wet transfer process of CVD graphene. It has been reported that exposure
to ambient conditions can cause p-doping of graphene ﬁlms and the underlying
mechanism has been identiﬁed as the redox couple reaction between H2 O and O2
molecules [101]. Consequently, lower G and 2D peak position values observed
in the exfoliated graphene can be due to absence of exposure to water during
graphene exfoliation. However, we cannot ignore the presence of water vapor on
the SiO2 surface during exfoliation, which are trapped under the exfoliated graphene
ﬂake, thus leading to slight p-doping of exfoliated graphene. Interestingly, although
both SD and MD graphene samples were grown under slightly different conditions,
the observed G and 2D peak upshift is similar in both the samples. This suggests
that the impact of the polymer assisted wet-transfer process is similar in both types
independent of the growth conditions.
In particular, the upshift of the 2D peak position is twice the shift in the G peak.
Although the 2D peak position and its FWHM have been found to be sensitive to
doping, it has also been reported to be sensitive to nanoscale strain variations [77],
hence a careful interpretation of the spectral variations is of utmost importance
to disentangle effects due to doping and strain in the graphene ﬁlm. Such strain
variations and doping cause a broadening of the 2D peak due to enhanced electronelectron and electron-defect scattering [77, 82]. Commercially available copper
foil surface have corrugations over the entire surface, which occur during the foil
production process. However, when a conformally grown CVD graphene ﬁlm
covering the corrugated copper surface is transferred onto a ﬂat SiO2 substrate,
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it results in a non-conformal transfer of the graphene layer on the SiO2 surface,
leading to wrinkles, folds and inhomogeneous strain ﬂuctuations in the graphene
sheet [77, 82].
Since G and 2D peaks are both sensitive to strain and doping, it is necessary
to distinguish the dominant factor behind the observation of the Raman upshifts
in our case. By comparing our measurements of average G and 2D peak position
values of CVD graphene with the work of Lee et.al [82], we can see that the G
and 2D frequencies lie in the region of G and 2D frequencies for compressively
strained graphene ﬁlm. It has also been shown in other reports that as-transferred
CVD graphene ﬁlms on SiO2 substrate is compressively strained due to the wet
transfer process, while exfoliation of graphene ﬁlm leads to tensile strain [124]. The
presence of large uni-axial strain (> 0.4 %) leads to the splitting of G peak into
G+ and G− and results in the broadening of the Dirac peak. Clearly, the above
mentioned Raman and electrical transport features are not observed in any of our
samples. Moreover, large shift ratios of Δω2D/ΔωG in the range of 2.25 - 2.8 have
been predicted and measured in highly strained graphene [82].
In our case, we ﬁnd a shift ratio of Δω2DCVD−susp /ΔωGCVD−susp ∼1 by comparing the average 2D and G peak position of our CVD graphene (ω2D-CVD ∼
2684 cm−1 , ωG-CVD ∼ 1589 cm−1 ) with suspended graphene (ω2D-susp ∼
2677 cm−1 , ωG-susp ∼ 1582 cm−1 ) from the work of Lee et al. [82], it is assumed
that the suspended graphene ﬁlm was strain-free. Since Δω2DCVD−susp /Δω
GCVD−susp ∼1, the upshift in G and 2D peak position in our case is predominantly
due to the effects of p-doping from exposure to water and ambient conditions,
although the CVD graphene ﬁlms are strained from transfer.
More features can be observed in the large area scan of the D and G band
scans of MD graphene (ﬁg. 6.3 g, h). The bright line-like features are caused by
wrinkles and folds from the transfer, while patches (brighter spots) in the G band
scan are due to the presence of bi-layer graphene regions and polymeric residues.
The Raman spectra measured on the polymer residue show a more pronounced D
peak intensity with a minimal broadening of the 2D peak when compared to bilayer
graphene (BLG) Raman spectra. This is helpful in distinguishing a BLG from a
polymer residue in transferred graphene ﬁlm (see: ﬁg. 4.2 4.6for spectral details).
In order to reduce the polymeric residues from the transfer process and avoid
the p-doping effects due to exposure to ambient conditions, electrical transport
measurements were performed after a thermal annealing of SD and MD graphene
in low vacuum of 10−4 mbar to study the differences in the sheet resistance of
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both the samples. The transport characteristics show a Dirac peak close to 0V
(ﬁg. 6.3) and the MD graphene sample mobility μ FET is ﬁve times lower and the
sheet resistance R is higher than in the SD graphene sample. This reduction in
the charge carrier mobility is due to the presence of increased grain boundaries,
polymer residues and defects, which affect the transport properties. In addition, the
sample quality can also be deteriorated by charge traps on the SiO2 surface, by
local strain variations due to ﬁlm transfer and by crystal defects in both SD and MD
graphene sample [77, 125, 126].
Although the crystal growth quality can be controlled by using a suitable set of
growth parameters such as the carbon concentration and temperature, the control
of charge traps and nanoscale strain variations is more challenging due to other
limitations such as corrugated growth substrate and polymer assisted wet-transfer
process of the CVD graphene ﬁlm. However, the inﬂuence of charge traps on SiO2
substrate can be reduced by performing a passivation of the surface using HMDS
(Hexamethyldisilazane) prior to the CVD graphene transfer [12, 105, 107]. Other
surface treatments of the copper foil surface using electro-polishing or annealing
are helpful in minimizing the corrugations on the copper surface. An additional
systematic investigation is required to study the effects of such treatments on CVD
graphene quality using large area Raman characterization coupled to electrical
transport measurements.

6.6. Conclusion
By performing a systematic Raman characterization of as transferred SD and
MD graphene, we ﬁnd a similar upshift of the G and 2D peak positions for both
graphene morphology when compared to polymer free freshly exfoliated graphene
on SiO2 /Si substrate. Although CVD graphene ﬁlms can be compressively strained
due to the transfer process, the observed shift in our case can be predominantly
attributed to p-doping in the presence of water and oxygen molecules under ambient
conditions. Electrical transport measurements performed after thermal annealing
in low vacuum show a Dirac peak close to 0 V, suggesting the absence of p-doping.
The ﬁeld-effect mobility of SD graphene is found to be about ﬁve times higher than
in MD graphene. The higher sheet resistance values measured in MD graphene
reveals an increased charge scattering due to grain boundaries, wrinkles, folds and
crystal defects although the Raman mapping of SD and MD graphene show similar
characteristics.

7

Restoring the electrical properties of CVD
graphene via physisorption of molecular
adsorbates

Abstract
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a powerful technique to produce graphene
for large scale applications. Polymer-assisted wet transfer is commonly used to
move the graphene onto silicon substrates but the resulting devices tend to exhibit pdoping which decreases the device quality and reproducibility. In an effort to better
understand the origin of this effect we coated graphene with n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) and hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) molecules that exhibit negligible charge
transfer to graphene but bind more strongly to graphene than ambient adsorbents.
Using Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electrical
transport measurements, and quantum mechanical computer simulations, we show
that the molecules help in the removal of p-doping and our data indicates that the
molecules do this by replacing ambient adsorbents (typically, O2 and water) on the
graphene surface. This very simple method of improving the electronic properties
of CVD graphene by passivating its surface with common solvent molecules will
accelerate the development of CVD graphene based devices. This chapter has
been published in reference [127].
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of physisorption effects of NMP and HMDS on CVD graphene

7.1. Introduction
Graphene, a single atom thick two-dimensional material with sp2 hybridized carbon
atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice has attracted huge interest for its potential
use in biological, chemical and electronic applications due to its unique electronic
and mechanical properties [4]. Keeping the physical structure of the graphene ﬁlm
intact, some of the non-destructive methods that allow direct detection of adsorbents
include: a) charge-transfer based electronic property modulation; b) radio-frequency
(RF) based nanomechanical mass sensor; c) plasmonics based optical sensor,
and d) photothermoelectric effect based detectors [128–132]. Chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is a powerful technique to produce graphene for large scale
applications. CVD of graphene is typically performed on a variety of metals; hence
its transfer onto a given substrate is usually necessary for device applications. One
of the most widely used transfer techniques is the polymer-assisted wet transfer
process, in which the as-grown CVD graphene on metal is supported by a thin
polymer ﬁlm during metal etching [46]. Subsequently the polymer ﬁlm is usually
dissolved in solvents after the graphene transfer or can even be sublimated by
thermal annealing.
The observation of p-doping due to the transfer process is very common in
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as-transferred and as-fabricated CVD graphene samples and decreases the reproducibility of device properties [122]. Although several factors have been proposed
as the underlying reason behind the observation of such p-doping; a comprehensive study conﬁrming the main factor and a simpliﬁed solution to circumvent the
issue remains elusive. However, it is interesting to note that electrochemical charge
transfer with O2 and H2 O adsorbents has been identiﬁed as the main mechanism
behind the observation of p-type conductivity in hydrogenated diamond surfaces
and the suppression of n-type charge carriers in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [102,
133]. Hence, factors directing such an electronic modulation of graphene properties
have been posited to include: a) polymer contamination during transfer; b) redox
reactions in the aqueous layer on top of graphene and c) presence of charged oxide
traps in the graphene-oxide interface [99, 101, 102]. It is still unknown whether any,
some or all of these factors induce p-doping in CVD graphene. The understanding
and ultimate removal of this modulation would be a key step towards developing
CVD graphene based applications.
To address this issue, we performed a systematic and detailed study using Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and electrical transport
measurements supported by quantum mechanical computer simulations, which
taken together give a detailed insight into the doping mechanisms taking place in
graphene due to organic contaminants. Our experimental design involves introducing adsorbents with negligible charge transfer to graphene but stronger binding
afﬁnity than ambient adsorbents water and oxygen. This allows us to map the
changes in the electrical properties of CVD graphene as it undergoes surface
treatments of the two organic compounds most commonly used during fabrication,
n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). We perform large
area Raman mapping, electrical transport measurements (ambient and 0.3K), XPS
measurements and dispersion-corrected density functional theory (DFT) calculations [134] of their complexes with graphene in an effort to identify the prime reason
behind the high p-doping observed in as-transferred CVD graphene [99, 101, 122].

7.2. Experimental section
NMP is used as a resist stripper during the lift-off process, while HMDS promotes
resist adhesion on substrates during lithography. Moreover, NMP is among the top
organic solvents of choice for liquid phase exfoliation of graphene ﬂakes due to its
low enthalpy of mixing [135]. NMP is hydrophilic and readily miscible with water
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but HMDS is a hydrophobic organic solvent. These two solvents not only have
contrasting properties and applications but also have a stronger binding afﬁnity to
graphene surface in comparison with two of the most commonly found adsorbents
on graphene, i.e., water and oxygen molecules (see also DFT calculations below).
This provides us with an ideal model system to test the inﬂuence of such adsorbents
on as-transferred CVD graphene ﬁlms.
CVD graphene was produced by low pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD) and the transfer of graphene onto SiO2 /Si substrates performed using
polymer assisted wet transfer (see appendix section for CVD growth and transfer
procedure) [59]. Raman spectroscopy is the method of choice to characterize
doping, defects, strain, and number of layers in graphene ﬁlms [13]. Here, we use
large area Raman maps to study the regional spectral variations of as-transferred
and solvent treated CVD graphene. Studying regional variations rather than a single
Raman spectrum can be extremely useful to understand the effects of polymer
transfer and solvent treatment at large scales. The characteristics of the G and 2D
peaks, i.e., peak position and FWHM, is helpful in characterizing the doping and
strain in the graphene ﬁlm [77, 119, 120]. However, differentiating the effects of
strain and the effects of doping is not a trivial task, especially in as-transferred CVD
graphene on substrate.
The G and 2D peak positions shift to higher wavenumbers and the FWHM of
G peak decreases with increase in electron and hole doping [119]. In the case
of uni-axial strain, the G peak splits into G+ and G- for strain larger than > 0.4%
and both G and 2D peaks shift to higher wavenumbers [136]. However, in the
bi-axial case, there is no splitting of the G peak and depending on the type of
strain, tensile or compressive, the G and 2D peak position downshift or upshift in
wavenumbers [124, 137]. Although CVD graphene ﬁlms are compressively strained
from the wet transfer process, our data indicates that shifts in the G and 2D peaks
are predominantly due to doping from polymer contamination and/or adsorption of
ambient molecules [124].

7.3. Large area Raman mapping of as-transferred and
NMP treated graphene
In ﬁg. 7.2a we show a large area (10μ m x 10μ m) Raman map of as-transferred,
NMP treated and thermally-annealed CVD graphene. The bottom axis of the
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histogram G (ﬁg. 7.2b) and 2D (ﬁg. 7.2c) band map shows the spread in peak
position and the top x-axis shows the spread in the FWHM of the G and 2D peaks,
respectively. The average value of the peak position and FWHM is highlighted
using dashed lines.

Figure 7.2: a) Raman map (10μ m x 10μ m) of G and 2D peak positions of as-transferred (i,
ii), NMP treated (iii, iv) and thermal annealed (v, vi) CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate. Scale
bar: 2 μ m. The polymer residues are marked using light-blue contours (ﬁg. 7.2a iii); see ﬁg.
C for more details. The corresponding peak positions in the G and 2D band maps can be
found using the color bar. b, c) Histogram of the peak position (bottom x-axis) and FWHM
(top x-axis) of the respective G band (ﬁg. 7.2a i, iii, v) and 2D band (ﬁg. 7.2 a ii, iv, vi) maps
of CVD graphene after different treatment procedures. Inset ﬁg. 7.2b: molecular structure
of NMP. The average peak positions of the histogram are denoted by red, blue and green
dashed lines within the histogram. All the Raman measurements were performed under
ambient conditions.

Several features in the large area Raman map can be observed. In ﬁg. 7.2a
iii-iv the polymeric residues from the transfer process are clearly visible and appear
as bright spots in the G and 2D Raman maps. The polymer residues in ﬁg. 7.2a iii
are highlighted using light-blue contour (see: ﬁg. 3.8 for optical images) and the
respective peak positions can be found using the color bar of the Raman maps. We
can observe that for as-transferred CVD graphene, the average G and 2D peak
position is found at: Gas−tr. ∼ 1597 cm−1 , 2Das−tr. ∼ 2685 cm−1 (ﬁg. 7.2b, c - red
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histogram). Such values denote the presence of doping and/or strain in the CVD
graphene ﬁlm (see: ﬁg. C.14 for Raman mapping of second NMP-treated CVD
graphene). For comparison purposes, we freshly exfoliated graphene on SiO2 /Si
substrate and ﬁnd that the G and 2D peaks are at: Gex f ∼ 1584 cm−1 and 2Dex f ∼
2674 cm−1 (see: ﬁg. C.21). Clearly, the Gas−tr. and 2Das−tr. values are up-shifted
by as much as 13 cm−1 and 11 cm−1 for G and 2D peak positions, respectively.
Even though the CVD graphene ﬁlms are compressively strained from transfer,
our data (and analysis below) indicate that p-doping by adsorbates could play the
dominant role behind the upshift of G and 2D peaks.
After the NMP treatment (see: ﬁg. B for detailed procedure and ﬁg. C.28 for
rolling of graphene after NMP treatment) the large area Raman maps (ﬁg. 7.2a
iii, iv) reveal a substantial downshift of both G and 2D peak positions (ﬁg. 7.2b, c
- blue histogram). The average peak position after NMP treatment was found to
be G NMP ∼ 1587 cm−1 and 2D NMP ∼ 2679 cm−1 . In comparison to Gas−tr. and
2Das−tr. , the downshift is ∼ 10 cm−1 and 6 cm−1 for G and 2D peaks, respectively.
Moreover, in the NMP treated graphene, we can also observe a slight broadening
of the G NMP FWHM and sharpening of the 2D NMP FWHM by 6 cm−1 and 1 cm−1 ,
which indicates reduction in charge doping.
In order to check if the downshift of the peaks is caused by the NMP molecules,
we performed thermal annealing of the NMP treated graphene. The thermal
annealing was performed at 350 ◦ C to intentionally desorb the NMP molecules
from the graphene surface (bp NMP ∼ 200 ◦ C). Interestingly, we ﬁnd the G and 2D
peak positions upshift to GTh. ∼ 1596 cm−1 and 2DTh. ∼ 2687 cm−1 , similar to the
values measured for Gas−tr. and 2Das−tr. (ﬁg. 7.2b, c - green histogram). Moreover,
the ratio of relative change in 2D and G peak position before and after the treatment
can be very useful in studying the inﬂuence of strain and doping in the graphene
ﬁlm. A ratio of Δω2D / ΔωG ∼ 2.2-2.8 has been interpreted as diagnostic of large
strain in the graphene ﬁlm while a smaller ratio of Δω2D / ΔωG ∼ 0.75 denotes
hole/electron doping [18, 82].
In our case, by considering the average G and 2D peak positions for astransferred and NMP treated CVD graphene, we obtain Δω2Das−tr− NMP / ΔωGas−tr− NMP

∼ 0.6, which indicates the presence of doping. Moreover, considering the peak
position values of a reference suspended graphene sample [82] of Gsusp. ∼ 1581.6
cm−1 and 2Dsusp. ∼ 2676.9 cm−1 , we obtain Δω2Das−tr–susp / ΔωGas−tr–susp ∼
0.5 for the as-transferred graphene and Δω2D NMP–susp / ΔωG NMP–susp ∼ 0.4 for
NMP treated graphene. These ratios are much lower than the values expected for
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the case of strained graphene and indicate the presence of doping. However, we
do not rule out the presence of anisotropic residual compressive strain (< 0.1%) in
our transferred graphene ﬁlm.

7.4. HMDS treatment of CVD graphene

Figure 7.3: Raman map (50μ m x 50μ m) of as-transferred and HMDS-treated CVD graphene
on SiO2 substrate. a) Confocal Raman imaging of G and 2D peak position of as-transferred
CVD graphene (i, ii) and after HMDS treatment (iii, iv) scale bar: 10 μ m. The corresponding
peak positions in the G and 2D band maps can be found using the color bar. b, c) Histogram
of peak position and FWHM (top axis) of the respective G band (ﬁg. 7.3a i, ii) and 2D band
(ﬁgure a iii, iv) maps of as-transferred CVD graphene and after HMDS treatment. Inset
2c: molecular structure of HMDS. The average peak position of the histogram is marked
using red and blue dotted lines. All the Raman measurements were performed in ambient
conditions.

In order to test our model further, we left the as-transferred CVD graphene
overnight in HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane). HMDS is a commonly used resist
primer and is also known to improve the performance of graphene transistors
[105–107]. In ﬁgure 7.3, we show the large area Raman map of as-transferred and
HMDS treated CVD graphene (ﬁgure 2a). The optical images of as-transferred
CVD graphene on substrate before HMDS treatment is shown in ﬁg. C.16. We can
see that in the as-transferred CVD graphene sample, the average peak positions lie
at Gas−tr2 ∼ 1591 cm−1 and 2Das−tr2 2682 cm−1 and after the HMDS treatment,
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the peaks downshift to G HMDS 1586 cm−1 and 2D HMDS 2678 cm−1 by 5
cm−1 and 4 cm−1 wavenumbers (ﬁg. 7.3b, c). The average peak position after
HMDS treatment is similar to the values observed in the case of the NMP treated
CVD graphene sample (see: ﬁg. C.15 for large area Raman mapping of second
HMDS-treated CVD graphene). Although NMP and HMDS have different physical
properties, their inﬂuence on CVD graphene is similar.
Furthermore, we performed stability and reversibility tests on NMP treated CVD
graphene using Raman characterization and the results can be found in C.20. We
obtained Raman maps of G and 2D bands of as-transferred (ﬁg. C.20a) and NMP
treated CVD graphene (ﬁg. C.20b i, ii). As summarized in ﬁgure 7.2, we observe
a downshift of the G and 2D peaks after NMP treatment as measured on Day
1. This same downshift of peak position remains the same when measured in
air over ﬁve days, which suggests that re-adsorption of ambient molecules on
graphene is hindered by NMP (ﬁg. C.20b iii, iv). Next, we performed thermal
annealing of the same NMP treated graphene at 400◦ C (bp NMP 200◦ C) served
an upshift of the G and 2D peaks (ﬁgure C.20c). This upshift of G and 2D peaks
may be due to re-adsorption of ambient molecules on top of CVD graphene;
the NMP molecules can undergo desorption during thermal annealing and leave
the graphene surface exposed to ambient molecules. An annealing temperature
of 400◦ C was intentionally chosen to aid thermal desorption of NMP molecules.
However, we do not rule out the possibility of thermal degradation of the NMP
molecule into other nitrogenous molecules during annealing.
We performed a second NMP treatment of the thermally annealed graphene
to test the reversibility of the NMP treatment (ﬁg. C.20d). Remarkably, the G
and 2D peaks downshift to the values observed after the ﬁrst round of NMP
treated graphene. This result shows that the process is reversible and the creation
of a physisorbed molecular ﬁlm on the surface of CVD graphene mitigates the
deleterious effects of ambient exposure.
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7.5. XPS characterization of as-transferred and NMP
treated CVD graphene
In order to conﬁrm the presence of NMP, we performed X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) characterization of the as-transferred and NMP treated CVD
graphene on SiO2 /Si substrate (ﬁg. 7.4). The XPS survey of as-transferred (red)
and NMP treated CVD graphene (blue) is shown in ﬁg. 7.4. In ﬁg. 7.4 inset, we
can notice the absence of the N1s core level, while it is visible in the NMP treated
CVD graphene (blue). This presence of N1s peak at 400.0 eV in the NMP treated
CVD graphene is expected due to the presence of an N-CH3 group and conﬁrms
the presence of NMP in NMP-treated CVD graphene [138].

Figure 7.4: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterization of the as-transferred and
NMP-treated CVD graphene on SiO2 /Si substrate. The XPS survey of as-transferred (NMPtreated) CVD graphene is shown in red (blue). The presence of all the species in the samples
are as labeled in the ﬁgure. Inset: narrow scan measurements of the N1s core level for both
the samples and the molecular structure of NMP. We can notice that the N1s transition is
absent in as-transferred CVD graphene, while N1s core level is measured in the NMP-treated
CVD graphene. This ﬁnding supports the presence of NMP molecules on the surface of
CVD graphene.
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We observe in the XPS spectra the presence of gold and copper originating
from gold markers on the SiO2 substrate and presence of residual copper from
the wet transfer process. Particularly in the NMP treated XPS spectrum (blue),
we can observe also the presence of chlorine (Cl2p). The origin of the Cl2p
peak only in NMP treated graphene could be due to the presence of chlorinated
impurities/residuals in the NMP solution itself.

7.6. Electrical characterization of as-transferred, NMP
and HMDS treated CVD graphene
The ﬁeld effect characteristics of CVD graphene ﬁlms can be very useful in quantifying doping by observing the direction and the extent of shift of the Dirac peak
with reference to gate voltage. In the absence of doping, the Dirac peak is situated
at zero gate voltage. In ﬁg. 7.5 we show the electrical transport measurements of
as-fabricated, NMP-treated and thermal annealed CVD graphene. We have also
performed other treatment procedures which have been previously reported by
others on clean graphene surfaces (samples T1 and T2) [139].
The electrical transport characteristics of as-fabricated samples indicate the
presence of high p-doping (ﬁg. 7.5, green dashed lines), as observed during the Raman characterization of as-transferred graphene ﬁlms. Referring to previous studies
of exfoliated graphene on SiO2 /Si substrate, a G shift of ∼ 0.5 cm−1 corresponds
to a change in charge density Δne ∼ 2.4x1011 cm−2 and a Dirac peak shift of ΔV

∼ 40V corresponds to Δn ∼ 3x1012 cm−2 [73]. Accordingly, a ΔG shift of 12cm−1
observed by comparing samples Gas−tr and Gex f corresponds to Δn ∼ 6x1012
cm−2 . The latter is clearly observable in the electrical transport characteristic of
the as-fabricated sample with its Dirac peak appearing at a gate voltage < 40V, i.e.,
at a charge density >3x1012 cm−2 (ﬁg. 7.5 dark green dash). Thermal annealing
has been suggested as a means to improve transport characteristics, but the Dirac
peak in our thermal annealed CVD graphene sample still shows high p-doping
(ﬁgure 7.5 - red dotted lines). We have also performed other treatment procedures
such as acetic acid dip (ﬁg. 7.5 T1, light green) and chloroform dip (ﬁg. 7.5 T2,
magenta), but the CVD graphene ﬁeld effect characteristics still showed p-doping
behavior, with Dirac peak >40V.
In order to reduce the polymeric contamination from transfer and fabrication
we performed a rigorous exposure to NMP solution for an extended duration. After
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Figure 7.5: Total resistance RT as a function of gate voltage for as-fabricated (dark green
dash), thermal annealed (red dot), treatment 1 (T1: acetic acid, green dash-dot), treatment 2
(T2: chloroform, magenta dash-dot-dot), and NMP treated (N1-N4, dark blue) CVD graphene
(V SD ∼ 10mV). Inset: optical image of a typical CVD graphene Hall bar device (scale bar:
200 μ m). The ﬁeld effect characteristics show that the Dirac peak is situated close to 0V
for NMP treated samples unlike as-fabricated samples and those treated using alternative
methods. All the electrical transport measurements were performed in low-vacuum conditions
of 10−4 mbar at room temperature.

placing the as-fabricated CVD graphene in warm NMP (70 ◦ ) overnight, we could
observe the Dirac peak close to 0 V (ﬁg. 7.5 N1-4, dark blue). The latter shift in
the Dirac peak correlates with the downshift of G NMP and 2D NMP Raman peak
position of the NMP treated graphene observed during the Raman characterization
(ﬁg. 7.2). The electrical transport study of HMDS treated CVD graphene can be
found in ﬁg. C.26 [106]. The ﬁeld effect mobility of the NMP treated CVD graphene
can be found in ﬁg. C.25.
The inﬂuence of such physically adsorbed NMP and HMDS molecules on
charge carrier transport in CVD graphene is intriguing. The longitudinal resistance
(Rxx) of a Hall bar device in the quantum Hall regime at low temperature can
be used as a ﬁgure of merit to gauge the inﬂuence of physisorbed NMP and
HMDS molecules on CVD graphene. A large residual Rxx (>kΩ) indicates the
presence of high charge carrier scattering in the sample. At a temperature of
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0.3K, we performed Quantum Hall effect (QHE) measurements of NMP and HMDS
treated CVD graphene (ﬁg. C.22a, b). At magnetic ﬁeld >8T, we can observe
that the Rxx is well below 200Ω in the NMP treated graphene (ﬁg. C.22ai, ii). For
the HMDS treated graphene we observe Rxx <100 Ω for magnetic ﬁelds >7T
(ﬁg. C.23b). The residual longitudinal resistance of few hundred ohms or less
observed in both the samples can easily occur due to excessive charge scattering
at grain boundaries, wrinkles, folds in the graphene ﬁlm, polymer residues, and
oxide traps in the substrate [140–142]. Further in ﬁg. C.4a-d and ﬁg. C.5a-c, we
show Raman characterization of wrinkles/folds observed in the as-transferred CVD
graphene on SiO2 after the wet transfer process. The minimal Rxx observed in our
measurements suggests that adsorption of NMP or HMDS is not likely to cause an
increased charge scattering in CVD graphene.
From the experiments discussed above, the improvement in the ﬁeld effect
characteristics and the Raman downshifts in solvent treated graphene can be
attributed to one of the following: i) n-doping of CVD graphene: due to charge
transfer from NMP molecules, counterbalancing the p-doping resulting from the
transfer process; ii) binding of NMP on CVD graphene which prevents the readsorption of ambient adsorbents, or iii) removal of polymer residues. To check the
possibility of n-doping of CVD graphene due to physisorption of NMP, we performed
other control experiments and molecular binding calculations.
As a ﬁrst control experiment, large area Raman characterization of freshly
exfoliated graphene ﬂakes was performed before and after NMP treatment. The
exfoliated graphene ﬂake is not exposed to etchants or water during exfoliation and
is completely free from polymer residues, so serves as a vital reference for comparison with CVD graphene. Nevertheless, some water vapor, oxygen molecules and
oxide traps on substrate may be present in both exfoliated graphene and the CVD
graphene sample. In ﬁg. C.21 we show a large area Raman map and histograms
of exfoliated graphene ﬂake before and after NMP treatment. Interestingly, we ﬁnd
that the G and 2D peak position of the exfoliated graphene remain unchanged
before and after the NMP treatment. This observation is in stark contrast to the
observation of the large downshift of G and 2D peak position in the NMP treated
CVD graphene sample.
Furthermore, since as-grown CVD graphene on copper foil is also free from
polymer residues and is not exposed to etchants and water, we considered it also
to serve as a ’clean graphene’ reference. In ﬁg. C.17, C.19 we show the large
area Raman map and histograms of as-grown and NMP treated CVD graphene
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on copper foil. Even in the case of as-grown CVD graphene, we did not observe
any shift in the G and 2D peak positions before and after NMP treatment. The two
control experiments highlights the following: i) physisorption of NMP does not lead
to n-doping of graphene and ii) exposure to etchants, ambient contaminants and
polymer residues all strongly inﬂuence the quality of as-transferred CVD graphene
on SiO2 /Si substrate.
Even though NMP is known to dissolve a variety of polymers including PMMA,
the polymer residues from transfer still reside on top of graphene (see: ﬁg. C.18),
which suggests that these polymer residues bind strongly to the graphene surface.
The presence of a large amount of polymer residues may be associated with the
exposure of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) to ammonium persulphate (APS)
during the transfer process (see: ﬁg. 3.8 for more details), which has an oxidizing
effect of on PMMA.

7.7. Molecular binding simulation of NMP, HMDS, PMMA
on graphene

Figure 7.6: Molecular binding energy (Eb) calculations of i) NMP ii) HMDS and iii) PMMAmonomer adsorption on graphene. The average binding energy of the molecular adsorption
on graphene can be found in the respective columns, with standard deviations computed
over the i) four, ii) three, and iii) six stable binding modes found in the calculations. The
structures are shown with cylindrical bonds drawn between all covalently-bonded atoms, and
semi-transparent vdW space-ﬁlling spheres overlaid in the side-on views. For more details
about the molecular adsorption calculations and different binding modes of NMP, HMDS and
PMMA-monomer molecules on graphene see appendix E.
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All the simulation details can be found under the section E. Using molecular
binding energy calculations we ﬁnd that the adsorption of PMMA-monomers on
graphene does not lead to any charge transfer and does not cause p-doping of
CVD graphene. The calculated molecule-surface complexes show that the binding
of NMP or HMDS on graphene is also purely via physisorption, a van der Waals
interaction with negligible charge transfer between the adsorbed molecules and
graphene (see ﬁg. E.1, E.2, E.3). Importantly, the average binding energy is Eb NMP
= -241±103 meV for NMP and Eb HMDS = -284±45 meV for HMDS on graphene,
which are roughly twice the known binding energies of water (Ebwater < -100 meV)
and oxygen (Eboxygen = -130 meV) [117, 143].
The control experiments (C.21, C.19) substantiated by the computed moleculegraphene complexes, indicate that NMP and HMDS do not n-dope graphene. Taken
together, our data indicate that the replacement of ambient adsorbents such as
water and oxygen by NMP or HMDS on as-transferred CVD graphene surface is the
prime reason behind the observation of large Raman downshifts and improvement
in the ﬁeld effect characteristics in NMP and HMDS treated CVD graphene.
The G and 2D Raman shifts measured for various treatment procedures are
summarized in Table 7.1 together with the average binding energies calculated
for the adsorption of various molecules on graphene. Our data shows that it is
possible to remove undesired adsorbents from the surface of CVD graphene without
inducing doping simply by using an electronically non-interacting molecule with
higher binding afﬁnity to graphene. This technique can help avoid doping due to
redox reactions in the aqueous layer consisting mainly of ambient water and oxygen
molecules on top of as-transferred and as-fabricated CVD graphene [133].
sample

G peak

2D peak

modela)

Eb (meV)

as-transferred

1597

2685

NMP on graphene

-241±103

as-transferred 2

1591

2682

HMDS on graphene

-284±45

NMP treated

1587

2679

PMMA monomer on graphene

-301±23

HMDS treated

1586

2678

PMMA-amine salt on graphene

-233±55

thermal annealed

1596

2687

H2 O on graphene

-100 [143]

exfoliated graphene on SiO2

1584

2674

Oxygen on graphene

-130 [117]

suspended exf. graphene

1582

2677

Table 7.1: Overview of the average G and 2D peak positions of CVD graphene for different
treatment procedures and various computed molecule-graphene binding energies. Note: a)
see E for more details; A ﬁnal set of control calculations of co-adsorbed water and NMP on
graphene can be found in E.5)
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7.8. Discussion and Conclusion
Stacking of CVD graphene on hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) has been proven to
improve the transport characteristics but a large scale production of such devices
is yet to be realized [144]. Wet-transfer of CVD graphene onto any substrate of
interest is comparatively easier to realize on an industrial scale, yet the presence of
adsorbents and polymer residues affect graphene transport properties [51]. The
electronic perturbation of graphene can be overcome by considering the surface
treatments discussed in this letter. After the NMP treatment, the presence of
NMP molecules on graphene is inevitable and its effect was measured using large
area Raman characterization, transport and XPS measurements. Such type of
a molecular ﬁlm on graphene can also be further used as an ultra thin (<5 nm)
organic barrier/dielectric on top/below the graphene, similar to a dielectric structure
grown via an atomic layer deposition (ALD) process.
Through systematic large area Raman mapping we observe a large downshift
of G and 2D CVD graphene peak positions after treatment with NMP or HMDS.
The downshift observed in Raman mapping was accompanied by the shift of the
Dirac peak close to gate-voltage of 0V, showing the reduction in p-doping after the
chemical treatment. This type of improvement is due to the binding of NMP or HMDS
molecules and consequent removal of adsorbents on the CVD graphene surface.
By performing systematic control experiments and calculating the binding energies
of a range of molecule-graphene complexes we ﬁnd that the NMP and HMDS
molecules have higher binding afﬁnity than ambient molecules to graphene but
negligible electronic interaction with graphene and can be useful towards minimizing
the undesired p-doping effects resulting from H2 O/O2 redox reactions on graphene.
We also ﬁnd that even though the wet transfer process leads to polymer leftovers
on the graphene surface, these residues do not contribute towards p-doping of
CVD graphene. Low-temperature QHE characterization shows that the adsorption
of NMP or HMDS molecules does not lead to an increase in longitudinal resistance
and the observed residual Rxx is due to the scattering of charge carriers at defects
such as grain boundaries, wrinkles and folds in the graphene ﬁlm. Although the
possible presence of some remaining O2 /H2 O cannot be completely ruled out
and the possibility of oxide traps on the substrate itself cannot be overlooked, our
surface treatment technique can be used to help passivate the CVD graphene
surface from ambient adsorbents that have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on residual
doping in as-transferred CVD graphene.
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High quality CVD graphene for quantum
Hall resistance standards

Abstract
In electrical metrology, macroscopic quantum effects offer the possibility to
realize primary standards with an unprecedented accuracy. The quantized Hall
resistance (QHR) takes values only deﬁned by the fundamental constants h and
e and can be measured with an uncertainty on the order of 1 part in 109 . When
compared with GaAs heterostructures, the larger energy level spacing observed
between the ﬁrst two Landau levels in graphene makes it an ideal candidate to
realize a QHE standard operational under relaxed experimental conditions i.e.
at higher temperatures and/or at lower magnetic ﬁeld strengths. However, low
dissipation in the QHE regime in CVD graphene samples has been elusive.
In this work the ﬁrst observation of low-residual longitudinal resistance and high
accuracy of quantization of quantum Hall plateaus in CVD graphene transferred
onto SiO2 /Si substrate is demonstrated. A direct dependence is found between
the structure of the graphene ﬁlm and the residual longitudinal resistance. Using a
cryogenic current comparator, high precision measurements of the QHR on plateau
i=2 reveal a quantization accuracy of within ± 30 parts in 109 . These results show
that CVD graphene ﬁlms can offer the quality required for metrological applications.
Part of this chapter will be published in reference [145].
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8.1. Introduction
The discovery of the Quantum Hall Effect (QHE) in 1980 has led to the development
of a new quantum standard of resistance [23]. The vast majority of these resistance
standards are based on GaAs heterostructures which require low temperature
and high magnetic ﬁeld to exhibit quantized Hall plateaus suited for high precision
measurement. With this respect, graphene based QHR are particularly attractive
since their resistance is quantized with high accuracy under relaxed experimental
conditions i.e. at a relatively low magnetic ﬁelds and high temperatures [146]. This
characteristic stems from the much larger energy difference observed between the
ﬁrst two landau levels in graphene [34, 44, 146].
This unique advantage of graphene is pivotal towards developing compact
and affordable standards and promoting the dissemination of such high-grade
resistance standards to industrial laboratories [146]. Major requirements from a
QHR are mainly: 1) relaxed experimental conditions, 2) possibility to apply large
bias currents (I SD ) without the risk of QHE breakdown in-order to obtain better
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and 3) high precision quantization of Hall plateau. Such
QHR play a pivotal role in the proposed ‘Quantum SI’, wherein the SI (Système
International) units will be described using fundamental constants in 2018 [40].
The prime techniques used to produce graphene for QHR are namely: 1)
graphene exfoliation 2) epitaxial graphene and 3) chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
of graphene. Exfoliated graphene and stacking of exfoliated graphene between
hexagonal Boron nitride (hBN) ﬂakes is used to fabricate high-quality graphene
devices. However, due to the limitation in the size of the exfoliated graphene ﬂakes,
large critical current in QHE regime and mass production of samples for high
precision measurements is challenging [36, 43].
High accuracy (few parts per billion) of quantum Hall plateau i=2 quantization
has been measured in epitaxial graphene grown on silicon carbide (SiC) substrates
[34, 37, 44]. However, the control of charge doping density and its stability in
as-grown epitaxial graphene ﬁlm has been found to be a challenging task. Due to
the lack of bulk back gate, one of the popular techniques used to tune the charge
carrier density in epitaxial graphene is the UV exposure of bi-layer ZEP/PMMA
(poly-methyl methacrylate) polymer ﬁlm [147]. This technique has been shown to
tune the charge carrier density but the photo-gating is lost during thermal recycling.
Moreover, bi-layer graphene ﬁlm stripes developed during epitaxial growth process
have been shown to shorten the opposite sides of the edge states which contribute
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towards non-residual longitudinal resistance (Rxx ) [148, 149].
Although quantum Hall effect in CVD graphene has been widely studied, the
observation of low residual Rxx and high accuracy quantization of Hall plateaus in
CVD graphene has been elusive until now [42, 140]. In many QHE characterization
of CVD graphene samples, the longitudinal resistance ranged from few hundreds of
ohms to kilo ohms [42, 150, 151]. The residual Rxx in such CVD graphene samples
can be related to presence of contamination or defects on/in the graphene ﬁlm.
Moreover, the understanding of dissipation mechanisms and limitations in samples
prepared using the CVD technique is of utmost importance to better understand
graphene based QHR and its realization.
Here we demonstrate the ﬁrst observation of low-residual longitudinal resistance
and high accuracy of quantum Hall plateau quantization in CVD graphene ﬁlms
on SiO2 /Si substrate. Importantly, the CVD approach does not involve any special
requirements for sample treatment or stacking procedures. Large area Raman
mapping, QHE and high precision measurements were performed on two different
types of CVD graphene ﬁlms namely: 1) small-grain (SG) and 2) large-grain (LG).
Using a cryogenic current comparator (CCC), the high precision measurements
of the QHR on the i=2 plateau were performed on large-grain (LG) devices [33].
A direct inﬂuence of the grain boundaries was found on the dissipation in CVD
graphene in the QHE regime. A high accuracy quantization of the Hall plateau i=2
was measured with an accuracy of within ±30 parts in 109 in LG samples. The
observation of low-residual Rxx transport and a high accuracy of quantum Hall
plateau quantization in CVD graphene attests the high quality of the CVD graphene
ﬁlms used in this study and marks an important step on the road towards using
CVD graphene samples as resistance standards. Please note that the samples
and the measurements discussed in this chapter are not the samples discussed in
the previous chapters.

8.2. Optical images of SG and LG graphene grain and
ﬁlm
Chemical vapor deposition of graphene was performed on commercially available
polycrystalline copper foils to produce large area graphene ﬁlms (see: chapter 3).
By primarily changing the methane concentration the size of individual graphene
grains was controlled to grow two types of graphene ﬁlms, namely: small grain
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Figure 8.1: Optical images of small-grain (SG) and large grain (LG) CVD graphene samples
as-grown on copper foil (a, b) and as-transferred on SiO2 substrate (c-f). As-transferred SG
CVD graphene ﬁlm on SiO2 substrate at growth times (tG ) of 45 seconds (c), 8 minutes (d);
LG CVD graphene sample at 20 minutes (e), 1 hour (f). In ﬁgure a, b the copper foil was
heated to 200 ◦ C for 5 minutes to oxidize regions of copper exposed to ambient air.

(SG) and large grain (LG) graphene ﬁlm. As-grown graphene on copper foils were
transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrates following the PMMA-assisted transfer process.
The optical images of the SG and LG graphene are shown in ﬁg. 8.1. In ﬁg.
8.1a and b we can see individual SG and LG graphene grains. The optical images
were taken after heating the as-grown copper foils at 200◦ C for 5 minutes during
which the regions of copper foil exposed to air is oxidized. In ﬁgure 8.1c-d we show
the as-transferred SG graphene grains after growth time (gτ ) ∼45 seconds (ﬁg.
8.1c), ∼8 minutes (ﬁg. 8.1d) and SG graphene ﬁlm after gτ ∼20 minutes (ﬁg. 8.1e),

∼1 hour (ﬁg. 8.1f). Polymer residues and wrinkles from transfer process on SLG
are as marked using dotted circles and arrows. The typical size of the SG and
LG graphene grains is ∼10-30 μ m and ∼100 μ m. For additional details about the
growth recipe and selected growth recipe chart see 3.
Although the polymer assisted transfer is useful in transferring large area
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graphene ﬁlms with minimal damage, irremovable polymer residues remain on
CVD graphene surface which are impossible to dissolve in solvents or thermal
annealing completely [59]. Polymeric residues from transfer are highlighted in
ﬁg. 3.8. For further AFM characterization of folds/wrinkles in as-transferred CVD
graphene please refer to appendix C.7.

8.3. SG and LG CVD graphene characterization using
large area Raman mapping
CVD graphene ﬁlms was characterized using Raman spectroscopy by performing
large area Raman mapping (100 μ m x 100 μ m) and analyze the distribution of
the prominent Raman peaks of graphene. Relying on large area mapping is an
extremely useful technique to understand the homogeneity and regional variations
in doping density and strain in as-transferred CVD graphene ﬁlm [13, 77]. As
discussed in chapter 4, the ﬁrst order Raman peak of graphene on SiO2 /Si around

∼1585 cm−1 , the ‘G’ peak can be used to estimate the charge density of the
graphene ﬁlm. The second order Raman peak of graphene at ∼2675 cm−1
namely the ‘2D’ peak full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) can be used to extract
strain variations in the as-transferred CVD graphene ﬁlm [77, 82].
In ﬁg. 8.2 we show the large area Raman characterization of as-transferred SG
and LG graphene ﬁlms. In ﬁg. 8.2a i-ii (iii-iv) we can see the large area map of small
grain (large grain) graphene ﬁlm G and 2D band, the respective peak positions can
be found using the scale bar. In ﬁg. 8.2b we can see the histogram of G and 2D
peak positions on the bottom axis and respective FWHM on top x-axis of SG (red)
and LD (blue) graphene ﬁlm shown in ﬁg. 8.2a. Interestingly, the average G and 2D
peak position and FWHM (dotted lines: ﬁg. 8.2b) for both SG and LG graphene is
found to be similar.
This suggests that the polymer-assisted wet transfer process has a similar
impact on the two types of graphene ﬁlms, although they were produced under
different growth conditions and consist of different sized graphene grains (ﬁg. 8.1).
Bi and multi layer graphene and polymer residues are highlighted using arrows
and contours in ﬁg. 8.2a ii, iv. The average G and 2D peak wavenumbers is 1587
(1588) and 2678 (2681) cm−1 for SG (LG) graphene ﬁlms, these values are close
to what is observed in freshly exfoliated graphene ﬂakes (1585 cm−1 , 2674 cm−1 )
on SiO2 /Si substrate [59]. The distribution/width in the G and 2D wavenumbers
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Figure 8.2: a, b) Large area (100μ m x 100μ m) Raman mapping of G and 2D peak positions
of as-transferred SG (i, ii) and LG (iii, iv) CVD graphene on SiO2 . Scale bar: 10 μ m. The
polymer residues and bi-layer graphene are marked using colored arrows. The corresponding
peak positions in the G and 2D band maps can be found using the color bar. b) Histogram of
the peak position (bottom x-axis) and FWHM (top x-axis) of the respective G band (ﬁgure 1a
i, iii) and 2D band (ﬁgure 1a ii, iv) map of the two CVD graphene ﬁlms. The average peak
positions of the histogram are denoted by red and blue dashed lines within the histogram.
The Raman characterization was performed under ambient conditions.

in the histogram is observed to be around ∼ 8 - 10 cm−1 which shows that the
as-transferred CVD graphene ﬁlms are prone to inhomogeneous local doping due
to contaminants. Assuming ΔG ∼ 0.5 cm−1 is equivalent to charge density of Δne

∼ 2.4x1011 cm−2 , a spread of ∼ 8 – 10 cm−1 relates to a charge density of Δn
∼ 5x1012 cm−2 [73]. This type of inhomogeneous local doping can be introduced
during transfer, fabrication, charge traps on SiO2 or due to exposure to ambient
contaminants.
It is known that the redox reaction between water and oxygen molecules in the
aqueous layer on top of CVD graphene is the cause behind p-doping [101, 102]. The
spread in the charge density Δn measured in our case is in very good agreement
with previous scanning tunneling microscopy studies on graphene surface [152].
The effects due to doping from such contaminants can be partially overcome by
various techniques such as: thermal annealing, solvent/substrate treatments and
by performing transport measurements under low-vacuum conditions, all of which
are helpful in desorption of contaminants from graphene’s surface [127].
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8.4. Field effect transport characterization of SG and
LG graphene devices

Figure 8.3: Sheet resistance as a function of gate voltage of SG/LG graphene devices
(LG1 (red), LG2 (blue), SG1 (green). Inset: Hall bar device schematic (device dimension:
1000μ m x 200μ m). The samples underwent thermal annealing process prior to transport
measurements. The electrical transport measurements (I SD = 1μ A) were performed at 0.3 K
in 3 He.

Electrical transport measurements of SG/LG Hall bar CVD graphene devices
across different contact pairs are shown in ﬁg. 8.3. All the devices were thermal
annealed in forming gas (Ar, H2 5%) at 300◦ C for 3 hours prior to transport measurements to reduce contaminants from fabrication and CVD graphene transfer.
The two-terminal total resistance RT is symmetric around the charge neutrality
point (CNP), which is located around Vg = 5V for the LG sample and Vg = 1V for
the SG sample. The presence of the CNP close to zero gate voltage suggests low
residual doping from fabrication and transfer process. The charge carrier density
can be tuned across the CNP using the highly p-doped silicon back gate. The
charge tunability was achieved without the use of additional solvent based treatment
procedures.
The ﬁeld-effect mobility of the LG devices is in the range of 1500 cm2 /Vs up-to
5852 cm2 /Vs and 1000 – 1500 cm2 /Vs for SG devices. The ﬁeld effect mobility
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in SG devices is in general two to six times lower than in the LG devices (see
appendix C D.15) ﬁeld effect mobility characterization details) due to the charge
scattering at the grain boundaries [59, 141]. For the SG device with a dimension
of: 1000 μ m (L) x 200 μ m (W) from ﬁgure 8.1a, c, d we can see that the density of
grain boundaries in SG ﬁlm is much higher than in LG ﬁlm (ﬁg. 8.1 b, e, f).

8.5. Magneto transport characterization of SG and LG
graphene devices
In ﬁg.8.4 the quantum Hall effect characterization of SG (ﬁg. 8.4a, b) and LG (ﬁg.
8.4c-f) devices is shown. In ﬁg. 8.4 in the right panel (b, d, f) the longitudinal
resistance Rxx is plotted in log scale to emphasize the magnitude of residual Rxx .
Around B⊥ = 11T a sharp drop is observed in Rxx which goes below 100 mΩ as
highlighted by the black arrow. This drop in Rxx can be an artefact as the drop is
only observable at B⊥ = 11T and Rxx starts to increase for higher magnetic ﬁeld.
The Rxx does not decrease for negative magnetic ﬁelds, which could be due to the
poor signal-to-noise ratio at the low signal level. However, Rxx below 100 mΩ over
a (ﬁnite) range of gate voltages has not been observed in SG1.
Interestingly, in samples LG1 and LG2 we can observe low Rxx (i.e. smaller
than 100 mΩ), over a range of gate voltage at a ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld of B⊥ =
12 T (see shaded areas in ﬁg. 8.4). Low residual Rxx measured in large-grain
CVD graphene devices over a range of gate voltages is due to the reduced charge
scattering at the grain boundaries in comparison to the small-grain CVD graphene
[140, 153]. In chapter 6 it was shown that the ﬁeld effect mobility in multi domain
graphene ﬁlms are lower than the single domain graphene. In ﬁg. 8.4 e, we can
observe an increase in the Rxx at lower charge densities i.e. near the charge
neutrality point (CNP) which is enhanced due to the presence of electron-hole
puddles in the underlying substrate [154, 155]. Increasing the gate voltage across
the CNP (i.e. increasing the electron density) leads to a decrease in Rxx leading
to quantum Hall plateau i=2 (ﬁg. 8.4 d). The range of gate voltages for which the
Rxx drops below 100 mΩ is marked using shaded areas in ﬁg. 8.4 d, f. The noise
in Rxx observed in the shaded area in ﬁg. 8.4 d, f is due to the noise of our digital
voltmeter (DVM) at the low level current used for these measurements.
When the source current I SD is increased, the dissipation (Rxx ) suddenly increases at the critical current Ic , leading to the breakdown of the QHE. For sample
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Figure 8.4: Low temperature measurements of the Hall resistance Rxy and the longitudinal
resistance Rxx as a function of the magnetic ﬁeld B and the gate voltage Vg for sample SG1,
LG1 and LG2. Left panel: Rxy and Rxx as a function of Vg (V) or B (T) at a ﬁxed source
current of I SD = 1 μ A. Right panel: log scale plot of Rxx vs. B or Vg of SG1 (d), LG1 (d)
and LG2 (f). The magnetic ﬁeld sweep was performed at a constant gate voltage of Vg =
-8V for the SG sample and gate voltage sweep at a constant magnetic ﬁeld of B = 12T was
performed for LG samples. Low longitudinal resistance (Rxx < 0.1 Ω) can be observed for a
range of gate voltages which is highlighted using shaded areas in d, f.

LG1, the critical current was found to be 10 μ A and the critical current density jc =
Ic /w= 0.05 A/m with w = 200 μ m. The breakdown of the QHE can be interpreted
with a quasi-elastic inter-Landau level scattering (QUILLS) mechanism which was
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identiﬁed in a similar experiment in exfoliated graphene sample on SiO2 /Si substrate
[36]. Moreover, an asymmetry in Rxx can be observed in ﬁg. 8.4 d. Interestingly,
the low Rxx values are observed away from the charge neutrality point of graphene
and in particular in the hole regime. This type of an asymmetry can arise due to
strain, charge-defect related scattering mechanisms and contact doping [156].
Using the three-terminal contact resistance measurement technique described
in Jeckelmann et al.[[33]], we measure low contact resistance Rc below < 1Ω for
certain contact pairs, a value compatible with metrological standards (see: 5.18).
Further contact measurements were made in LG1 and LG2 sample at different
bias currents (1 - 5 μ A) shown in D.8 and D.9. Other low longitudinal resistance
observation in LG graphene samples (LG3) is further detailed in the appendix D.10
- D.14. Although Rc is not uniform across all the contacts throughout the device, it is
possible to achieve high accuracy resistance quantization on certain contact pairs,
as discussed in the following section 8.5.

8.6. High precision measurements of LG graphene devices
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8.6. High precision measurements of LG graphene
devices

Figure 8.5: High precision measurements of the Hall resistance Rxy of LG1 (blue, circle) at
a ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld and a source current of I SD = 5 μ A respectively. The shaded areas
highlight two regions wherein Rxy is quantized within ±100 parts in 109 (light grey) and ±30
parts in 109 (dark grey) for a range of gate voltages. All the measurements were performed
at 0.3 K using a cryogenic current comparator. In the inset, a close-up of LG1 Hall plateau
(ﬁg. 8.4b) is shown.

To measure the quantization accuracy on the quantum Hall plateau i=2, Rxy
is compared to RK /2 in LG 1 (blue, circle) CVD graphene device using a high
precision cryogenic current comparator (CCC) (see ﬁg. 8.5). The measurements
were performed at a temperature of 0.3 K. The graphene device was compared to
a well characterized 100 Ω resistor whose value is known with an uncertainty on
the order of 1 part in 109 using a traditional GaAs heterostructure in the quantum
Hall regime. A schematic of the CCC bridge and details about the measurement
are detailed in the appendix D.5 [33].
The samples with low Rxx < 0.1 Ω were chosen for high precision measurements with CCC bridge. For the LG1 device the quantum Hall plateau i=2 is
quantized with high accuracy well below ±30 parts in 109 for a gate voltage range
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of -7V to -6V. The quantization accuracy is well within ±100 ppb for a broader
range of gate voltage of -7V to -2.5V. All the high precision measurements for LG1
device were performed for a source current I SD = 5 μ A.
In appendix D.6 we show high precision measurement of another LG graphene
sample (LG2) in which we can observe a deviation of Rxy from RK /2 of +100 parts
in 109 over a comparatively shorter range of gate voltage of -7.8V to -8.2V (I SD = 2

μ A). The measuring currents were imposed by taking into account of the minimum
current at which the Rxx increases beyond 0.1 Ω in these devices. With current
of this magnitude, the signal to noise ratio of the CCC bridge is not ideal and the
accuracy of the measurement is reduced accordingly.
Further Rxx measurements of LG2 sample at different magnetic ﬁelds (10-12T)
and gate voltage are shown in D.7, where Rxx values less than 500 μΩ can be
observed between -10.5 T to -12 T for a range of gate voltage. Observation of low
Rxx values in another large grain CVD graphene sample ’LG3’ is shown in detail
in appendix D.10, D.12, D.11, D.13 and D.14. These measurements demonstrate
that the quality of CVD graphene devices has nearly reached the level sufﬁcient for
metrological applications.

8.7. Further experiments
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8.7. Further experiments
8.7.1. Weak localization measurements
Weak localization (WL) in our CVD graphene samples was studied to understand
the different scattering processes. Weak localization occurs when electrons are
scattered by impurities which are distributed randomly in the conductor (diffusive
transport). The electrons are weakly localized and this results in a constructive
interference of the wave functions, as described in ﬁg. 8.6 a. For instance, in
ﬁg. 8.6 a) assuming that the electron trajectory follows the blue arrows after the
injection (black arrow) and the red path denotes the time reversed path of the blue
path, given that both these paths are the same length, this gives rise to constructive
interference at the end point. This results in the enhancement of the backscattering
probability; termed as the weak localization mechanism.

Figure 8.6: a) Description of weak localization mechanism b) WL and anti-WL magnetoresistance effect.

The WL is partially destroyed in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld,
which results in a negative magneto-resistance as shown in ﬁg. 8.6 b. If the WL
is suppressed by the rotation of spins at zero magnetic ﬁeld, this leads to weak
antilocalization ﬁg. 8.6 b. The presence of WL in our CVD graphene sample can be
clearly observed in ﬁg. 8.7. The WL theory from Mc Cann et al. ([157]) was applied
for the WL curve shown in ﬁg. 8.7 to study the different scattering processes such
as: τφ (inelastic dephasing time), τiv (elastic intervalley scattering time) and τ∗
(elastic intravalley scattering time) [158, 159].
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Figure 8.7: WL characterization of an LG graphene sample at Vg = 1V. The ﬁt to the WL
data is shown in red line, respective scattering rates can be found in the plot. The WL
measurements were performed at 0.3K.

The WL function from Mc Cann et al is given by [157]:





τ B−1
τ B−1
Δρ xx
e2   τ B−1 
=
−
−
F
−
2F
F
−1
πh
ρ20
τφ−1
τφ−1 + 2τiv
τφ−1 + τ∗−1

(8.1)

where Δρ xx = ρ xx − ρ0 ; ρ0 is the resistance at B= 0T, τφ , τiv and τ∗ are
the inelastic dephasing (decoherence) time, elastic intervalley scattering time and
elastic intravalley scattering time. The term F(z) = ln(z) + ψ(0.5 + z−1 ), where

ψ( z) is a digamma function. Further, τ B−1 = 4DeB/h̄, where D is the diffusion
coefﬁcient. The term D can be calculated using D = ν f l/2, l = h/2e2 k f ρ, where

ν f = 1.1×106 m/s, k f = (π n)1/2 is the Fermi wave number. Using the scattering

rates the respective scattering lengths can be found using: Lφ,iv,∗ = Dτφ,iv,∗ [158,
159].
By using the equation 8.1, the WL data of another LG graphene sample at
Vg =1V was ﬁt respectively and is shown in ﬁg. 8.7. It can be observed that the

τφ τiv τ∗ , which is a similar trend observed in other graphene samples on SiO2
substrate [158–160]. Using τφ = 3.8 ps, we ﬁnd a dephasing scattering length Lφ

≈ 0.3 μ m. At low temperatures, inelastic scattering is considered as one of the
most dominant mechanism of electron-electron interaction in graphene. Further
temperature dependent WL measurements can be found in appendix D.2, D.3 and
D.4.
Further, as discussed previously, the critical current in our CVD graphene
devices is limited. In graphene, due to its large optical phonon energies, the
dominant cooling mechanism for charge carriers at low temperatures takes place
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via acoustic phonons. The cooling of acoustic phonons is a weak mechanism
which causes the charge carriers to attain temperatures in excess of the lattice
temperature (Tl , measurement temperature). This effect can be explained by using
the theory developed by Kubakaddi [161], where the carrier temperature (Te ) is
given by:



F ( T ) = α Te4 − Tl4

(8.2)

where Te is the carrier temperature and Tl is the lattice temperature. For a given
value of Rxx and current, the equation 8.2 can be equated to the power input per
charge carrier given by:



I 2 R xx
α Te4 − Tl4 =
nA

(8.3)

where n is the charge density, A is the sample area (3 mm by 500 μ m) and

√
α = 5.36x10−18 WK−4 / n is a scaling constant which is weakly carrier density
dependent. We performed QHE measurements on sample B40-S2 and the Rxx
values in the quantum Hall plateau (i = -2, Vg =10V) were extracted and were
substituted in the equation 8.3 and the subsequent carrier temperature Te is plotted
in 8.8. The lattice temperature Tl was ﬁxed at 0.3K. The extrapolation of the data is
shown in red. These observations are similar to previous measurements performed
on other CVD graphene samples and show that an increase in bias currents can
give rise a subsequent rise in the carrier temperature [162]. In previous studies it
was observed that currents as low as 0.01 nA were enough to rise Te and lead to
hot-electron artifacts in the measurements [162].

Figure 8.8: Minimum carrier temperature Te for a given current for the CVD graphene
sample from batch B40 at Tl of 0.3K and Vg = 10V. The red line shows the extrapolation of
the measurements.
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8.8. Discussion and Conclusion
In our previous studies, we ﬁnd the presence of high density of grain boundaries
limits the ﬁeld effect mobility and the presence of polymer residues from CVD
graphene transfer was inevitable [59, 127]. Transmission electron microscopy
techniques have been used to study defects in CVD graphene sample. It was
observed that the grain boundaries were ﬁnely stitched together predominantly
via 5-7 carbon rings [163]. In a theoretical study it has been reported that the
line defects or grain boundaries consisting of 5-7 carbon rings can host defect
states. These line defects can possibly host residues from transfer such as PMMA
molecules or even remnant copper residues [127]. Such line defects spanning
across the Hall bar can connect the edge states on opposite sides leading to a
residual Rxx [164]. A high density of grain boundaries in a SG sample can lead to
a large longitudinal resistance.
The observation of low dissipation, of low contact resistance and of high accuracy quantization demonstrates the high quality of our CVD graphene devices.
However, these observations could only be achieved at low current level since the
critical current of these devices is small (10 μ A). In table 8.1 the critical current densities jc measured in graphene samples produced using different growth techniques
are summarized. The critical current measured in our CVD sample is one order of
magnitude smaller than in exfoliated graphene and nearly two orders of magnitude
smaller than in SiC graphene. This signiﬁcant reduction of critical current density
can be due to various factors. First, the as-transferred graphene ﬁlms contain
transfer induced wrinkles, folds and contaminants in comparison to other graphene
production techniques (see C.7 C.6 for images of AFM characterization). In a
scanning joule expansion microscopy (SJEM) study of CVD graphene devices, it
was observed that the presence of grain boundaries and wrinkles/folds lead to
highly localized resistive heating and rise in temperature [165]. Furthermore, joule
heating at the contacts due to increase in bias currents can also lead to an increase
in Rc and hinder the high precision resistance quantization (see: D.8, D.9). The
polymer residues at the graphene-metal contact interface can lead to an increase
in Rc and inﬂuence non-uniformity of Rc across different contact pairs. In D.8 and
D.9 we can see that with the increase in bias current the Rc of contacts does not
increase uniformly at all the metal contacts.
A possible solution to increase the critical current density is to perform QHE
measurements on samples of smaller dimensions. This allows the patterning
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of the Hall bar within a large single crystal-grain of graphene thus signiﬁcantly
reducing the density of grain boundaries or wrinkles/folds in the graphene ﬁlm.
Direct patterning of metal contacts on as-grown graphene on copper foil can be
useful in fabrication of polymer residue-free graphene-metal interfaces and therby
improving the stability of Rc uniformly across the entire device. However the limited
critical currents observed in this study warrants further investigation to improve the
breakdown features associated with CVD graphene on SiO2 /Si.
Growth

B (T)

Ic (μ A)

w (μ m)

CVD graphene∗

12

10

200

0.05

Silicon Carbide

7

150

35

4.3 [166]
2 [38]

jc (A/m)

Silicon Carbide

5

60

30

Silicon Carbide

8

500

100

2 [44]

Exfoliated

18.5

1

2

0.5 [36]

Table 8.1: Overview of the critical current density measured in graphene samples produced
using different techniques. ’w’ is the sample width, Ic is the critical current and jc is the critical
current density, given by jc = Ic /w.),  with photo-gating, ∗ This work.

The observation of low dissipation QHE transport in CVD graphene necessitates
the importance of graphene ﬁlm quality and transfer procedure. This type of a
QHE characterization can be useful in characterizing CVD graphene ﬁlm quality.
Such measurable quantities can be used for the development of new standards
to characterize CVD graphene quality in combination with other characterization
techniques.
In summary, the ﬁrst demonstration of high accuracy quantization of i=2 plateau
within ± 30 parts in 109 over a range of gate voltage in CVD graphene on SiO2 /Si
is demonstrated. Low temperature measurements of the longitudinal resistance of
a Hall bar in the QHE regime have demonstrated that the size of individual CVD
graphene grain in a continuous ﬁlm has a direct inﬂuence on the magnitude of the
dissipation in the QHE. By increasing the individual grain size it was found that CVD
graphene ﬁlms with grains larger than 100 μ m are good candidates for the development of QHR based on CVD graphene. These results show that CVD graphene
has reached a quality which can match the stringent requirements of metrological
measurements. This represents an important step towards the development of
CVD graphene based quantum Hall resistance metrology standards.
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The prospects of developing novel electrical quantum resistance standards using
CVD graphene has been the subject of this thesis. Various aspects detailing the
graphene production, transfer, sample fabrication and transport measurements
have been presented. In chapter 3 we demonstrated the possibility to tune the
size of individual graphene grains in the graphene ﬁlm by lowering the methane
concentration. We demonstrated the growth of graphene ﬁlms with varying crystal
sizes ranging from micrometer to millimeter-scale. We investigated the inﬂuence
of etching solution on PMMA to understand the cause of polymer residues on
graphene. It was found that the exposure of PMMA ﬁlms to etching solution (APS)
is mildly oxidative. This lead to PMMA residues that cannot be dissolved in solvents.
Different transfer techniques and their limitations were tested, it was found that the
PMMA-assisted transfer offers large-area graphene ﬁlms with minimal damage.
Raman spectroscopy has been an extremely valuable tool during the characterization of our CVD graphene ﬁlms. Main parameters characterized using large-area
Raman mapping of graphene are: 1) doping, 2) residual strain, 3) PMMA residues
on graphene and 4) folds/wrinkles in the graphene ﬁlm. A study consisting of Raman mapping of graphene’s Raman peaks helped in the understanding of charge
density of the as-transferred graphene ﬁlms. This is also useful in characterizing
residual strain in graphene ﬁlms. Consistent shifts in CVD graphene’s Raman peaks
were observed when compared with exfoliated graphene ﬂakes on SiO2 /Si sub119
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strate. It was found that it is more likely that a mixture of residual strain and doping
can lead to such Raman shifts in CVD graphene, with doping being the dominant
cause. Further, Raman peaks of PMMA residues and graphene were separately
characterized to help distinguish one from another. To obtain structural information
of the graphene ﬁlms, low-energy-electron microscopy was performed. Uniform
single layer graphene with low density of bi-layer islands and grain boundaries were
observed. At certain regions in the graphene ﬁlm, line defects/grain boundaries
and particulates along such features were also observed during LEEM imaging.
Further, XPS spectroscopy was performed to obtain elemental information about
the as-transferred graphene ﬁlms and PMMA residues. Residue of copper were
observed in the XPS survey spectra, indicating that the particulates found in the
line-defects/grains boundaries can be residual copper from the transfer process.
Through these characterization techniques we were able to investigate that the
doping of graphene ﬁlms does come from the adsorption of ambient molecules
rather than from the growth itself. Two techniques were studied to circumvent the
p-doping in graphene ﬁlms, namely: 1) thermal annealing and 2) solvent treatment.
It was observed that thermal annealing of graphene samples under low-pressure
conditions reduced the residual doping. The mechanism behind this technique
is the thermally-assisted desorption of adsorbates during the annealing process.
Another alternate technique developed is the solvent treatment. By performing
several systematic experiments and molecular binding simulations, it was found
that molecules with a strong binding afﬁnity to graphene can be useful in replacing
unwanted ambient adsorbates. Importantly, strong binding molecules are to be
chosen such that there is no charge transfer between the solvent molecule and
graphene. This intricate interplay of molecules turned out to be the key mechanism
leading to the improvement of ﬁeld effect properties of CVD graphene transistors.
By combining these things we developed CVD graphene Hall bar samples
to test its feasibility for quantum resistance standards. Two types of samples
were studied comprising of graphene ﬁlms with smaller grains and larger grains.
In samples with graphene ﬁlms with large individual graphene grains we were
able to demonstrate low dissipation quantum Hall effect transport for the ﬁrst time
in CVD grown graphene ﬁlms on copper. An uncertainty of within ±30 parts
in 109 was observed for a range of gate voltages. Consistent low longitudinal
resistance Rxx was measured in other large-grain graphene samples (see: D.7
- D.14). However, in the small grain graphene samples high residual Rxx was
observed consistently. This is indicative of our understanding that higher density of
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grain boundaries lead to a higher dissipation in QHE regime. It is worth highlighting
that the sample preparation procedures are vastly different in exfoliation, epitaxial
and CVD techniques. In particular the density of residues and conformity of
the graphene ﬂakes are among the two main things that vastly vary in samples
produced using these three techniques.
Although many reports have presented the growth of high-quality graphene,
there were no demonstration of high precision quantization in CVD graphene
grown on metal ﬁlms until now. This can either be due to the poor-quality of
graphene ﬁlms or due to the lack of stringent sample production protocols. The
latter can lead to difference in overall quality of the as-fabricated graphene sample
between different research groups. This warrants for the establishment of standard
fabrication protocols and highlights the inﬂuence of sample fabrication on 2D
materials. Further, CVD graphene samples tend to have more features such as
wrinkles, folds, ruptures due to the transfer process, which is absent in epitaxial or
exfoliated graphene fabrication routines. During this work, alternative approaches
were studied to obtain residue-free graphene surface such as the consideration of
hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructure and metal etch mask approach. However, due
to the limitation in the quality of the CVD hBN ﬁlms, the transport characteristics
could not be further improved. Further, fabrication issues in the metal etch mask
approach hindered the usage of metal thin ﬁlms as masks to prevent graphene
coming in contact with polymers during fabrication and transfer.
Secondly, as discussed in chapter 5, the contact resistance (Rc ) plays a vital
role during the high precision quantization measurements. The polymer residues
present at the graphene-metal interface, as observed during the Raman characterization can limit the high precision QHE measurements at higher bias currents.
In the Rc versus bias current measurements, we can observe an increase in Rc
with Ic . Although the contact area of graphene-metal contact were uniform in size,
the difference in Rc values is due to the sporadic presence of residues at contact
region. These observations are the prime reason for low critical currents (5-10 μ A)
and subsequent critical current densities ( jc ) in our CVD graphene samples.
As an outlook, we have developed an understanding in growing high-quality
graphene ﬁlms and the fabrication of high ﬁeld effect mobility Hall bar devices on
SiO2 /Si substrates. We were able to demonstrate the ﬁrst observation of high
accuracy resistance quantization in CVD graphene samples and showed that CVD
graphene can offer the required quality for developing resistance standards for
metrological applications. We ﬁnd that graphene ﬁlms with CVD graphene grains of
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≈ 100 μ m are ideal candidates to develop CVD graphene based QHRs. However,
there is still a scope for improvement in increasing the critical current of CVD
graphene QHRs. First, it would be interesting to perform transport measurements
in Hall bars fabricated on a single grain of CVD graphene with comparatively smaller
device dimension. Such single-domain graphene samples were produced during
this work but due to sample doping issues the high precision measurements could
not be performed. Such a single-domain sample can help reduce the wrinkles and
grain boundaries further, which can improve the Ic further.
Second, cleaner/alternative substrates such as multilayer hBN and improved
transfer techniques can be useful in minimizing wrinkle/folds to yield ﬂat graphene
surfaces. This can be achieved by automating the transfer process and performing growth on copper foil with lower defects (trenches and pinholes). Thermally
evaporated copper thin ﬁlm substrates were produced to test an alternative growth
substrate for graphene. However, presence of pinholes and trenches hindered the
use of it. Third, the graphene-metal contact interface has to be studied for its stability at higher bias currents on alternative substrates. The latter is helpful in studying
the inﬂuence of substrate on Rc as the presence of residues can inﬂuence the Rc
value. Another approach can also be the metal contact evaporation process directly
on as-grown graphene on copper. This step can yield a cleaner graphene-metal
interface and thereby limiting the inﬂuence of residues and produce reproducible
contact resistances across the entire device.
Furthermore, with new developments in the ﬁeld of topological insulators (TIs),
several new phenomenon have been proposed and studied. One of them is the
observation of anomalous quantum Hall effect in three-dimensional topological
insulator thin ﬁlm with ferromagnetic doping. At near-zero magnetic ﬁelds exact
quantization with accuracy within one part in 10,000 has been observed. These
observations were made in few nanometre thick ﬁlm of (Cr0.12 Bi0.26 Sb0.62 )2 Te3 thin
ﬁlms grown via molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs substrates and protected with
alumina capping layer [167, 168]. Although the experimental conditions are not
suited for a turn-key tabletop resistance standard at the moment, with progress
in material growth and processing of TIs, it can offer exciting prospects for the
development of resistance standards under relaxed measurement conditions and
without the need for a magnetic ﬁeld [167, 168].
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A
Fabrication

SiO2 /Si substrate characteristics
Substrate material (bulk)

highly doped Silicon

Dopant

p, Boron

Resistivity

0.001-0.005 Ωcm

Oxide layer

SiO2 , 300 nm

Substrate preparation for CVD graphene transfer
• Sonicate the substrate in acetone: 10 mins
• Rinse in 2-propanol and blow dry in N2

UV lithography protocol for patterning and contacts
• Blow dry the substrate thoroughly while afﬁxed on the spinner chuck prior to
resist spin coating

• Blow dry and clean the pipette thoroughly before pipetting the resist
• Spin coat the UV resist (ma-N 415, micro resist technology GmBH, Germany) at
3000 rpm, 45s (∼1.5 μm thickness)
• Bake for 90s at 95◦ C
• UV exposure (MJB4, Süss MicroTec, Germany) for 8s (365 nm, 32 mW/cm2 )
• Develop for 80s in ma-D 332, rinse in DI water and blow dry in N2
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e-beam lithography protocol for patterning and contacts
• Blow dry the substrate thoroughly while afﬁxed on the spinner chuck prior to
resist spin coating

• Blow dry and clean the pipette thoroughly before pipetting the resist
• Spin coat the e-beam resist (ZEP 520A, Zeon Co., Japan) at 4000 rpm, 45s
(∼350 nm thickness)
• Bake for 180s at 180◦ C
• Substrate alignment and e-beam exposure (Zeiss supra 40, Zeiss, Germany)
using 10 kV accelerating voltage, working distance of 17 mm. Apertures
used: 10 μ m for smaller structures and 120 μ m for larger structures. Dose:
32 μ C/cm2

• develop in amyl acetate (60s), stop development in Iso-butyl Ketone (10s), rinse
in IPA and blow dry in N2

 Note: All the mask design was performed in CleWin3 and exported as GDS
ﬁles into ELPHY

Contact fabrication
• Sharon Vacuum (MA, USA) system was used to fabricate contacts for GFETs
via thermal evaporation process.

• Palladium (6 to 10 nm) - Gold (50 to 80 nm) contact was our ﬁrst choice for
contacting GFETs

• Evaporation rate: Pd (<0.5 Å/s), Au (<1 Å/s)
• Evaporation pressure: <0.1 μ Torr
 Tip: At times the substrate edges were covered using scotch tape stripes. This
was done to prevent metalization from short-circuiting the oxide and bulk Si

Lift Off procedure
• Samples with ma-N 415 resist, the lift-off procedure was performed in acetone
(60◦ C) for 20 mins, rinsed in IPA and blow dried in N2

• Samples with ZEP 520A resist, the lift-off was performed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) at 60 ◦ C for 20 mins, pre-rinse in acetone, second rinse in IPA and
blow dried in N2

 Tip: In the instances of graphene rolling-up during the lift-off procedure, Xylene
was preferred over NMP. Lift-Off was performed in Xylene (60 ◦ C) for 20
mins., rinsed in Hexane and blow dried in N2
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Graphene patterning and contact using Kapton foil mask
• The substrates are diced into dimension similar to that of the Kapton foil mask.
CVD graphene is then transferred onto such diced substrates.

• A PMMA layer (50K PMMA, 4000 rpm, 45s, ∼300 nm thickness) was spun on
CVD G on substrate. The graphene patterning mask is then aligned ontop of
the substrate and clamped using the respective sample holders.

• The sample holder together with the aligned mask and substrate is exposed
to Ar/O2 plasma (250 mbar, Ar (8%)/O2 (16%), 150s, 60W). This step is
performed to etch PMMA & graphene which is exposed to plasma and thus
pattern graphene into Hall bar structures.

• The PMMA is dissolved in acetone, substrate is rinsed in IPA and blow dried in
N2 .

• The Kapton foil mask for contact patterning is aligned on substrate and is clamped
using the metal holder. This is loaded into the thermal evaporator and
undergoes a similar metal deposition process detailed earlier.

 Tip: It was observed using Raman spectroscopy that graphene was damaged
during the plasma process if it was not protected using a PMMA layer. This
can occur if the mask is not in close proximity with graphene during the
clamping of the mask on graphene. Hence, a PMMA layer was used to
protect graphene during the plasma.

Graphene suspension Several suspended graphene samples were produced during collaborative projects for different applications. The process of
graphene suspension are described below.

• Transfer PMMA/CVD G stack onto pre-patterned substrates with trenches.
• Perform a soft bake at 90 ◦ C after drying for 15 minutes.
• Dissolve the PMMA in Xylene (10 mins.) and rinse in Hexane. Do not blow dry.
 Tip: It is also possible to thermally sublimate PMMA layer (350◦ C) and obtain suspended graphene ﬁlms. This has to performed under non-oxidative
environments to prevent damage to graphene ﬁlm.
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B
CVD graphene growth, transfer and
solvent treatment

Copper foil preparation
• The CVD growth of graphene was performed on commercially available 25¯m
thick copper foils (Sigma Aldrich Nr.13382) in a low pressure hot wall CVD
reactor

• The copper foils were ﬁrst rinsed in acetic acid for 15 minutes and rinsed in DI
water and ethanol

Copper foil electropolishing solution
• Mix 5 : 1 - DI Water (150mL) : H3 PO4 (50mL) (Ortho Phosphoric acid)
• Add Ethanol (50ml) and 10ml of IPA to the above solution
• Add 1g/0.5g of Urea at the end and shake gently

Copper foil electropolishing solution
• Mix 5 : 1 - DI Water (150mL) : H3 PO4 (50mL) (Ortho Phosphoric acid)
• Add Ethanol (50ml) and 10ml of IPA to the above solution
• Add 1g/0.5g of Urea at the end and shake gently
 Tip: The solution can be made more concentrated by reducing the DI water
concentration. A gentle stirring of the solution during electropolishing is
recommended.
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Copper foil electropolishing procedure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add the EP solution into a glass beaker
Negative electrode - (Electro deposited side, can be another copper foil)
Positive electrode- the Copper foil you would like to use
Use tweezers to hold the copper pieces
Start at ∼1.2 V - Shake the solution mildly - Repeat for min. 40 seconds
Ramp the voltage in steps of ∼0.5 V - Repeat Step V
Ramp the Voltage until ∼6V
Dip EP foil in DI water and blow dry in N2 - ’foil ready for growth’
Rinse the beakers thoroughly and let dry in the hood

Figure B.1: The optical picture of home-made electro-polishing cell for copper foil electropolishing prior to CVD growth. Note: The millimeter scale single crystal CVD graphene grains
were grown on such electropolished copper foils.

Graphene growth process
• The foils are then loaded into the CVD chamber and undergo thermal annealing
at 1000 ◦ C for 3 hours in 200 sccm argon gas ﬂow.

• After the annealing, Hydrogen and methane were let into the CVD chamber to
initiate graphene growth (mixture according to recipe).

• The methane gas ﬂow was stopped and the chamber was cooled down to
ambient temperature in argon and hydrogen gas ﬂow.

 Tip: The pressure during the growth was manipulated using a valve, positioned
at the exit of the quartz tube and in series with the scroll pump.
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CVD graphene transfer
• The top side of copper foil with CVD graphene was spin coated with ∼400 nm
thick (3000 rpm, 45 seconds) 50K PMMA layer (allresist Nr.63212) and baked
at 150 ◦ C for 3 minutes.

• The graphene layer on the bottom side of the copper foil was etched using
oxygen plasma (30W, 250 mbar, 45 seconds) and then the copper/CVD
graphene/PMMA was placed in ammonium persulphate (0.1M) solution to
etch the copper.

• After the completion of copper etching the CVD graphene/PMMA stack was
rinsed in DI water and then transferred onto 300 nm SiO2 /Si substrate and
left dry for 30 minutes.

• Before the PMMA removal, a brief hot plate anneal (100◦ C) for 20 mins. was
performed to improve the adhesion of graphene ﬁlm on substrate.

• The PMMA ﬁlm was then dissolved in warm acetone (50 ◦ C) and rinsed in
iso-propyl alcohol (IPA) and blow dried in N2 gas ﬂow.

 Tip: Check for substrate hydrophilicity before transfer. Higher the hydrophilicity
better the graphene transfer uniformity i.e. lesser cracks, holes and ruptures.

CVD graphene solvent treatment
• NMP treatment: The CVD graphene sample was placed in NMP solution (Sigma
Aldrich Nr.M79204) overnight (∼8 hours) in a water bath maintained at 70◦ C.
• HMDS treatment: The CVD graphene sample was placed in HMDS solution
(Sigma Aldrich Nr.440191) overnight (∼8 hours) at ambient temperature.

CVD graphene FET thermal annealing
• The thermal annealing of the respective CVD graphene samples were performed
using a Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) oven AO600 from MBE Komponenten.

• The samples were annealed at 350◦ C for 3 hours in forming gas ﬂow (N2 /H2 ,
8% H2 ) and the chamber pressure was maintained at 80 mbar.
 Tip: Lower annealing pressures were found to improve the FET characteristics.

Gold etching recipe
• Add Potassium Iodide (KI) - 4g, Iodine (I) - 1g, DI Water - 150 mL, etch rate- 25
nm/min
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Hexagonal boron nitride etching recipe
• CHF3 (80 sccm) / O2 (4 sccm)/ 12 mins/ 60 W/ 50 mTorr (rate ∼ 10-20 nm/min).

Other tested transfer techniques
1) Alakane thiol intercalation technique

Figure B.2: Alkane thiol (octane thiol) assisted peeling of CVD graphene. i) Representation
of alkane thiol intercalation between graphene-copper interface ii) peel CVDG from copper
with help of PMMA layer iii) optical image of CVD graphene transferred onto SiO2 /Si substrate
using the peeling technique, scale bar: 20 μ m.

Another CVD graphene transfer process tried during the thesis is detailed in
B.2. In this technique, the as-grown CVD graphene on copper foil was immersed in
octane-thiol solution overnight (∼12 hours). Due to the higher afﬁnity of thiol linking
groups to metal surface (copper surface in our case), the thiol molecules intercalate
between graphene-copper interface. Thin layer of PMMA is spun on CVD G/Cu
and peeled from copper surface. This way graphene can be transferred from
copper surface onto PMMA and subsequently transferred onto different substrates.
However, several cracks and thiol residues were found in the transferred graphene
on substrate (B.2 iii).

C
Setup details and further graphene
characterization

Details of our Raman spectroscopy setup used for graphene
ﬁlm characterization
The Raman measurements were performed using a commercial alpha 300
confocal system from Witec with a laser excitation wavelength of 533 nm (2.33 eV).
The Raman scans were performed using linear polarization. A 50x (LMPlanIR 50x)
objective with a ﬁxed 0.2 second integration time per spectra was used during the
scans. Lorentzian peak was used to ﬁt G and 2D peaks of every Raman spectra in
the map to extract the respective peak position and its FWHM for the analysis in
the study. This system is equipped with an UHTS 300 spectrometer with grating
options: 600 and 1800 groves per mm. The resolution of the CCD is 1024x127
pixels.

Details of electrical characterization of graphene FETs
Some of the preliminary ambient temperature transport measurements were
performed in a probe station from MMR technologies at 10−4 mbar. A voltage bias
V SD of 1 mV was applied during the ambient temperature measurements.
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Setup details and further graphene characterization

Details of Imina probe station for electrical characterization
of graphene FETs
The Hall bars fabricated using the Kapton foil masks were characterized in the
home-built/integrated chamber consisting of joy-stick controlled Imina probers. The
Imina prober setup is as shown in the C.1 consisting of four mini bots on top of
SEM compatible stage. The chamber is equipped with a heater stage for annealing
of CVD graphene sample prior to transport characterization. One of the special
possibilities of this setup apart from the standard probing is that it brings forth in-situ
annealing and electrical probing at the same time under low-vacuum conditions.
The latter can be useful while probing graphene FETs during thermal annealing.

Figure C.1: The Imina probe station. a) The outside view of the prober setup. A long working
distance camera from THOR labs is used to visualize the samples. All the measurements
control and the prober control is performed using the PC and joystick. b) The inside view of
the prober. Note: The thermal plate inside was installed after dismantling an old thermal
anneal oven. The probe station can be pumped down to base pressure of 10−6 mbar.
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Calibration details of Raman spectroscopy setup used for
graphene ﬁlm characterization

Figure C.2: Calibration details of our Raman setup. a) Dark count level of the charge
coupled detector (CCD) of our Raman setup collected at 0.2 second integration time. b)
Raman spectras of CVD graphene taken at different laser power (mW), the average peak
position is highlighted in dashed lines.

Figure C.3: a) & b) The peak position (left Y-axis) and FWHM (right Y-axis) values of the G
(ﬁg. a) and 2D (ﬁg. b) peaks of CVD graphene versus the laser power P L (mW). It can be
noticed from ﬁgure a-b that the peak position and the FWHM of the G and 2D peaks remain
stable for PL≤ 2 mW.
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Raman characterization or wrinkles in graphene ﬁlm

Figure C.4: a) Optical image of as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate. Inset:
Region consisting of a wrinkle in the graphene ﬁlm is highlighted within the marked square
(black). Lines of wrinkles are also highlighted using arrows and the polymer residues from
transfer are marked using circles. The respective G and 2D Raman maps of the graphene
region in panel ﬁg.a can be seen in panel ﬁg.b & c. The wrinkle in ﬁg.a can be observed
in the Raman maps as within the square (white). The Raman spectrum of CVD graphene
(blue) and CVD G-wrinkle (red) are plotted in panel d. The D peak is more pronounced on
wrinkles.

Optical images of wrinkles in graphene ﬁlm

Figure C.5: Optical images of wrinkles in as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate.
Lines of wrinkles are highlighted using arrows and the polymer residue leftover from transfer
are marked using circles.
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Atomic force microscopy image of copper foil prior to CVD
graphene growth

Figure C.6: AFM scan of commercial copper foil used for CVD graphene growth. a) 2D
image of AFM scan and b) 3D image depicting the corrugations in copper foil.

Atomic force microscopy image of as-transferred CVD graphene
growth

Figure C.7: a)AFM scan of as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate. b) A close-up
AFM image depicting the wrinkles and c) AFM height proﬁle of lines depicted in b. The faint
white spots in C.7 b is indicative of PMMA residues on graphene (1-3 nm in height).
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Attempt to grow graphene on thermal evaporated copper thin
ﬁlms on SiO2 /Si wafer

Figure C.8: a) Thermal evaporated copper ﬁlm (2 μ m) on three inch SiO wafer for high
quality CVD graphene synthesis. b, c) Copper thin ﬁlm before and after thermal annealing
under ambient pressure at 600◦ C. We can notice that the nanocrystalline islands of Copper
grow into larger grains after thermal annealing process. Due to the dense roughness still
present after thermal annealing, this substrate was not used for graphene growth.

Optical image of a transfer length sample

Figure C.9: a) Optical image of CVD graphene sample for TLM measurements. The contacts
are as numbered. Scale: 200 μ m; b) Circuit diagram for the TLM measurement (S,D and G
denote the source, drain and gate of the device).
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Optical images of hBN-CVD graphene-hBN stack sample

Figure C.10: a-d) Optical images hBN/graphene/hBN encapsulated sample. Thickness of
stack ∼ 30 nm. Scale: 100 μ m. Note: The multi layer hBN was a commercial sample from
graphenea.

Electrical transport characteristic of an hBN-CVD graphenehBN stack sample

Figure C.11: Electrical transport characteristic curve (RT vs. Vg) of hBN-CVD graphenehBN sample.
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Optical images of device fabrication with aluminium etch mask

Figure C.12: a-f) Optical images of trials with device fabrication (single domain) with
aluminium etch mask. Scale: 200 μ m. Note: Aluminium was etched using ortho-phosphoric
acid and DI water (1:3).

Optical images of single domain CVD graphene Hall bar sample fabrication

Figure C.13: a-f) Optical images of single domain CVD graphene Hall bar sample fabrication.
Images taken prior to graphene patterning. The ZEP resist pattern can be noticed in the
centre of the sample. Scale: 200 μ m.
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Large area Raman characterization of NMP treated CVD graphene

Figure C.14: Large area Raman imaging of region 2 (10 μ m x10 μ m) of as-transferred/NMP
treated and thermally annealed CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate. a) Confocal Raman
imaging of G and 2D peak position of as-transferred CVD graphene (i, ii), after NMP
treatment (iii, iv) and thermal annealing (v, vi). Scale bar: 2 μ m. The corresponding peak
positions in the G and 2D band maps can be found using the color bar. b, c) Histogram of
the peak position and FWHM (top axis) of the respective G band (ﬁgure 1a i, iii, v) and 2D
band (ﬁgure 1a ii, iv, vi) maps of as-transferred CVD graphene, after NMP treatment and
thermal annealing. The average peak position of the histogram is as highlighted using red
and blue dotted lines. All the Raman measurements were performed in ambient conditions.
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Large area Raman characterization of HMDS treated CVD graphene

Figure C.15: Raman map of region 2 (50 μ m x 50 μ m) of as-transferred and HMDS-treated
CVD graphene on SiO2 substrate. a) Confocal Raman imaging of G and 2D peak position
of as-transferred CVD graphene (i, ii) and after HMDS treatment (iii, iv) scale bar: 10 μ m.
The corresponding peak positions in the G and 2D band maps can be found using the color
bar. b, c) Histogram of peak position and FWHM (top axis) of the respective G band (ﬁgure
a i, ii) and 2D band (ﬁgure a iii, iv) maps of as-transferred CVD graphene and after HMDS
treatment. Inset b: molecular structure of HMDS. The average peak position of the histogram
is marked using red and blue dotted lines. All the Raman measurements were performed in
ambient conditions.

Optical image of HMDS treated CVD graphene

Figure C.16: Optical images of as-transferred CVD graphene on substrate before HMDS
treatment. Scale bar: 20 μ m. The region of the Raman scan is marked by the dotted square
and some of the polymer residues are marked using the black arrows.
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Raman spectras of as-grown CVD graphene on copper foil

Figure C.17: Selected Raman spectra from the Raman map of as-grown CVD graphene
on copper foil. Inset: The corresponding 2D band image of as-grown CVD graphene on
copper and its intensity count can be found on the scale bar. The Raman spectra were
recorded at the corresponding spots marked by colored circles. Scale bar: 5 μ m. The
average peak position of G and 2D peak is as highlighted using black dotted lines. All the
Raman measurements were performed in ambient conditions. The background due to the
copper substrate is clearly visible in the Raman spectra.

Optical image of single domain graphene grain

Figure C.18: Optical image of SD graphene grain on SiO2 /Si substrate. Graphene grains
are marked using black arrows, polymer residues on graphene are highlighted in red circles.
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Raman spectras of as-grown CVD graphene on copper foil
before and after NMP treatment

Figure C.19: Large area Raman imaging of as-grown/NMP treated CVD graphene on copper
foil. a) Confocal Raman imaging of G and 2D peak position of as-grown CVD graphene on
copper (i, ii) and after NMP treatment (iii, iv). Scale bar: 5 μ m. The corresponding peak
positions in the G and 2D band maps can be found using the color bar. b) Histogram of
peak position of the respective G band (panel a i, iii) and 2D band (panel a ii, iv) maps of
as-grown and NMP treated CVD graphene on copper foil. The average peak position of the
histogram is as highlighted using red and blue dotted lines. All the Raman measurements
were performed in ambient conditions.
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Stability and reversibility test of NMP treatment on CVD graphene

Figure C.20: Large area Raman mapping of G and 2D bands and their respective histograms
of as-transferred/NMP treated CVD graphene and thermal annealed CVD graphene for
stability and reversibility test. a) Raman maps of as-transferred CVD graphene on SiO2 /Si
substrate. b) After NMP treatment-Day1 (i, ii) and Day-5 (iii, iv). We can observe a downshift
of G and 2D peak position after the NMP treatment and this downshift remains stable over a
span of ﬁve days. c) the peak positions after thermal annealing at 400 ◦ C in N2 /H2 gas ﬂow
(8% H2 ) for 2 hours at 80 mbar. We can observe a large shift in peak positions to higher
wavenumbers. d) Reversibility test: second NMP treatment on thermal annealed samples.
Interestingly, after the second NMP treatment we can observe a downshift of average peak
position to values similar to the ﬁrst case of NMP treatment. The corresponding intensity
count of the maps can be found using the color bar. Scale bar: 5 μ m.
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Large area Raman mapping of as-transferred and NMP treated
exfoliated graphene on SiO2 /Si substrate

Figure C.21: Large area Raman imaging of as-transferred/NMP treated exfoliated graphene
on SiO2 /Si substrate. a) Confocal Raman imaging of G and 2D peak position of as-transferred
CVD graphene (i, ii) and after NMP treatment (iii, iv). Scale bar: 8 and 6 μ m, before/after
NMP treatment. The corresponding peak intensities of the G and 2D band maps can be found
using the color bar. b) Histogram of peak position and FWHM (top axis) of the respective G
band (ﬁgure 1a i, iii) maps of as-transferred and NMP treated exfoliated graphene ﬂake. Inset
in panel i: single layer graphene (SLG) ﬂake is marked in dark blue. After the NMP treatment,
the larger SLG ﬂake on the top is rolled up as marked in red. The average peak position of
the histogram is as highlighted using red and blue dotted lines. c) Selected Raman spectra
of as-exfoliated (red) and after NMP treatment (blue) of exfoliated graphene on substrate. All
the Raman measurements were performed in ambient conditions.
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Quantum Hall effect characterization of NMP treated CVD graphene

Figure C.22: Quantum Hall effect characterization of NMP-treated CVD graphene Hall bar
device. i, ii) top panel: longitudinal resistance (Rxx), Hall resistance (Rxy) vs. magnetic ﬁeld.
Lower panel: Log scale of longitudinal resistance (Rxx) vs. magnetic ﬁeld sweep at I SD =
1μ A, Vg -2V (i) and I SD = 1μ A, Vg= -3.2V (ii). The black arrow highlights the observation
of low Rxx values in QHE regime at higher magnetic ﬁelds > 8T. Inset: Hall bar sample
schematic. All the low temperature electrical transport measurements were performed at
0.3K.
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Quantum Hall effect characterization of HMDS treated CVD
graphene

Figure C.23: Quantum Hall effect characterization of HMDS-treated CVD graphene Hall bar
device. b) Top panel: longitudinal resistance (Rxx), Hall resistance (Rxy) vs. magnetic ﬁeld.
Lower panel: Log scale of longitudinal resistance (Rxx) vs. magnetic ﬁeld sweep at I SD =
1μ A, Vg = 5V. The black arrow highlights the observation of low Rxx values in QHE regime
at higher magnetic ﬁelds > 6T. Inset: Hall bar sample schematic. All the low temperature
electrical transport measurements were performed at 0.3K.

Field effect mobility and charge carrier density estimation
The ﬁeld effect mobility μ FET and charge carrier density ne were calculated
using:

μ FET =

L 1 δG
W Cg δVg

Cg =
ne =

0 r

tox
Cg Vg
q

(C.1)
(C.2)
(C.3)

where, L/W is the aspect ratio (length/width) of the device, G is the ﬁlm conductance,
q is the electron charge (1.6x10−19 C) and Vg is the gate voltage, Cg is the gate
capacitance per unit area Cg ∼ 11 nF/cm2 (tox ∼ 300 nm, r ∼ 3.9), tox is the
oxide thickness, r is the relative permittivity of silicon dioxide. The aspect ratios of
the devices are ∼ 1.5 and 5 for the SD and MD samples, respectively.
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Schematic of electron-transfer mechanism between graphene
and water/oxygen aqueous layer

Figure C.24: Schematic of electron-transfer mechanism between graphene and water/oxygen redox couple density of states (DOS) for an equivalent concentration of both
oxidizing and reducing species. The arrow indicates the direction of rge charge transfer
reaction. The picture is adapted with permission from P. Levesque et al. [101].

The main electrochemical reactions involving dissolved oxygen in equilibrium
with air are as [133]:

−−

O2 (aq) + 4 H+ + 4 e− (graphene) 
−
− 2 H2 O

(C.4)

−
−−

O2 (aq) + 2 H2 O + 4 e− (graphene) 
−
− 4 OH

(C.5)

The reaction in C.4 dominate under acidic conditions and C.5 dominate under
basic condition. Both the equations are related by the water equilibrium shown in
C.6.
+
−
−−

H2 O 
−
− H + OH

(C.6)
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The electrochemical potential μe deﬁned using the Nernst equation can be
written as (w.r.t vacuum):

μe (eV ) = −4.44 + (−1)(+1.229) +

0.0592
[4pH − log10 ( pO2 )]
4

(C.7)

where the partial pressure of oxygen is in bar (0.21 bar), the standard hydrogen
electrode (SHE, w.r.t vacuum) is μe (SHE) = -4.44 eV, the standard electrode
potential of reaction C.4, C.5 versus SHE are +1.229 V and +0.401 V. From
electrical transport measurements, high p-doping is noticed in GFETs. From
the electro-chemical transfer model, the Fermi level of graphene is higher than the
electrochemical potential μe of the adsorbed water layer on graphene (see:C.24).
The electrons in this case ﬂow from graphene to the aqueous layer and compensate
the anions in the water layer. This results in the hole-doping graphene ﬁlm, as
observed in the transport and Raman measurements. The Eredox potential in C.24
was calculated for pH=6 (dissolving of CO2 in aqueous layer) using C.7, similar to
Ered , Eox values for pH = 0, 14.
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Field effect mobility characterization of NMP treated CVD graphene
samples

Figure C.25: Field effect calibration of NMP treated CVD graphene samples. a) total
conductance versus gate voltage for samples N1-4. b) Table of electron/hole ﬁeld effect
mobility of all the samples N1-4. The slope of the conductance curve was measured in the
region highlighted in red. All the electrical characterization was performed under low vacuum
conditions of 10−4 mbar.

Electrical characterization of as-fabricated and HMDS treated
CVD graphene

Figure C.26: Electrical characterization of CVD graphene of as-fabricated, after thermalanneal and after HMDS treatment. These measurements were performed under low-vacuum
conditions of 10−4 mbar. The sample bias was V SD =1mV.
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Optical image of SD and MD graphene devices

Figure C.27: Optical image of SD (i) and MD (ii) graphene devices. CVD graphene region
is highlighted in white lines. The aspect ratio of the SD graphene sample is 1.5 (L = 30 μ m,
W = 20 μ m) and is 5 (L=1000 μ m, W = 200 μ m) for the the MD graphene sample.

Rolling of CVD graphene after NMP treatment

Figure C.28: Optical images showing the rolling up of CVD graphene after extended hours
of NMP treatment. Some of the rolled-up regions of the graphene ﬁlm are marked by the
black arrows. Scale bar: 100 μ m.

D
Further measurements of LG graphene
samples

Optical images of LG CVD graphene samples

Figure D.1: a-d) Optical images of LG (Batch 4) CVD graphene samples after fabrication.
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Weak localization measurements of CVD graphene samples
Weak localization characterization of LG graphene sample (batch 40 - LG3).
The ﬁt to the low magnetic ﬁeld vs Rxx data is shown in red. The WL equation in
8.1 was used for the ﬁts to curves measured at two different gate voltages.

Figure D.2: WL characterization of an LG graphene sample at a) Vg = 20V, b) Vg = 40V.
The ﬁt to the WL data is shown in red line, respective scattering rates can be found in the
plot. The WL measurements were performed at 0.3K.

Figure D.3: WL characterization of another CVD graphene sample at different gate voltages
and temperatures a-d. Note that the y-axis denotes Rxx - R0 , where R0 is the resistance at
B = 0T.
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Weak localization measurements in presence of a ﬁxed parallel magnetic ﬁeld

Figure D.4: WL characterization of an LG graphene sample at different gate voltages and
temperatures a-d in the presence of a ﬁxed parallel magnetic ﬁeld. Note that the y-axis
denotes Rxx - R0 , where R0 is the resistance at B = 0T.
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Measurements with cryogenic current comparator (CCC):

Figure D.5: Schematic of a cryogenic current comparator bridge used during the high
precision measurements of resistance quantization of LG graphene devices. Redrawn with
permission from Jeckelmann et al [33].

A CCC device is useful in precise measurements of the ratio of two direct currents, which is useful during the measurements of resistances. The CCC operation
is based on the principle of Meisner effect. The schematic diagram of a CCC
device is shown ﬁg. D.5, which consists of windings NP and N S with currents IP and
I S , placed inside a torus shaped structure (P(S)CS: primary (secondary) current
source). The net magnetic ﬂux created by the shielding current on the torus is
proportional to N p I p + Ns Is . The ratio of the windings N p /Ns is adjusted as close
as possible to the ratio of R p /Rs . The output voltage of SQUID regulates the secondary current in the feedback loop, which assures that N p I p = Ns Is . The detector
consisting of a nanovoltmeter indicates the difference between the resistance ratio
and the winding ratio. The detector can be further balanced using the divider circuit
consisting of trim coil Nt and resistors Rl,h . The ratio to be measured is given by:

Rp
Np
1
1
=
Rs
Ns (1 + d) (1 + Vm /V )
d=

Nt
Rl
Ns ( Rl + Rh )

(D.1)

(D.2)

where Vm is the detector reading, V is the voltage drop across the resistors,
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Rl,h is the adjustable resistor used to balance the detector D and Nt is the number
of turns of the trim coil. High precision current ratios with a relative accuracy of
10−12 can be detected using the CCC. The resolution of the CCC bridge is mainly
limited by the 1) noise of the SQUID, 2) thermal noise of the resistors itself and 3)
detector noise (D).
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High precision measurement of Hall resistance using cryogenic current comparator of LG2 graphene device
In this section the high precision measurements of a second large-grain CVD
graphene (LG2) is shown. These measurements were performed with the CCC
bridge. The resistance quantization in LG2 sample is outside the ± 30 ppb range
which was observed in LG1 sample. However, for a certain gate voltage values
(-7.5V to -8V), the quantization accuracy was observed to be around ± 100 ppb.

Figure D.6: High precision measurements of the Hall resistance Rxy of LG2 (red, triangle)
at a ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld and a source current of I SD = 2 μ A respectively. The shaded areas
highlight the regions wherein Rxy is quantized within ±100 parts in 109 (light grey) for a
range of gate voltages. All the measurements were performed at 0.3 K using a cryogenic
current comparator.
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Longitudinal resistance characterization at different magnetic
ﬁelds of LG2 sample
Further measurements of LG2 sample are shown in this section. In D.7 b) we
can see a broader range of Rxx values for a range of gate voltages and magnetic
ﬁelds and in a) we can see a zoom-in of Rxx within ±1 mΩ.

Figure D.7: a, b) Longitudinal resistance (Rxx ) measurement at different magnetic ﬁelds at
I SD = 1 μ A, T = 0.3 K of LG2 (B21-C2-SG80AA) sample.
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Contact resistance characterization of LG2 sample at different bias currents

Figure D.8: a, b)Contact resistance characterization of LG2 CVD graphene sample at
different bias currents. The increase in the Rc values with the currents depicts possible
thermal heating effect at the graphene-metal contact interface with the increase in bias
currents. These measurements were performed using the direct Rc measurement technique
discussed in 5.18.
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Contact resistance characterization of LG1 sample at different bias currents

Figure D.9: Contact resistance characterization of LG1 CVD graphene sample at different
bias currents. The increase in the Rc values with the currents depicts possible thermal
heating effect at the graphene-metal contact interface with the increase in bias currents.
These measurements were performed using the direct Rc measurement technique discussed
in 5.18. A linear ﬁt to the curves 4, 6, 1 gives a slope of ≈ 0.5.
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Field effect characterization of LG3 sample

Figure D.10: Total resistance vs. gate voltage characteristic of LG3 CVD graphene sample.

Longitudinal resistance measurement of LG3 sample at different magnetic ﬁelds

Figure D.11: Longitudinal resistance measurement at different magnetic ﬁelds of LG3 CVD
graphene sample. The Rxx values were extracted at Vg =36V i.e. on the quantum Hall
plateau i=2.
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Longitudinal resistance measurement of LG3 sample at different bias currents
Another observation of low Rxx in LG graphene sample (LG3) is shown below.

Figure D.12: Longitudinal resistance measurement at different bias current and ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld of LG3 CVD graphene sample.
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Longitudinal resistance measurement of LG3 sample at different magnetic ﬁelds

Figure D.13: Longitudinal resistance measurement at different magnetic ﬁelds and ﬁxed
temperature (0.3 K) of LG3 CVD graphene sample.

Longitudinal resistance measurement of LG3 sample at different magnetic ﬁelds and temperature

Figure D.14: Longitudinal resistance measurement at different magnetic ﬁelds and temperature (0.3 K to 50 K) of LG3 CVD graphene sample.
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Field effect mobility characterization of SG and LG-CVDG devices

Figure D.15: Field effect mobility characterization of SG (a) and LG graphene (b, c) devices.
a) Total conductance versus gate voltage gate voltage for samples LG1, 2 (a, b) and
SG1 (c). d) Table of hole/electron ﬁeld effect mobility of all the devices. All the electrical
characterization was performed under low vacuum conditions of 10−4 bar and at 0.3K or 4K
at I SD = 1 μ A. The ﬁeld effect mobility was calculated from the conductance curve, with the
charge density estimated from gate voltage and gate capacitance.
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E
Molecular modeling of adsorbates on
graphene

Details about the molecular modeling of molecular adsorbates
on graphene
Molecule-graphene complexes were calculated using the VASP program with
the dispersion-corrected GGA-PBE functional, projector augmented wave (PAW)
pseudopotentials with a plane wave cut-off of 400 eV and a vacuum spacing of
approximately 3 nm in the direction normal to the graphene monolayer [169–171].
All atoms were allowed to fully relax unconstrained until the forces on each atom
were <3 meV/Å. The vdW interactions were calculated using the Grimme D3
dispersion functional [172]. The molecule-surface complexes were calculated using
periodic boundary conditions, and the reported individual molecule-surface binding
energies were converged to below 20 meV using a 441 k-point grid. Future work to
quantify the binding energies of other organic molecules at elevated temperatures
could use also ab initio molecular dynamics simulations [169], and assess the
predictive power of alternative methods such as tight-binding schemes and/or
empirical London dispersion energy corrections [173]. All the simulations were
performed by Dr. Damien Thompson (Department of Physics and Energy, University
of Limerick, Ireland) after discussion with K. Thodkar and M. Calame.
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Molecular modeling of NMP on graphene

Figure E.1: Molecular binding calculation of NMP adsorption on graphene under different
structural conﬁgurations. The respective binding energy of each particular binding conﬁguration can be found in the same row, expressed as the substrate-graphene electronic binding
energy without and then with dispersion corrections.
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Molecular modeling of HMDS on graphene

Figure E.2: Molecular binding calculation of HMDS adsorption on graphene under different
structural conﬁgurations. The respective binding energy of each particular binding conﬁguration can be found in the same row. Note that for HMDS the substrate-graphene electronic
binding energy, prior to addition of vdW forces, is weakly repulsive.
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Molecular modeling of adsorbates on graphene

Molecular modeling of PMMA-monomer on graphene

Figure E.3: Molecular binding calculation of PMMA-monomer adsorption on graphene under
different structural conﬁgurations. The respective binding energy of each particular binding
conﬁguration can be found in the same row.
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Molecular modeling of PMMA-monomer and amine salt on
graphene

Figure E.4: Molecular binding calculation of PMMA-amine salt monomer adsorption on
graphene under different structural conﬁgurations. The respective binding energy of each
particular binding conﬁguration can be found in the same row. Note initially-charged salt
pairs of NH4+ / COO− always reverted to NH3 /COOH co-adsorbates in control simulations.
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Molecular modeling of adsorbates on graphene

Molecular modeling of co-adsorption of NMP and water molecule
on graphene

Figure E.5: Molecular binding calculation of co-adsorption of water and NMP molecules on
graphene under different structural conﬁguration. The respective binding energy of water
in each particular binding conﬁguration can be found in the same row and the values are
consistent with those reported by Wang et al. for calculated water adsorption (alone) on
graphene. The side-by-side and on-top water/NMP binding conﬁgurations are essentially
iso-energetic, with only a very mild preference of 30-70 meV (within the inherent error of
DFT) for side-by-side vs. stacked NMP-H2 O adsorption modes on graphene.

F
Collaborations

Some of the collaborations during my PhD thesis have been listed below in two
parts i.e. within our research group and outside. During my thesis I have had the
opportunity to share the CVD grown graphene ﬁlms as part of academic collaborative projects for various different applications. My main role in these collaborations
was to provide high-quality CVD graphene ﬁlms, assist the collaborators in material
transfer onto their substrate of choice and brief experimental assistance in some
of the projects. The transfer of graphene at times required alternative approaches
especially for the production of suspended graphene structures (protein imaging).
All these transfer techniques have been discussed in earlier chapters.
Internal collaborations
1. ’Fabrication of graphene nanogaps for contacting molecules.’
Maria El Abbassi, PD. Dr. Michel Calame, University of Basel.
2. ’Comprehensive study of effects due to strain in graphene ﬁlms.’
Jan Overbeck, Lujun Wang, Oliver Braun, Peter Makk, Prof. Dr. Christian
Schönenberger, PD. Dr. Michel Calame, University of Basel.
3. ’Spin transport in graphene.’
David Indolese, Simon Zihlmann, Peter Makk, Prof. Dr. Christian Schönenberger, PD. Dr. Michel Calame, University of Basel.
4. ’Ballistic transport in CVD graphene.’
Peter Rickhaus, Lujun Wang, Peter Makk, Prof. Dr. Christian Schönenberger,
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PD. Dr. Michel Calame, University of Basel.
5. ’Hyrbid graphene-nano particle array devices.’
Anton Vladyka, PD. Dr. Michel Calame, University of Basel.
External collaborations
1. ’Suspended graphene as substrate for protein imaging using for low energy
electron microscopy.’
Dr. Jean Nicolas Longchamp, Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner Fink, Department of
Physics, University of Zürich.
2. ’Scanning tunneling microscopy experiments of molecular adsorption on
graphene.’
Dr. Peter Nirmalraj, Adolphe Merkle Institute, Fribourg, Switzerland. (Previously at: IBM Research labs, Zürich).
3. ’Long range in plane ﬂuctuations in freestanding Graphene membranes using
dynamic light scattering.’
Mathias Altenburg, Prof. Dr. Georg Maret, Universität Konstanz, Germany.
4. ’Graphene-based photodetector arrays.’
Matthias Grotevent, Dr. Ivan Shorubalko, Transport at Nanoscale interfaces,
EMPA, Zürich.
5. ’In situ protein crystallization on ultrathin membranes.’
Nadia Opara, Prof. Dr. Henning Stahlberg, Prof. Dr. Celestino Padeste,
University of Basel & Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland.
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